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Foreword

Throughout the past few years, we have been reminded, almost daily, of the challenges of sustainment and logistics. The COVID-19 pandemic unleashed numerous shocks on domestic and international production and distribution of goods that continue to this day. Be it shortages of paper products, medicines, automobiles, or semiconductor chips, we have experienced firsthand the immense difficulties of sustaining modern daily life. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February this year and the Russian military’s well-publicized struggles to sustain its combat operations have plainly illustrated the harsh realities of maintaining a fighting force in the era of modern warfare.

As the PLA watching community convened again this year for the Carlisle Conference, it was fitting the event focused on the sustainment and logistics capabilities of the PRC and its military. As our keynote speaker, General Charles Flynn, commander of US Army-Pacific, stated, “Logistics is the oxygen of battle.” The United States and its allies and partners know from many years of hard-fought experience in the Indo-Pacific and other theaters that General Flynn is correct. Victory in a conflict across the vast distances, unforgiving oceans, and often-treacherous terrain of the Indo-Pacific will turn on delivering the right forces at the right time with the right capabilities. Doing so will depend on sustaining and supplying these forces during and well beyond the first battle.

As the PLA continues to build and modernize its combat forces, it is vital to assess if the capabilities meant to support combat operations are also being developed. This assessment will better illuminate the PLA’s true operational reach and how it might be curtailed. It will also inform US efforts to improve its own sustainment and logistics capabilities in the region—an essential condition to deterring conflict.

Dr. Carol V. Evans
Director, Strategic Studies Institute
and US Army War College Press
Executive Summary

The US Army War College People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Conference was held from March 31 to April 2, 2022, at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. The Strategic Studies Institute has been organizing and hosting the event since 1999. This year, the Strategic Studies Institute was excited to have the National Ground Intelligence Center as a cosponsor, enabling the conference to involve more members from the intelligence community.

The focus of the conference was PLA logistics and sustainment. As the PLA continues to build and modernize its combat forces, it is important to examine if the capabilities meant to support combat operations are also being developed. A state can build great combat power, but if it cannot sustain or move it to where it must be, then that combat power will not survive long.

The conference had several great papers and presentations on a variety of topics such as China’s national-level logistics, including how China mobilizes national resources for the military and provides joint logistics support to the PLA Theater Commands. Other papers and presentations looked at the logistics capabilities of the different PLA services, especially the Army, Navy, and Air Force. The conference also considered PLA logistics in China’s remote regions, looking specifically at air-power projection in the Western Theater Command along the Indian border, and examined the PLA’s ability to sustain overseas operations using the PLA base in Djibouti as a case example.

The conference revealed several very relevant points:

- There are real questions about the command relationships between the PLA theater commanders and the Joint Logistics Support Force that could lead to an inefficient transition to a wartime logistics structure.

- At the national level, there are different views within China about the chain of command of the defense mobilization system. If these divergent views are serious enough, they could undermine China’s ability to sustain a large-scale operation over the longer-term.
There seem to be shortfalls in logistics support elements for the PLA Army’s combat battalions. Additionally, the PLA makes little use of containerized goods at brigade and lower levels. This observation casts doubt on how long the PLA can keep operating at the tactical unit level.

The PLA Navy has a low number of replenishment ships given the size of the combatant fleet. Also, PLA Air Force facilities often seem to lack enough apron space for maintenance operations.

The conference did not judge the PLA incapable of sustaining large-scale military operations. Despite notable potential shortfalls and points of friction, the PLA has successfully sustained counterpiracy maritime operations for many years and conducted noncombatant evacuation operations well-distant from China. They are also increasingly able to move forces across the vast distances of China and conduct large training exercises. Far more must be known about PLA sustainment and logistics before the hard questions about PLA operational reach and endurance can be answered.
Introduction

There is no issue more critical to US security than the expansive and long-term challenge posed by the People’s Republic of China (PRC). The Russian war in Ukraine is deservedly receiving great attention. But where Russia is a persistent subversive threat operating from a position of weakness, the PRC poses a much more substantial and robust threat operating from an ever-increasing position of strength. With the PRC posing the larger strategic threat, the Department of Defense recently termed it the United States’ “pacing challenge.” If the US Joint Force is to meet this challenge, it must become expert in understanding the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) logistics capacity and how it intends to sustain itself in operations throughout the region.

The Strategic Studies Institute of the US Army War College held its annual conference on the PLA from March 31 to April 2, 2022, in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. The conference focused on logistics and sustainment in the PLA and consisted of a day and a half of unclassified paper presentations and discussions followed by a day of classified presentations. A summary of the classified discussions is available to those with proper clearance.

The logistics challenge of operating in the Indo-Pacific is unlike anywhere else in the world. Geography and distance are obvious factors but so are underdeveloped lines of communication, especially outside northeast Asia, which constrain the movement of modern equipment that requires larger and longer sustainment tails. The PLA understands this constraint and is hard at work rehearsing live fires and joint coordination with its theater commands. As their operations have become more complex, their sustainment operations have become more robust. Sustainment and logistics efforts and posture will be a strong indicator of PLA intent in exercise and war.

Still, the view into the PRC and PLA remains opaque. Definitive sources on PLA capabilities are, of course, hard to uncover. Additionally, the PLA has a limited record of conducting large-scale operations this century and no combat experience since the 1970s from which to gauge how it would sustain a campaign against a peer adversary. What is more, the PLA itself may not have a firm grasp on the true extent of its capabilities or the depth of its limitations, hence, the reason why this conference was important to continue to sharpen a blurry picture.
National-level Logistics

In the volume’s first chapter, Kenneth W. Allen provides a valuable and handy guide to the history and recent changes in the PLA structure. Understanding these points will help readers better appreciate the context of the succeeding chapters. Importantly, Allen points out the many efforts over the years to either separate out or merge logistics organizations with various parts of the PLA structure. These efforts have created some notable potential organizational gaps, or seams at least, for the sustainment enterprise overall. For example, theater commands lack subordinate logistics or equipment departments. It is also unclear where some former organizations and their functions were moved and what the resulting realignments meant for the leadership of these organizations. What begins to emerge is a sense the PLA is still experiencing significant growing pains as it tries to shake free of legacy structures that might have been adequate to sustain a premodern or non-digital force but are ill-suited for today’s operating environment. How, and if, the PLA can settle into an effective structure for sustainment will be a deciding factor in its ability to meet national missions.

The PLA established the Joint Logistics Support Force (JLSF) in 2016 to centralize strategic logistics elements and their support to the new joint theater commands. In chapter two, Joel Wuthnow assesses the implementation and development of the JLSF and its contribution to PLA readiness. Among other findings, he notes that while the organizational reforms implemented by the PLA in 2015–17 have given theater commanders operational control over all ground, naval, air force, and some PLA Rocket Force units in their theaters, the creation of the JLSF took control over logistics within the theaters away from the theater commanders. Some PLA sources, however, suggest there would be a realignment of relations during wartime, with joint logistics assets in the theater being placed under the theater command. Such a transition from normal peacetime operations to wartime operations might provide an indication the PLA was planning to engage in wartime operations and a moment of vulnerability that could be exploited by an adversary. Wuthnow cautions against exaggerating potential problems in the JLSF structure though, since it does have mechanisms in place for routine coordination with the theater commands.

In chapter three, Erin Richter and Benjamin Rosen examine a vital component of China’s national defense strategy—the PRC’s national defense mobilization system. This system touches almost all aspects of the
organizational infrastructure that supports the PLA. Mobilization of civilian resources is critical to PLA logistics and the sustainment of military operations. China’s national defense mobilization system is a centrally planned, systematic effort to leverage the nation’s entire resource potential to prepare for and sustain national defense operations in war or emergencies. It encompasses civil air defense, transportation, economic, information, and political dimensions. Despite recent military and State Council reforms, however, Richter and Rosen observe the national defense mobilization system remains hampered by unclear definition of powers and responsibilities for wartime mobilization, inefficient operational support linkages, and insufficient connections between the theater commands and mobilization offices. While the Chinese government has attempted to address these issues, it seems unlikely the PLA has yet to establish a holistic nationwide system for mobilizing and dispatching logistic resources.

Service-level Logistics

This section examines the logistics capabilities of the PLA Army, Navy, and Air Force. Like at the national level, logistics within the PLA services appear to still be in a transition period following the reforms of several years ago.

In chapter four, Joshua Arostegui and James R. (J. R.) Sessions consider PLA Army logistics throughout each echelon of command. They find that comprehensive logistics support continues to remain a weakness for the PLA Army five years after the completion of the 2015–17 reforms. These problems include: inadequate staff sizes, low transportation equipment numbers, inefficient logistics processes, a lack of containerization, and challenged civil-military integration. Despite those gaps, the PLA Army has used its new organizational construct to support forces adequately along the Sino-Indian border and in other remote locations. However, it still likely lacks the ability to conduct and sustain expeditionary ground operations. Based on PLA writings, Arostegui and Sessions assess the PLA Army will be challenged to operate at much distance from China in the near and midterm.

Justin Boggess and Travis Dolney describe, in chapter five, the dominant aspects of PLA Navy at-sea sustainment capability. They find that the PLA Navy logistics operations are best characterized by flexibility—leveraging overseas commercial port access and military base development, using civilian vessels for underway replenishment, and maximizing the use of the PLA Navy’s modest modern replenishment fleet. They show the PLA Navy is highly
proficient in conducting underway replenishment and is developing a capability to transfer missile systems while underway. They note the PLA Navy lacks the numbers of underway replenishment ships needed to sustain a global presence, especially when compared with the US Navy, but counter that the PLA Navy has demonstrated the ability to overcome and adapt to perceived shortfalls in at-sea logistics. As a result, they assess the PLA Navy at-sea replenishment fleet to have evolved into a highly proficient force capable of supporting China’s peacetime blue-water ambitions.

Similarly, in chapter six, Eli Tirk finds the PLA Air Forces evince adaptability in meeting mission demands. The PLA has built out a redundant logistics support and maintenance structure that has become capable of supporting frequent air combat training missions while maintaining a high level of day-to-day readiness and sustaining operations for an extended period of time within an established network of airfields. With their modern combat aircraft, PLA Air Force and Navy aviation forces train to conduct multiple daily sorties and claim to be able to maintain a high level of readiness. General observations of PLA airfields, however, indicate many locations have limited fuel-storage capacity adjacent to runways or on-site. The airfields also seem to lack sufficient support infrastructure in important ways, which Tirk assesses to mean the PLA’s ability to sustain operations within a broader network of airfields in a contested environment is vulnerable.

Logistics in Remote Regions and Overseas

The third section examines the PLA’s ability to sustain operations at significant distances from the Chinese heartland.

In chapter seven, Brian Hart, Bonny Lin, and Matthew P. Funaiole profile the PLA’s air power projection capabilities in the Western Theater Command. They find that China has embarked on sweeping expansions and upgrades of infrastructure within areas under the PLA Western Theater Command in recent years. In particular, China has invested heavily in constructing and upgrading military and dual-use airfields within the autonomous regions of Tibet and Xinjiang. From an economic perspective, China’s infrastructure buildup in Tibet and Xinjiang is intended to better facilitate the flow of goods and people within Tibet and Xinjiang and into and out of the regions. From a security perspective, it is intended to better prepare forces within the region to deter and respond to external and internal security threats and to project power beyond China’s borders. Based on analysis of satellite imagery and other open-source material, the authors identify
dozens of airports and heliports within Tibet and Xinjiang that have been newly constructed or upgraded since 2017. Observing how China is improving its ability to operate along its remote borders could indicate how it might do the same abroad.

Managing the logistics and sustainment issues for the PLA base in Djibouti is another test case for how the PRC is dealing with maintaining an expeditionary force. In chapter eight, Christopher D. Yung assesses that China’s base in Djibouti is intended primarily as a naval logistics hub given its inability to receive and support fixed-wing aircraft readily. He also doubts it will be used as a staging area for a PLA Army build-up in Africa, as the government of Djibouti is unlikely to allow the extensive expansion of the base this use would require. The base does, however, have facilities for storing fuel, weapons, and equipment and maintenance for ships and rotary-wing aircraft. In addition, a newly added pier can accommodate the largest of China's surface combatants. Nonetheless, the base lacks some key capabilities and facilities and the necessary space that would be required for it to be developed into a major naval base—though the possibility of future expansion cannot be ruled out.

Closing Thoughts

The final chapter features an assessment of the overall findings of the conference by Lonnie D. Henley. He notes that observers of the PLA know more about its sustainment capabilities than 10 years ago but that the state of knowledge is insufficient to answer tough questions for US planners and policymakers. In particular, he contends that PLA observers do not know: how well the PLA logistics system will work in a conflict; how well it can sustain long-duration, high-intensity operations; how long China could withstand a blockade; how China’s mobilization system and militia fit into the PLA’s logistics apparatus; or how the PLA would support distant overseas operations. He recommends a greater depth of study on the provincial military district system and militia system, as they are key elements of PLA logistics.

The overall findings of the conference were that the PLA has made significant strides in its ability to sustain operations and continues to build capabilities and capacity to address shortfalls. The centralization of PLA control and its internal command structure has sought to streamline decision making and delivery, but it is unclear how well this approach will fare in wartime. The PLA continues to refine its mobilization and
deployment mechanisms, while expanding its support infrastructure at home and abroad. Its ability to sustain large-scale operations at greater distances for longer periods of time is untested and unknown. While PLA sustainment and logistics may not operate at the same level or in the same way as those of the US military, the PLA’s ability to satisfy its logistics and sustainment needs should not be underestimated.
Overview of the Organizational Structure of PLA Logistics, Equipment, and Support

Kenneth W. Allen

This chapter provides a brief overview of the PLA’s overall structure and the logistics and equipment management structure since 1949. Of particular importance, the logistics structure has been separated and merged with the equipment and armaments structure a few times. The chapter begins with a brief comparison of the PLA’s Central Military Commission’s (CMC) organizational structure prior to, and after, the major reorganization that began in 2016. The Commission has been in existence since the Red Army was created in 1927 and was identified in English as the Military Affairs Commission (MAC) until the late 1980s, when it was renamed the Central Military Commission. The chapter then provides a brief history of the PLA services. It finishes by discussing the current logistics, equipment, and support structure.

History of the Organizational Structure of the PLA’s Central Military Commission

Between October 1949 and mid-1957, the CMC created a total of eight subordinate PLA General Departments (General Staff, Training Inspector General, Armed Forces Inspection, General Political, General Cadre, General Logistics, General Armaments, and General Support). This structure remained in place until the beginning of the Cultural Revolution in 1966. The Cultural Revolution led to a period of turmoil and change in the PLA, including the reorganization of the CMC. The CMC was restructured in 1978, with the creation of the General Logistics Department and the General Armaments Department.

General Logistics, General Finance, and General Armament) and the second-level departments and bureaus. Between mid-1957 and late 1958, the eight general departments underwent a major reorganization, and by the end of 1958, there were three general departments—General Staff Department, General Political Department, and General Logistics Department (GLD). The General Armament Department (GAD) was added in 1998 by merging the military personnel in the existing Commission for Science, Technology, and Industry for National Defense with the General Staff Department’s Equipment Department and the General Logistics Department’s Ordnance/Armament Department, along with the relevant weapons and equipment research-and-development organizations. Of note, though the Chinese term zhuangbei is translated as “equipment,” the PLA translates it as “armament.” Every lower-level organization, however, is translated as “equipment department.” The GLD and GAD both had a director and a political commissar (PC). Although the director of the GLD and GAD were CMC members with the equivalent grade, the GLD and GAD and their PCs had the grade of Military Region (MR) leader.

Historically, every organization and officer has been assigned a grade, as shown in table 1-1. The PLA did not have an officer rank system until 1955, but that was abolished in 1965. The current rank system was implemented in 1988. The PLA had 20 officer grades from 1955–65, a 27-grade system from 1965–72, a 23-grade system from 1972–79, an 18-grade system from 1979–88, and adopted the current 15-grade system in 1988. Historically, excluding new officers who are assigned to remote areas and pilots who have just completed their flight training at a flight academy, all other new officers must serve their first year on probation (见习). Every grade for officers from MR (or present-day Theater Command, or TC) leader down to platoon leader has two ranks assigned to it. Unlike the US military, which assigns numbers to each rank (such as O-6 for colonel), the PLA does not assign numbers. On average, officers up to the rank of colonel are promoted in grade every three years, while they are promoted in rank approximately every four years. It is common for someone to be a regiment, brigade, or division commander for up to five years. Rarely do personnel receive a rank and grade promotion at the same time. However, it appears this may be changing in a step-by-step process since 2021, as the PLA announced a shift to a rank-centric system.

2. Mulvenon and Yang, People’s Liberation Army as Organization, 45–61.
### Table 1-1. PLA 15-grade structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Primary Rank</th>
<th>Secondary Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMC Chairman (军委主席)</td>
<td>N/A General/Admiral (上将)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chairman (军委副主席)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC Member (军委委员)</td>
<td>General/Admiral (上将)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC Leader (正战区职)</td>
<td>General/Admiral (上将)</td>
<td>Lieutenant General/Vice Admiral (中将)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former MR Leader (正大军区职)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC Deputy Leader (副战区职)</td>
<td>Lieutenant General/Vice Admiral (中将)</td>
<td>Major General/Rear Admiral (少将)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former MR Deputy Leader (副大军区职)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corps Leader (正军职)</td>
<td>Major General/Rear Admiral (少将)</td>
<td>Lieutenant General/Vice Admiral (中将)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corps Deputy Leader (副军职)</td>
<td>Major General/Rear Admiral (少将)</td>
<td>Senior Colonel/Senior Captain (大校)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division Leader (正师职)</td>
<td>Senior Colonel/Senior Captain (大校)</td>
<td>Major General/Rear Admiral (少将)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division Deputy Leader/Brigade Leader (副师职)</td>
<td>Colonel/Captain (上校)</td>
<td>Senior Colonel/Senior Captain (大校)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regiment Leader/Brigade Deputy Leader (正团职)</td>
<td>Colonel/Captain (上校)</td>
<td>Lieutenant Colonel/Commander (中校)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regiment Deputy Leader (副团职)</td>
<td>Lieutenant Colonel/Commander (中校)</td>
<td>Major/Lieutenant Commander (少校)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battalion Leader (正营职)</td>
<td>Major/Lieutenant Commander (少校)</td>
<td>Lieutenant Colonel/Commander (中校)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battalion Deputy Leader (副营职)</td>
<td>Captain/Lieutenant (上尉)</td>
<td>Major/Lieutenant Commander (少校)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Leader (正连职)</td>
<td>Captain/Lieutenant (上尉)</td>
<td>First Lieutenant/Lieutenant Junior Grade (中尉)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Deputy Leader (副连职)</td>
<td>First Lieutenant/Lieutenant Junior Grade (中尉)</td>
<td>Captain/Lieutenant (上尉)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platoon (排职)</td>
<td>Second Lieutenant/Ensign (少尉)</td>
<td>First Lieutenant/Lieutenant Junior Grade (中尉)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2016, the PLA reorganized the CMC into 15 organizations and created a separate Army Headquarters. The 15 organizations in protocol order, along
with their grade, are shown below.5 As of May 2022, Army officers serve as the leader for all 15 CMC organizations.

- General Office (TC Deputy Leader)
- Joint Staff Department (CMC Member)
- Political Work Department (CMC Member)
- Logistic Support Department (TC Leader)
- Equipment Development Department (TC Leader)
- Training and Administration Department (TC Deputy Leader)
- National Defense Mobilization Department (TC Deputy Leader)
- Discipline Inspection Commission (CMC Member)
- Politics and Law Commission (TC Deputy Leader)
- Science and Technology Commission (TC Deputy Leader)
- Office for Strategic Planning (Corps Leader)
- Office for Reform and Organizational Structure (Corps Leader)
- Office for International Military Cooperation (Corps Leader)
- Audit Office (Corps Leader)
- Agency for Offices Administration (Corps Leader)

In 2016, the CMC also reduced the number of MRs and MR Air Forces to five and renamed them Theater Commands (TC) and TC Air Forces (TCAF), respectively, which are listed in protocol order as Eastern, Southern, Western,

---

Northern, and Central. In 2018, the PLAN renamed the three fleets as the Eastern TC Navy (TCN), Southern TCN, and Northern TCN, however, they are sometimes still referred to as fleets.

Figures 1-1 and 1-2 provide an overview of the PLA’s organizational structure prior to and after 2016. The PLA organizes all organizations in protocol order, including the CMC organizations, services, and regional commands.

---


7. People’s Navy [人民海军], January 16, 2018, 1.

Brief History of the Organizational Structure of the PLA Services

From 1949 to 2016, the PLA was organized into three services (Army, Navy, and Air Force). In 1966, the PLA created the Second Artillery Force (PLASAF) as an independent branch under the Army. The Army (PLAA), Navy (PLAN), and Air Force (PLAAF) each have various subordinate branches/arms and specialty units, some of which have merged or changed over the years. Prior to 2016, the CMC served as the Army Headquarters and as the joint headquarters for all of the services and branches. In 2016, the PLA created a separate PLAA Headquarters and upgraded the PLASAF to a full service and renamed it the PLA Rocket Force (PLARF). It also created the PLA Strategic Support Force (PLASSF), which is a force, not a service.

Regionally, the PLA began creating military regions in the 1950s. Although the PLA called these Military Area Commands, the US government called them military regions. Each had a subordinate Military Region Air Force (MRAF). In 1985, the number of MRs and MRAFs was reduced from 11 to seven (Shenyang,

---

Beijing, Lanzhou, Jinan, Nanjing, Guangzhou, and Chengdu). In 1949, the PLAN also created three fleets (North Sea, East Sea, and South Sea).

**Overview of the Structure of the PLA’s Logistics, Equipment, and Support**

Prior to the 2016 reorganization, the GLD was responsible for the management of logistics and logistics support work for the entire PLA under the leadership of the CMC to include military finance, supply, subsistence, transportation, fuel, infrastructure construction, facilities management, health services, and auditing.\(^{10}\)

The department’s basic missions were to: plan and lead the implementation of logistics work for the entire military; draft rules, ordinances, and regulations for logistics work; recommend organization of logistics forces; organize logistics war preparations and mobilization; train logistics personnel; equip units with logistics equipment; draft the PLA’s budget; and supervise approved budget execution.

Prior to the 2016 reorganization, the GAD was responsible for the PLA’s weapons and equipment research, development, acquisition, and maintenance. It determined, formulated, supervised, and implemented the policies, laws, and regulations regarding weapons and equipment for the entire military. The GAD was also responsible for weapons and equipment budgeting, including oversight and auditing. In conducting these tasks, the GAD operated China’s test, evaluation, and training bases and a network of military representative bureaus and offices. Finally, the GAD guided the direction of PLA modernization through its Science and Technology Committee.

Prior to the 2016 reorganization, the general overall structure for logistics and equipment is shown in table 1-2.

---

10. Pollpeter and Allen, *PLA as Organization v2.0*. 

Table 1-2. Pre-2016 logistics, equipment, and support department structure
(Source: DoD, Directory of PRC Military Personalities, 2015.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Logistics Department</th>
<th>Equipment Department</th>
<th>Support Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service HQ (Navy, Air Force, Second Artillery Force)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Region HQ</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Fleets and Military Region Air Force HQ</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corps (Military Districts, Garrisons, Group Armies, Bases, Command Posts)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division (Navy Zhidui)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigade</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regiment (Navy Dadui)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding table 1-2, there are several points worth keeping in mind. Prior to 2016, the CMC served as the PLA Army Headquarters. The Second Artillery Force (PLASAF) was an independent branch under the Army but was treated as a service. The MRs served primarily as the regional army headquarters. Each MR had a Joint Logistics Department. Corp-level organizations include both corps leader and corps deputy leader grades. Garrisons include Tianjin, Chongqing, Shanghai, Macao, and Hong Kong. A zhidui is sometimes translated as “flotilla.” Some support departments were identified in group armies as early as 2013. They replaced the logistics and equipment departments, which merged as the support department. Regiments did not have a logistics department or an equipment department, but they had relevant organizations with those responsibilities. For example, aviation units have airfield stations that are responsible for both logistics and aircraft maintenance. See Eli Tirk’s chapter six on “PLA Capability to Sustain Air Combat Operations.” Finally, a dadui is sometimes translated as “squadron.”

Of particular importance, as shown in table 1-3, the commander and PC for each organization had the same grade that was assigned to the organization, while the deputy commanders and deputy PC(s), the Chief of Staff (Director of the Headquarters Department), and the Director of the Political Department had one grade lower; however, the Director and PC
of the Logistics Department and the Equipment Department were one grade below them. For example, the Commander and PC of a Group Army had the grade of corps leader, the deputies, Chief of Staff, and Director of the Political Department had the grade of corps deputy leader, and the Director and PC of the Logistics Department and Equipment Department had the grade of division leader. Concerning the unit’s Party Standing Committee, only the directors were members; however, each department had its own Party Standing Committee, whereby the PC was the secretary, and the director was the deputy secretary.

Table 1-3. Current PLA leadership grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>CMC</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Theater Commander Service</th>
<th>JLSF</th>
<th>Corps Leader Grade Orgs</th>
<th>Brigade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theater Commander Leader</td>
<td>LSD/ EDD</td>
<td>Commander/ Political Commissar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theater Commander Deputy Leader</td>
<td>Director/ Political Commissar</td>
<td>Deputy Commander/ Deputy Political Commissar/ Chief of Staff/ Director PWD</td>
<td>Commander/ Political Commissar</td>
<td>JLSF Commander Political Commissar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corps Leader</td>
<td>Logistics/ Equipment Deputy Director/ Political Commissar</td>
<td>Deputy Commander/ Deputy Political Commissar/ Chief of Staff/ Director PWD</td>
<td></td>
<td>Commanderr/ Political Commissar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corps Deputy Leader</td>
<td>Logistics/ Equipment Deputy Director/ Political Commissar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Deputy Commander/ Deputy Political Commissar/ Director PWD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division Leader</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Support Department Director/ Political Commissar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As part of the PLA’s 11th force reduction and major reorganization that began in 2016, the PLA continued to make major changes to the logistics and equipment structures that began around 2012, when some logistics departments and equipment departments were merged into a support department. The following bullets provide the key changes.\textsuperscript{11}

- Part of the GLD was renamed the CMC Logistic Support Department (LSD), and the GAD was renamed the CMC Equipment Development Department (EDD) with the grade of Theater Command (TC) leader, which replaced the former MR leader grade. Although the director for each department remained on the CMC, they were both downgraded to TC leader grade and were not added as CMC members during the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) 19th Party Congress in 2017.\textsuperscript{12}

---

The PLA created a PLAA Headquarters and upgraded the Second Artillery Force to a full service known as the PLARF. It also created a PLASSF as a force, not a service. As before, each of the four services and the PLASSF has a subordinate logistics department and an equipment department, which are two grades below the commander and PC and one grade below the deputy commanders and PC and the Chief of Staff (Director of the Staff Department, which replaced the former Headquarters Department) and Director of the Political Work Department (which replaced the former Political Department), which is the last level with these organizations.

Whereas the former seven MRs each had a joint logistics department and an equipment department, the newly created five TCs do not have either department. However, the CMC did create a JLSF as a corps leader-grade organization to support each of the TCs. The JLSF has five Joint Logistics Support Centers, each of which has the grade of corps deputy leader. In 2018, however, the CMC raised the grade of the JLSF to TC deputy leader, most likely so that it could coordinate on an equal basis with the TC Service Headquarters. See Joel Wuthnow’s chapter two on “Joint Logistics Force Support to Theater Commands” for details.

Besides creating a PLAA Headquarters, the CMC created five TC Army Headquarters and renamed the former three Navy Fleets as TC Navies. Each TC also has a TC Air Force Headquarters. There is no TC Rocket Force Headquarters. Each TC Army, Navy, and Air Force Headquarters combined the former logistics department and equipment department into a single support department.

---

Although information was found for support departments in Army, Air Force, Rocket Force, MD, and Garrison corps-, division-, and brigade-level headquarters, no information was found concerning the PLA Navy’s headquarters at those levels.¹⁴ Some support departments were identified in group armies as early as 2013. They apparently replaced the logistics and equipment departments which merged as the support department.

Certain units, such as PLARF bases, also began creating operations support regiments and comprehensive support regiments around 2012 by taking several disparate support functions and consolidating them under a single regiment.¹⁵ Base support functions handled by the operational support regiments include security, engineering, meteorology, survey and mapping, and nuclear, biological, and chemical defense. Comprehensive support regiments were established in 2017 by combining the Base Repair Factory with the Technical Service Regiment and taking on the responsibilities of both. Thus, this regiment is responsible for repair and maintenance of base vehicles and equipment, as well as storage of missiles, fuel, munitions, and other supplies, and transport of these assets via road and rail to base units. It may also be in charge of other miscellaneous support missions, such as vehicle driving, food preparation, cultural/media work, and training of certain support personnel. Integrating vehicle, transport, repair, and logistical support missions into a single unit is designed to improve logistical efficiency and coordination. While all bases now have comprehensive support regiments, Base 61 still maintains a technical service brigade (upgraded from a regiment). Base 63 also maintains a “Service Regiment,” which may now only be responsible for management, transport, and loading of missile propellants for the Base’s liquid-fueled rockets.

Table 1-4 shows the current structure compared with that of table 1-2.

---


¹⁵. Ma, “PLA Rocket Force Organization.”
Table 1-4: Current logistics, equipment, and support department structure
(Source: DoD, Directory of PRC Military Personalities, 2015.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Logistics Department</th>
<th>Equipment Department</th>
<th>Support Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service HQ (Navy, Air Force, Second Artillery Force)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theater Command HQ</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC Service HQ</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Logistics Support Force</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corps (Military Districts, Garrisons, Group Armies, Bases, Command Posts)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division (Navy Zhidui)16</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigade</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regiment (Navy Dadui)17</td>
<td>No, but have organizations with these responsibilities</td>
<td>No, but have organizations with these responsibilities</td>
<td>Yes18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following information from 2017 provides a good example of how the PLA dealt with the merger of logistics and equipment organizations in military district (MD) headquarters.19 Among the 84 corps-level units that were established in April 2017, the 25 provincial MDs, which are corps leader-grade organizations, accounted for one-third. In this round of military reform, the seven MRs were reorganized as five TCs with the same grade, and the provincial MDs originally subordinate to the MRs were resubordinated to the newly established CMC National Defense Mobilization Department. Note that the Xinjiang and Tibet MDs are directly subordinate to the PLAAF.

16. Navy Zhidui have a Coast Service Department [岸勤部]. “Awesome! These naval doctors have insisted on providing free consultations for the resident nursing home for 12 years” [赞! 这些海军军医12年坚持为驻地敬老院义诊], sina.cn (website), March 5, 2018, accessed at https://mil.sina.cn/2018-03-05/detail-ifyrztfz8488992.dhtml.


18. Support organizations at the regiment level are divisions [处].

Headquarters. Their grade is TC deputy leader, so they cannot be subordinate to the CMC National Defense Mobilization Department, which is the same grade. However, their administrative organizations most likely match those of the remaining MDs.

Today, the TCs now serve as truly joint headquarters. In addition, the four administrative departments (headquarters, political, logistics, and equipment) of the former MDs were adjusted as “one office and four bureaus,” including the General Office, Political Work Bureau, Combat Readiness Construction Bureau, National Defense Mobilization Bureau, and Security Bureau. The MDs no longer have jurisdiction over the combat troops, and the combat troops originally under their jurisdiction have been reassigned to their respective TC Army Headquarters. Finally, at the military subdistrict level, which are division leader-grade organizations under the jurisdiction of each provincial MD, corresponding reforms have also been carried out. The former Headquarters Department, Political Department, and Logistics Department for each Military Sub-district were reorganized into a General Office, Political Division, Mobilization Division, Combat Readiness Division, and Support (that is, support to logistics and equipment) Division.

In conclusion, the current structure for logistics and equipment organizations is still somewhat confusing. For example, no TCs have a subordinate logistics department or equipment department, and it is not clear what happened to the former MR headquarters equipment departments. For example, were they merged into the JLSF? In addition, when the PLA merged its logistics departments and equipment departments into a single support department, one of the directors, one PC, and some of the deputy directors lost their job as part of the 300,000-man force reduction, of which one-half were officers. The question is whether the directors for the new support departments are career logistics officers or equipment officers. It appears that the next step may be to merge the logistics department and equipment department into a support department in each of the four service and PLASSF headquarters. In addition, the PLAA, PLAN, and PLAAF each have separate logistics/service and equipment/engineering academic institutions. One change in the future may be to merge them together as a support academic institution, so officers learn how to manage both components together.

Finally, prior to 2021, the PLA’s officer corps was organized into five career tracks shown in the following bullets. Unlike the US military, PLA officers are not assigned alphanumeric military occupation/occupational specialty codes or Air Force specialty codes. The PLA combined the first four career tracks together and identified them as non-special technical officers.

- Military/operational officer
- Political officer
- Logistics officer
- Equipment/armament officer
- Special technical officer

However, in 2021, the PLA apparently lumped them together even further and has renamed them “command and administrative officers.”

It still has the special technical officer track as a separate track.

Joint Logistics Force Support to Theater Commands

Joel Wuthnow

Introduction

A hallmark of Chinese military reforms under Xi Jinping was the consolidation of authority at the theater level. Prior to the reforms, Military Region commanders only had control over ground forces and not naval or air forces. In wartime, a joint headquarters would have been established on an ad hoc basis, creating a time-consuming transition from peacetime to wartime operations. Under the new Theater Command system, commanders have assumed control over ground, naval, and air forces, with some conventional Rocket Force units likely at their disposal as well. The system is better postured to pivot to combat operations as the wartime structure is already largely in place.

In this light, reforms to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) logistics system have been an aberration. Prior to 2016, the Military Regions each possessed a Joint Logistics Department that unified control over general supplies within the theaters. The creation of the Joint Logistic Support Force (JLSF) that year took control away from the theater commanders by placing


those resources under central control. The reason for this shift can be explained by the need for supply-chain efficiency and an architecture that would allow scarce resources to be deployed quickly across theater boundaries—as they were during the 2020 COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan, which required the JLSF to surge specialized medical supplies from multiple parts of China. Yet, in wartime, the PLA must now undergo a different transition. Logistics assets under the JLSF would have to be reintegrated into the theater for use in joint operations.

This situation raises several questions. What is the relationship between the JLSF and the theaters in peacetime? How do they strengthen coordination in the absence of theater control? How do PLA sources describe theater logistics arrangements in wartime? What problems could be introduced as the PLA executes a shift from a centralized model to a theater model? Does the system that has emerged provide China’s opponents’ opportunities to slow or complicate that transition?

This chapter addresses these questions in four parts. The first describes the new system and the likely goals of the reformers. The second documents peacetime coordination between the JLSF and the theaters in terms of liaisons and communications, direct support to units, and exercises. The third argues that while JLSF units will return to theater control during a conflict, there is no clear model for theater logistics support. This section also speculates on several problems that could be created during the transition, including tensions between those who favor centralized versus theater control. The conclusion discusses implications for the effectiveness of PLA operations in wartime and how China’s adversaries might leverage new frictions in the logistics system to undermine PLA confidence in its performance in a conflict.

The chapter draws from a variety of PLA publications, including books, authoritative media, and articles in professional logistics journals. The discussion also benefits from a comprehensive review of publicized PLA activities and exercises from 2017–21 conducted with the assistance of the consulting firm, TexTore, for which the author is grateful.

A New Joint Logistics Structure

During the Xi era, joint logistics forces transitioned from direct control by the theaters to a hub-and-spokes model under central command. Prior to the recent reforms, Joint Logistics Departments had been established in each of the former Military Regions by 2002, consolidating control over “general purpose” (通用) supplies such as fuel and grain. This was intended to reduce inefficiency and increase standardization as those items had been previously handled by the services; however, “service-specific” (专用) materials (such as specialized weapons parts) continued to be procured and maintained by the services. A 2004 experiment in the Jinan Military Region further sought to consolidate service and joint logistics into a single entity, but this system was never adopted on a wider scale.

In September 2016, the PLA overhauled the system by creating the JLSF. A new central JLSF headquarters was established at the Wuhan Rear Area Support Base, which occupies a strategic location in central China at the intersection of several major rail lines. The JLSF oversees a system of five Joint Logistic Support Centers (JLSCs), each geographically aligned with one of the five Theater Commands but reporting to JLSF headquarters (see figure 2-1). Built on the former Joint Logistics Departments, the JLSCs manage a massive network of supply depots, pipelines, warehouses, hospitals, and mobile logistics brigades that can be deployed to support units in the field. According to one JLSF officer, while the JLSCs maintain “fraternal” (兄弟) relations with supported units, they do not hold a “subordinate relationship” (隶属关系) with the theaters themselves. The reforms retained separate service-specific supply chains.

Figure 2-1. Overall PLA logistics structure
(Legend: Solid line – superior/subordinate relations and dotted lines – coordinating or supporting relations)

In practice, there is now a division of labor between the JLSCs, the theater service Support Departments (保障部), and other logistics assets, including organic logistics capabilities within operational units and civilian suppliers. As an illustration, scholars from the Armored Force Engineering Academy describe the differentiated functions of these forces in supporting ground force equipment (see table 1). This source also confirms that JLSCs play a role in equipment maintenance, which was unclear at the outset of the reforms.7

Centralization of joint logistics forces served two purposes. The first purpose was improving management. The 2020 *Science of Military Strategy*, the first edition of that volume to include a chapter on joint logistics, noted the JLSF “solved the problem of theater and below units developing their own logistics support and equipment support.”8 JLSF headquarters would likely be able to support this goal by creating logistics standards, monitoring the status of resources across a nationwide supply network, facilitating payments for supplies from civilian vendors, developing logistics information systems, and encouraging the creation of more efficient cross-national supply chains.

---


Table 2-1. Division of labor for Theater Command ground force equipment support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support Main Body</th>
<th>Support Missions</th>
<th>Mission Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theater Army Specialized Support Forces</td>
<td>Base-level specialized equipment support</td>
<td>Collection, reserve, supply, management, and maintenance of specialized army equipment in peacetime and wartime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Joint Logistic Support Center Forces</td>
<td>Base-level general equipment support</td>
<td>Collection, reserve, supply, management, and maintenance of army general-purpose ammunition, ordnance, fuel, and equipment in peacetime and wartime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Organic Support Forces</td>
<td>Unit-level comprehensive support</td>
<td>Comprehensive equipment support tasks for units in peacetime and wartime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilian Support Forces</td>
<td>Non-core support or specialized support for high-tech equipment</td>
<td>Non-core (非核心) army equipment support at all levels or specialized high-tech equipment support tasks that cannot be completed by organic support forces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Support Forces</td>
<td>Implement support as needed at all levels</td>
<td>Complete support tasks at all levels during wartime according to changes in army equipment support in the theaters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second purpose was facilitating logistics support across theater boundaries. The 2020 Science of Military Strategy asserted the JLSF can “satisfy theater support,” and “dynamically handle multiple directions, support coordinated actions, and cover the entire domain.” Overseeing a national network of logistics assets, a central headquarters would be able to direct the flow of resources from one theater to another in the event of an escalating conflict or humanitarian emergency (and reduce the likelihood theater commanders would be able to hold onto assets that may be needed elsewhere). The JLSF performed this function during the 2020 response to the COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan, managing the transportation and distribution of scarce medical equipment from multiple JLSCs. Even absent a crisis, the system would be better able to handle cross-theater requests (such as patient transfers).

Achieving centralization, however, came at the expense of theater control. Under the previous system, Joint Logistics Departments were Corps Leader-grade organizations within the Military Region structure. The JLSCs are Corps Deputy Leader-grade organizations that report to the JLSF. Thus, there is no high-level component in the theater structure responsible for supervising support activities and joint and service logistics forces. This system was a departure from other reforms that promoted unity of command at the theater level, such as the creation of theater Joint Operations Command Centers and the shift of peacetime operational control of air and naval forces from the services to the theaters. This shift suggests that, for reformers, the benefits of centralization outweighed the costs of unified theater command.

Joint Logistics-Theater Coordination in Peacetime

Despite the absence of direct theater control, JLSCs and other JLSF units have achieved some integration with the theaters since 2016. This section describes coordination in three areas—contacts with theater headquarters, mechanisms through which operational units can reach out directly for JLSF support, and joint logistics integration in theater exercises.

Coordination Mechanisms

There is no senior JLSF officer within the theater construct akin to the theater naval, ground, and air force component commanders who serve concurrently as theater deputy commanders. However, there are reports the JLSF maintains liaison officers at the theater headquarters, whose ostensible purpose is to improve the theater commander’s visibility over JLSC activities and serve as a bridge with JLSF leadership. This is roughly analogous to the role that Rocket Force liaisons play within the theater headquarters.

A particular challenge is that four of the five JLSCs are not geographically colocated with the theater headquarters (see table 2-2). Noting this problem, scholars from the Military Transportation Academy argue that geographic separation can be overcome through a “command information system” (指挥信息系统) that promotes “remote, synchronous, joint planning” (异地, 同步, 联动筹划) between theater leadership, JLSCs, and others.17 Another PLA source discusses the development of a “joint combat command information system” in the Central Theater Command that integrates “more than ten” types of “information sources” (信源), including from the Central Military Commission (CMC), JLSF, and service forces.18 These sources strongly imply logistics information is integrated into the PLA’s primary command and control system, the Integrated Command Platform. The 2022 US Department of Defense China Military Power Report states, “The PRC is . . . fielding the Integrated Command Platform to units at multiple echelons across the force to enable lateral and cross-service communications required for joint operations.”19

### Table 2-2. JLSC alignment with five Theater Commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theater</th>
<th>Theater HQ</th>
<th>Aligned JLSC</th>
<th>Theater HQ-JLSC Distance (miles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>Nanjing</td>
<td>Wuxi</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>Guangzhou</td>
<td>Guilin</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>Shenyang</td>
<td>Shenyang</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western</td>
<td>Chengdu</td>
<td>Xining</td>
<td>738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Zhengzhou</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Direct Support to Units**

The JLSCs also directly support units within the theaters, sometimes bypassing the theater headquarters. A 2017 PLA Daily article confirmed the Shenyang JLSC had established data-sharing mechanisms with the five provincial military districts in the Northern Theater Command region,


focusing on natural disasters, stability maintenance, and major accidents. A 2018 *PLA Daily* article noted a mobile support brigade under the Wuxi JLSC had “begun to establish routine contacts” (初步建立定期联系) with both the theater joint command and other operational units in the Eastern Theater Command.

Several PLA articles reference a “joint delivery command” (联合投送指挥) taking shape within the theaters that coordinates the transportation and delivery of supplies between service, JLSF, and civilian suppliers. Through this system, units can request support on a real-time basis. Normally, they must first coordinate with their own theater service Support Department, but for “emergency tasks” (紧急任务) can reach out to the JLSCs directly. One example came after a 2017 typhoon, in which an Air Force unit based in the Eastern Theater Command needed 2,000 tons of aviation fuel. Using the emergency mechanism, the unit received the supplies directly from the Wuxi JLSC. Nevertheless, one group of scholars at the PLA Military Transportation Academy argued in a 2018 article that the system “lacks an institutionalized information exchange mechanism,” blamed the JLSCs for not acting “in a timely manner,” and noted the division of labor is “not [yet] clear enough.”

Other examples of direct support involve military medicine. Overseeing the network of PLA hospitals, the JLSCs also provide direct medical support to personnel, both regularly and during contingencies. Similarly, in 2017, the Wuxi JLSC opened an inaugural Psychological Crisis

---
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Intervention Center that provides mental-health services for deployed units, supplies on-call specialists at bases, and offers online treatment.\textsuperscript{26}

**JLSF Participation in Theater Exercises**

The most prominent joint logistics exercises focus on key “training brands” (演训品牌) such as the Jingwu Joint Logistics combat skills competition and the Joint Logistics Mission cross-theater exercise that mainly feature logistics units.\textsuperscript{27} JLSF personnel have also participated in exercises with other forces. In October 2019, Xinhua reported that mobile joint logistics units had taken part in more than 50 exercises organized by the theaters and various services and branches, sharpening their skills through “full-dimensional participation” (全程全维参战) in these events.\textsuperscript{28}

Most common are references to JLSF involvement in ground force exercises.\textsuperscript{29} This involvement includes facilitating oil resupply for combined arms brigades during cross-theater exercises (coordination being handled by communications between adjacent JLSCs, rather than through the supported units’ theater headquarters) and providing mobile logistics services during the “motorized march” phase of the exercise, such as “mobile repairs at fixed points” (定点巡修), vehicle repair at service areas, heavy equipment

---


\textsuperscript{29} This encompassed army units only. No references of direct JLSF support to naval, air, or Rocket Force exercises were observed.
transport, and food resupply. These reports suggest joint logistics support becomes most relevant when units are transiting or operating far away from their home garrisons and are beyond their organic logistics capabilities. Other reports, however, described JLSF units taking part in joint exercises relatively close to home.

There is also anecdotal evidence of JLSF participation in theater-level exercises. For instance, a 2018 PLA Daily report mentioned the Wuxi JLSC alongside Rocket Force and military district units in the Eastern Theater Command’s annual joint training plan (联合训练计划), suggesting these units likely participated in unpublicized events organized by the theater. JLSF officers were also invited to a “joint campaign staff competition” (联合战役参谋比武) offered by the Central Theater Command in 2017, developing skills such as “computerized map plotting” and “joint operations planning” with colleagues from other services. Such activities are useful in building common frames of reference among personnel from different chains of command who may be required to work together in wartime or other situations.

Wartime Logistics: Who Takes Command?

Peacetime coordination mechanisms such as those described above are helpful in integrating joint logistics and theater activities in the absence of direct command relations. However, PLA sources suggest there would likely be a realignment of relations during wartime with JLSCs and their subordinate


33. “百名联合战役参谋同台比武竞技” [“100 Joint Campaign Staff Officers Compete in Top Competition”], 中国军队 [China Military Online], December 16, 2017, http://www.81.cn/fjbxmap /content/2017-12/16/content_194521.htm. The program also involved officers from the Rocket Force.
units being placed within the theater structure. This section reviews relevant PLA writings and identifies challenges that could impede a smooth transition to theater control of joint logistics forces during a crisis.

Pre-reform sources (such as the 2006 edition of the Science of Campaigns) described a “war zone” command structure consisting of several functional elements. War zone commanders would directly oversee a “support department” (保障部门) that handles logistics and equipment support (foreshadowing the blending of these functions that appears to have taken place within the JLSCs and theater service support departments). Some sources also suggested theater support departments would serve as a rear-area command post, potentially led by a theater deputy commander. LeighAnn Luce and Erin Richter speculated the JLSCs could have been designated for this purpose: four are located at a major distance from the theater headquarters, and all are linked into national and theater command information systems.

Similar depictions of a wartime theater support function can be found in post-reform sources. The clearest indication the JLSCs would transfer from JLSF to theater authority came in November 2016 from a JLSF officer, who said that, in wartime, the CMC would place the JLSCs and their subordinate units (such as hospitals and vehicle maintenance centers) under the theaters to “carry out support activities for frontline troops.” A similar claim was repeated in the 2022 US Department of Defense China military power report.

Other PLA writings also indicate joint logistics forces would be merged into the theater structure in wartime. The 2016 volume, Theater Command Joint Operations Command, published by the PLA National Defense University, includes a “logistics and equipment support center” (后装保障中心) alongside five other functional components of the theater structure (intelligence, communications, command, mobilization, and political work). This center would need to be established temporarily if there were no preexisting rear-area command posts; however, if a rear-area command
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post already existed (perhaps in the form of the JLSCs), it would be designated as the support center.  

PLA literature continues to discuss building a theater structure that effectively coordinates logistics and equipment support. A 2018 article argued that in wartime, the theater joint command should “directly command” joint logistics forces, while service logistics should be handled through “various operational sub-centers” (各种作战分中心). A 2020 article from scholars at the Military Transportation Academy assessed three models of joint logistics integration into the wartime theater structure, titled “multi-integrated application,” “regional coordination and linkage,” and “flat force command.” Figure 2-2, drawn from that article, depicts the first approach. In this model, there would be a single “joint logistics sub-domain command center” that would control JLSF, service, and civilian forces (and potentially joint logistics forces assigned from other theaters).  

In the other two models, the lines of authority are completely different. In the “regional coordination and linkage” model, the “joint logistics sub-domain command center” would only have direct control over joint logistics forces, while service logistics forces would be overseen by the land, sea, air, and conventional missile sub-domain command centers. In the “flat force command model,” the service sub-domain command centers would directly command not only service logistics forces, but also joint and civilian forces, leaving the “joint logistics sub-domain command center” in a weaker “coordinating” role. The variation suggests that, as of writing, the PLA had not yet settled on a preferred structure.

The most significant problem for wartime theater integration is that PLA sources do not discuss concerns about disputes between those who prefer central versus theater control. The virtue of the hub-and-spokes model is that central leadership can redirect resources across theater boundaries without needing the consent of the theaters. During a crisis, the JLSF could argue that logistics assets should remain centralized to permit quickly surging reinforcements to the frontlines. Nevertheless, theater commanders in secondary theaters, fearing “chain reaction warfare” (连锁反应战争), might seek authority over logistics assets in their geographic regions, leveraging their higher grade (one step above the JLSF commander) to press the issue. Such disputes would likely have to be refereed by the CMC Joint Staff Department, which sits above the JLSF and the theaters, distracting the high command from other tasks.

A Taiwan scenario illustrates some potential frictions. In the preparatory phase of a major campaign, it is likely the Wuxi JLSC would be placed under the Eastern Theater Command and integrated into a theater support...

department (or designated as the rear-area command post). The tension would be with the other theaters. The JLSF headquarters might seek to retain control over other JLSCs, whose assets might be needed to support the main theater. But the other theaters—concerned about an expansion of the conflict to other border and coastal regions—could argue that logistics assets should be placed under their control to increase readiness and deter opportunism. Being directed to sacrifice forces to the Eastern Theater Command prior to or during a conflict could become a source of tension.

Neither did PLA sources address several practical challenges associated with organizational structure and human capital. One problem is that in the Northern Theater Command, the JLSC is colocated with the theater headquarters, making it difficult to utilize the former as a rear-area command post. A second is that the JLSCs are three grades below the theater commander, meaning it is likely at least one or two additional command layers would need to be added to convert a JLSC to a theater support department. That role could be provided by a theater deputy commander delegated to lead the rear area command post, though theater deputy commanders typically do not have expertise in support operations. Third, the JLSCs are at the same grade as the theater service support departments, which would render it difficult for a JLSC commander to assume control over service logistics forces (or vice versa). Finally, it is unclear whether, in the absence of a unified arrangement of the sort experimented with in the former Jinan Military Region, the PLA has commanders qualified in both joint and service logistics and thus able to guide the activities of both.

Conclusion

Approaching the fifth anniversary of the JLSF in 2021, a Ministry of National Defense spokesman praised the new force for having achieved an “operational pattern that integrates peace and war” among other feats. This was a dubious claim. The essence of the theater reforms under Xi was to consolidate authority, reducing delays as the PLA transitioned from a peacetime to a wartime footing. Yet, in the support arena,


the trend was in the opposite direction—centralizing authority over joint logistics forces at the expense of the theaters. The PLA thus prioritized efficiency and capacity to handle escalating crises over the need for unity of command by the theaters. PLA scholars were left to speculate about how those forces could be reintegrated in wartime, providing no firm solution.

On one hand, these problems should not be exaggerated. Like the Rocket Force, the JLSF has routine coordination mechanisms with the theaters, including liaisons and information-sharing systems. In practice, the JLSF has also strengthened horizontal relationships with supported units during contingencies and exercises. On the other hand, the absence of a theater-level logistics function in peacetime is hard to reconcile with PLA wartime doctrine. A delayed or difficult transition to a theater support department raises questions about whether the theater commander would be able to exercise firm control over logistics forces during the “fog of war” and could set the stage for disputes between the JLSF and the theaters, both of whom would argue for control over the same resources for competing purposes. Thus, while reducing friction in some areas, the reforms created the prospect of new friction in others. At worst, the delayed or incomplete establishment of unified theater logistics could contribute to a failure of the theater leadership to achieve adequately, prepare for, task, and adjust logistics forces in wartime, much as Russian forces struggled with synchronizing logistics and combat forces in the early stages of the 2022 Ukraine invasion.48

Several signs could indicate a PLA effort to smooth the wartime transition. First would be theater or national exercises based on a wartime command structure. Setting up a theater support department or rear-area command post would give participants experience with new or revised roles and responsibilities. Second would be shifts in PLA officer assignment patterns that would encourage prospective joint commanders to gain experience in the support arena; this could mean rotational assignments in a JLSC or theater service support department. Crossover between logistics personnel in joint and service positions would also position them to lead a unified theater support department. This method would be especially useful for JLSF personnel who appear to have limited, if any, expertise in air or naval logistics. Third would be clues in professional logistics journals indicating PLA leadership has settled on a model for theater integration of logistics

forces in wartime, which might be inferred from the absence of future debates. Those articles might include diagnoses of Russia’s struggles in combat in 2022 as references for what China should do differently.

An inefficient transition to the wartime structure could provide opportunities for China’s adversaries. At a minimum, such a shift would indicate the PLA is putting the necessary pieces into place to enter a conflict. Moreover, the need to coordinate logistics through ad hoc structures, led by senior officers without expertise in this area, could undermine the PLA’s confidence in its ability to support forces. Adversary steps to complicate PLA logistics could aggravate such perceptions. Information operations could highlight PLA weaknesses in logistics or contrast them with a greater ability of adversary forces to sustain forces in a contested environment. Offensive cyber operations might create doubts about the reliability of PLA logistics information systems. Indications that targeted strikes would focus on critical logistics facilities (such as JLSC headquarters) might also confound PLA decision making.49

Adversaries might also consider amplifying tensions within the PLA that could create difficult choices for the high command in wartime. In the context of Taiwan, signaling that the conflict would likely expand to include other rivals, such as Japan, Australia, or even India (which might opportunistically seek to recover lost territory in the Himalayas) could become an argument for other theaters to seek tighter control of logistics forces ahead of a conflict. This action might require PLA leadership to decide whether to relinquish those assets or reserve them for the main theater. Demonstrating that the Eastern Theater Command might not prevail, from a logistics standpoint, in a conflict that escalates beyond its own resident capabilities could help to dissuade PLA leaders from entering the conflict. Thus, absent improvements, logistics could be a hindrance to PLA effectiveness and an opportune target for its opponents.

49. Wuthnow, System Overload, 30–33.
China’s National Defense Mobilization System: Foundation for Military Logistics

Erin Richter and Benjamin Rosen

The People’s Republic of China’s (PRC’s) national defense mobilization system is a vital component of its national defense strategy. The national defense mobilization system touches almost all aspects of the organizational infrastructure that supports the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). This chapter provides an overview of this system at the national and provincial levels and details how the system is expressed in the economic mobilization and transportation mobilization sectors that are critical to PLA logistics support. Finally, the chapter discusses recent changes to national defense mobilization laws and the improvements to the national defense mobilization system that are anticipated to result from these changes.

China’s National Defense Mobilization System

China’s national defense mobilization (国防动员) system is a fundamental component of military-civilian fusion, whereby national military modernization, social, and economic development initiatives are symbiotic. National defense mobilization serves as an important mechanism for the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to garner popular and commercial support for national defense activities, through propaganda, preferential incentives, and tangible military support for public welfare. These actions enable the Party to leverage China’s full human capital and industrial potential when necessary to defend its sovereignty, security, and strategic interests. The system also ensures that national defense is a whole-of-government
endeavor, controlled by the Chinese Communist Party and managed by the Central Military Commission (CMC) but involving all governance mechanisms. National defense mobilization is an extension of Mao Zedong’s foundational concept of the “People’s War” (人民战争), whereby the strength of the whole people is used to fight against the invaders and defend the nation, but has been adopted to support a broader range of national defense and emergency response activities.\(^1\) It involves mobilization of China’s manpower, material, financial, infrastructure, industrial, science, and technology resources and generating necessary political and popular support for mobilization activities.\(^2\)

National defense mobilization is critical to PLA logistics and the sustainment of military operations. The People’s Liberation Army’s logistics system is not designed to be self-sufficient. It relies on relationships with government and private enterprises to fulfill material requirements, support military transportation, provide necessary communications and information management, and mobilize necessary manpower resources. While some of these requirements are met through direct commercial contracts and employment of military specialists and civilian cadres, most military operations rely on the army’s ability to apply for resources to be mobilized by the national defense mobilization system’s party and government mechanisms. The use of mobilized resources to fill PLA sustainment capability gaps is necessary for virtually all military operations, including wartime sustainment and support.

**National Defense Mobilization Authorities**

Responsibility for national defense mobilization formulation and implementation activities is divided between the State Council and the Central Military Commission. According to the 2020 National Defense Law of China (中华人民共和国国防法), the state is required to incorporate national defense mobilization readiness into its overall development programs and plans to increase its potential and capacity for national defense.”\(^3\) The National

---
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Defense Law directs the Commission to lead the armed forces of the People’s Republic of China, including management of armed forces mobilization and reserve work. It also stipulates that on issues related to national defense mobilization, the State Council shall:

- Lead and administer national defense development, including planning, budgeting, research, and production
- Jointly with the Central Military Commission, lead the development of militias, conscription work, and administration of border defense, maritime defense, air defense, and defense of other critical security domains (for example, cybersecurity)
- Lead and administer economic mobilization and the development, organization, and implementation of civil air defense, national defense transportation, and other matters
- Lead and administer the work of supporting the military, providing preferential treatment to the families of servicepersons and martyrs and ensuring veterans benefits and services

To implement the actions stipulated under the National Defense Law, the State Council and the Commission are required to establish a mechanism for coordinating the resolution of major national defense issues. The 2010 National Defense Mobilization Law of the PRC indicates that for national defense mobilization, this coordination mechanism shall be the National Defense Mobilization Commission (NDMC) (国家国防动员委员会). The Commission was initially established in 1994 under the leadership of the State Council and Central Military Commission to formulate defense mobilization policies and organize, direct, and coordinate national defense mobilization work for the PRC. Under the guidance of the Commission, governments down to the county level form their own National Defense Mobilization Commissions to incorporate national defense

---

mobilization requirements into their economic, social development, and war readiness plans.\(^8\)

### National Defense Mobilization Commission

As of early 2022, Premier of the State Council (中华人民共和国国务院) Li Keqiang (李克强) serves as the NDMC Director, Secretary-general of the State Council Xiao Jie (肖捷) and Minister of National Defense Wei Fenghe (魏凤和) serve as its deputy directors, and CMC National Defense Mobilization Department (NDMD) Director Lieutenant General Liu Faqing (刘发庆) likely serves as the NDMC Secretary-general, having replaced former NDMD Director Sheng Bin in 2022.\(^9\) The Secretary-general is responsible for assisting the NDMC leadership in planning, organizing, and coordinating national defense mobilization. In his capacity as NDMC Secretary-general, the CMC NDMD director also leads the NDMC General Office that is responsible for national defense mobilization planning, policy formulation, regulatory research, organization and coordination, and secretarial services.\(^10\)

The NDMD director has the most active role in defense mobilization planning and coordination but likely relies on the more senior NDMC leaders for whole-of-government support. As of 2018, the National Defense Mobilization Commission likely included the following organizations outlined in table 3-1.\(^11\)


11. “新建七部委 自然资源部担重责” [The Ministry of Natural Resources of the New Seven Ministries and Commissions Shoulders the Heavy Responsibility], Takungpao (website), March 14, 2018, http://news.takungpao.com/paper/q/2018/0314/3551339.html (Portions of this website, to include discussions of NDMC activities, have been subsequently deleted from the active page. It is unclear if this is the result of changes to the NDMC system or actions to improve information security); and “National Defense Mobilization Committee,” as described on the China National Defense Mobilization Network, the official website of the NDMC, July 14, 2017, accessed via the Wayback Machine, http://www.gfdy.gov.cn/organization/2017-07/14/content_7676149.htm.


**Table 3-1. 2017–18 composition of the NDMC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevant Departments of the Central Military Commission</th>
<th>Central Organization Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central Propaganda Department (中国共产党中央委员会宣传部)</td>
<td>State Commission Office for Public Sector Reform (中央机构编制委员会办公室)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Development and Reform Commission (国家发展和改革委员会)</td>
<td>Ministry of Education (教育部)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Science and Technology (科学技术部)</td>
<td>Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (工业和信息化部)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Public Security (公安部)</td>
<td>Ministry of Civil Affairs (民政部)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Justice (司法部)</td>
<td>Ministry of Finance (财政部)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security (人力资源和社会保障部)</td>
<td>Ministry of Natural Resources (中华人民共和国自然资源部)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (住房和城乡建设部)</td>
<td>Ministry of Transport (交通运输部)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Commerce (商务部)</td>
<td>Ministry of Culture and Tourism (中华人民共和国文化和旅游部)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Health Commission (国家卫生健康委员会)</td>
<td>State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (国务院国有资产监督管理委员会)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Veterans Affairs (中华人民共和国退役军人事务部)</td>
<td>National Bureau of Statistics (国家统计局)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-China Federation of Trade Unions (中华全国总工会)</td>
<td>Central Committee of the Communist Youth League (中国共产主义青年团)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-China Women’s Federation (中华全国妇女联合会)</td>
<td>Ministry of Emergency Management (中华人民共和国应急管理部)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. “China’s Central Propaganda Department Takes over Regulation of All Media,” *Radio Free Asia* (website), March 21, 2018, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/china/china-propaganda-03212018140841.html. As of 2017, the NDMC included the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film, and Television, which was realigned to the Central Propaganda Department in 2018 as part of the 2018 State Council institutional reforms.


National defense mobilization work under the National Defense Mobilization Commission is organized along functional lines of effort that include:

- **People’s Armed Forces mobilization (人民武装动员)** – Reserve and militia force construction, training, and war readiness.\(^{17}\)

- **Civil air defense mobilization (人民防空)** – Mobilization and command of forces to protect critical facilities and respond to natural disasters, industrial accidents, epidemics, and attacks, including supervision of civil air defense engineering and construction and construction of hardened government command facilities.\(^{18}\)

- **Transportation mobilization (交通战备)** – Construction and use of transportation resources to support national defense requirements, including dual military-civilian use infrastructure and equipment, the security of national defense transportation routes and resources, and mobilization of transportation manpower and equipment resources.\(^{19}\)

- **National economic mobilization (国民经济动员)** – Transfer of the State’s economic capacity from a peacetime to a wartime state to meet the demands of a war, sudden incident, or emergency, including mobilization of industrial, agricultural, medical, information, science and technology, financial, industrial, material reserves, and associated manpower resources.\(^{20}\)

---

Information mobilization (信息动员) – Regulation of information resources, technology development, personnel training, infrastructure construction, and information management to support national defense requirements, including the appropriation and allocation of information resources, electromagnetic spectrum management, information security, and information networks.\textsuperscript{21}

Political mobilization (政治动员) – Activities to mobilize the people and the army to participate in and support national defense mobilization, including the use of mass media propaganda campaigns to “arouse the patriotic enthusiasm of the army and civilians and create a strong atmosphere for participating in the war,” as well as National Defense Education activities.\textsuperscript{22}

The National Defense Mobilization Commission has a number of working offices responsible for coordinating activities along each mobilization line of effort. The offices are managed by standing military and civilian government organizations, with the director of the managing organization also acting as the director of the NDMC office.\textsuperscript{23} Each NDMC office likely has a small permanent staff to manage the military-civilian coordination activities associated with defense mobilization.\textsuperscript{24} These activities include mobilization planning and data collection, pairing military mobilization requirements with mobilization potential, inspecting defense mobilization work, drafting regulations and guiding documents, and collaborating with relevant institutions on improvements to defense mobilization systems.


### Table 3-2. NDMC working offices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NDMC Office</th>
<th>Corresponding Military Managing Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NDMC General Office (国家国防动员委员会综合办公室)</td>
<td>CMC National Defense Mobilization Department General Office (中央军委国防动员部办公厅)³³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National People’s Armed Forces Mobilization Office (国家人民武装动员办公室)</td>
<td>CMC National Defense Mobilization Department General Office (中央军委国防动员部办公厅)³⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Civil Air Defense Office (国家人民防空办公室)</td>
<td>CMC National Defense Mobilization Department Civil Air Defense Bureau (中央军委国防动员部人防局)²⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Transportation War Readiness Office (国家交通战备办公室)</td>
<td>CMC Logistics Support Department Transportation and Delivery Bureau (中央军委后勤保障部运输投送局)²⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Economic Mobilization Office (国家经济动员办公室)</td>
<td>National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) Economic and Defense Coordinated Development Department (国家发展和改革委员会经济与国防协调发展司) (Also known as NDRC National Defense Office [NDO])²⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Defense Education Office (国家国防教育办公室)</td>
<td>CMC National Defense Mobilization Department Political Work Bureau (中央军委国防动员部政治工作局)³⁰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


Similar to the national-level National Defense Mobilization Commission, every level of government from provincial- to county-level has established defense mobilization commissions to coordinate military-civilian national defense mobilization activities.\footnote{National Defense Mobilization Law of the People’s Republic of China (Effective), http://www.lawinfochina.com and http://www.lawinfochina.com/display.aspx?lib=law&id=8041&CGid=, accessed January 6, 2022.} Various party, government, and military officials serve as NDMC members under the leadership of the local party committee. Unlike the national-level defense mobilization commissions, lower-level mobilization work is primarily managed by local governments with military representation in select key leadership and coordination positions.

**National Defense Mobilization Department**

The CMC National Defense Mobilization Department (中央军事委员会国防动员部), one of 15 organizations directly subordinate to the Central Military Commission, is responsible for national defense mobilization planning, coordination, reserve and militia force management, civil air defense and border defense operations, and command of provincial Military Districts (MDs) (省军区).\footnote{"揭秘新成立的中央军委国防动员部" [Demystifying the Newly Established CMC National Defense Mobilization Department], 中国青年报 [China Youth Daily], January 29, 2016, http://zqb.cyol.com/html/2016-01/29/nw.D110000zgqnb_20160129_1-06.htm; and website of the PRC Ministry of Foreign Affairs, http://eng.chinamil.com.cn/, accessed in February 2022.} Established in 2015, the National Defense Mobilization Department succeeded the former General Staff Department Mobilization Department. The National Defense Mobilization Department leads the majority of national defense mobilization work, in coordination with the NDRC National Defense Office (NDO). The National Defense Mobilization Department includes the following organizations:

- **General Office (中央军委国防动员部办公厅)** – Assists the National Defense Mobilization Commission in handling matters related to national defense mobilization and manages the comprehensive planning, organization, coordination, theoretical research, and secretarial services for the National Defense Mobilization Department.\footnote{Hua Hao [华昊], “改革开放以来我国国防动员法规建设的实践与启示” [Practice and Enlightenment of China’s National Defense Mobilization Law Construction Since Reform and Opening Up], 国防 [National Defense], May 2019.}
Political Work Bureau (政治工作局) – Responsible for NDMD political work, including ensuring political reliability of NDMD personnel, human resource assignments, and political education.\textsuperscript{34} The director of the Political Work Department is concurrently the director of the NDMC National Defense Education Office.\textsuperscript{35}

Mobilization Recruitment Bureau (动员征集局) – Responsible for military conscription and recruitment in collaboration with various People’s Liberation Army and State Council organs through the Joint Conference System of National Recruitment Work.\textsuperscript{36} The director of the Mobilization Recruitment Department also holds the position of Director of the Ministry of National Defense-subordinated Recruitment Office (征兵办公室).\textsuperscript{37}

Militia Reserve Bureau (民兵预备役局) – Manages militia and reserve force policy formulation, organization, and training.\textsuperscript{38} People’s Liberation Army militia and reserves were formerly controlled by the provincial Military Districts (省军区, MDs) but transitioned to the control of the National Defense Mobilization Department in 2016.\textsuperscript{39}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{34} “2021年中央军委国防动员部面向社会公开招考专业技能岗位文职人员公告” [In 2021, the National Defense Mobilization Department of the Central Military Commission Announced That It Will Openly Recruit Civilian Personnel for Professional Skills Positions to the Public], September 18, 2021, https://81rc.81.cn/news/2021-09/18/content_10090513.htm.
  \item \textsuperscript{35} “国家国防教育办公室一行参观校史展览” [The National Defense Education Office and His Party Visited the School History Exhibition], https://xsg.tsinghua.edu.cn/info/1002/1917.htm, accessed on January 25, 2022.
\end{itemize}
Border Defense Bureau (边防局) – Responsible for national border and coastal defense work.\(^{40}\) The Border Defense Bureau leads the National Border and Coastal Defense Committee (国家边海防委员会) in developing and promulgating policies relevant to border and coastal defense units of the People’s Liberation Army and Ministry of Public Security.\(^{41}\) The NDMD Border Defense Bureau also likely collaborates with the National Development and Reform Commission to develop and deploy smart border and coastal defense systems.\(^{42}\)

Civil Air Defense Bureau (人防局) – Responsible for coordination of civil defense tasks.\(^{43}\) The director of the Civil Air Defense Bureau serves concurrently as the director of the National Civil Air Defense Office (国家人民防空办公室), the administrative department responsible for organizing the masses to take protective measures for preventing or minimizing damage caused by air raids. These organizations are responsible for formulating civil defense policies, organizing and managing national civil air defense construction, and organizing and carrying out civil defense and related rescue operations.\(^{44}\)

---


43. “结成九曲连环 共铸护民之盾——沿黄九省（区）人民防空协调合作暨高质量发展会议在济南召开” [Forming a Series of Nine Twists and Turns to Jointly Build a Shield to Protect the People—the Civil Air Defense Coordination and Cooperation and High-quality Development Conference along the Nine Provinces (Regions) along the Yellow River Was Held in Jinan], People’s Daily Online (website), September 29, 2021, http://sd.people.com.cn/n2/2021/0929/c386785-34938429.html.

Theater, Provincial, and Local Defense Mobilization

Each of the People’s Liberation Army’s five Theater Command (TC) Joint Staff Departments (联合参谋部) has a Theater Mobilization Bureau (战区动员局) in charge of reviewing mobilization needs within the Theater, drafting mobilization plans and orders, and supervising mobilization activities. Mobilization Bureaus are not subordinate to the National Defense Mobilization Department but work to identify, collate, and evaluate TC mobilization requirements based on operational plans and assigned unit needs. According to officers associated with the Mobilization Bureau of Northern Theater Command, Mobilization Bureaus coordinate with provincial military districts to align mobilization requirements with mobilization potential and coordinate dynamic mobilization requirements during operations through personnel assigned to the TC Joint Operations Command Center (战区联合作战指挥中心, JOCC). Mobilization tasks that span theaters or national industrial sectors are reported to the mobilization department for the mobilization commission to assign mobilization tasks centrally.45 Given that Military Districts are subordinate to the CMC National Defense Mobilization Department, not Theater Commands, and the national-level National Defense Mobilization Commission may direct the distribution of resources across theaters, it is unclear how the distribution of high-demand, low-density resources may be arbitrated during wartime operations involving multiple Theater Commands, but this is likely a point of friction between Theater Commands and the Central Military Commission.

While the national-level National Defense Mobilization Commission controls mobilization policies, and the CMC National Defense Mobilization Department and TC Mobilization Bureaus manage mobilization planning and coordination, mobilization implementation is predominantly led by provincial-level governments and associated National Defense Mobilization Commissions as well as through the provincial MD system.46 According to the commander of the Ningxia Military District, the provincial National Defense Mobilization Commission is the highest executive-level


organization responsible for the implementation of national and theater mobilization orders.\textsuperscript{47}

Provincial and below governments work collaboratively with provincial-military districts, through national defense mobilization commissions, to match mobilization resource potential with military requirements, direct military-civilian dual-use production and infrastructure construction activities, mobilize and deploy resources to support the military, and actively support joint operations. While provincial-level and below NDMC organizational structures resemble the national-level National Defense Mobilization Commission, they vary across jurisdictions based on operational demands and a jurisdiction’s distinct geographic, industrial, infrastructure, and social characteristics.\textsuperscript{48} Provincial-level national defense mobilization commissions are led by the provincial party committee, with the General Secretary serving as director and the provincial governor and MD commander serving as NDMC deputy directors.\textsuperscript{49} According to the commander of the Ningxia Military District, provincial MD deputy commanders, the provincial government secretary general, and leaders of People’s Armed Police (PAP) command in each province also participate in NDMC decision making. These officials are responsible for determining national defense mobilization tasks, reviewing action plans, and organizing and directing national defense mobilization operations.\textsuperscript{50} Leaders from provincial party committees and government functional departments are included in NDMC deliberations as necessary to provide advice related to specific mobilization tasks.\textsuperscript{51}


\textsuperscript{48} Chen Wengang and Hou Biao [陈文刚, 侯彪], “省域国防动员指挥机构建设初探” [Preliminary Study of How to Build Provincial-level Defense Mobilization Command Organs].


\textsuperscript{50} Zheng Weibo, “ Provincial Defense Mobilization Command Structures.”

\textsuperscript{51} Zheng Weibo, “ Provincial Defense Mobilization Command Structures.”
Provincial-level NDMC working offices include People's Armed Forces, economic, transportation war readiness, civil air defense, information, science and technology, and national defense education mobilization offices.\(^{52}\) Provincial-level government offices are usually tasked to lead NDMC working offices, often with a deputy director assigned by the military district, to ensure effective military-civilian coordination.\(^{53}\) For example, in Hubei Province the director of the provincial MD War Readiness Construction Bureau also serves as deputy director of the provincial Civil Air Defense Office to ensure mobilization activities support military requirements, and the military is appropriately leveraged to support local emergency response activities.\(^{54}\)

### Military Districts

Each MD headquarters is responsible for a single province or autonomous region and bears its province or region name. Military districts are responsible for military-civilian coordination within their jurisdiction, including mobilization planning and conscription, and management of militia units.\(^{55}\) Military districts coordinate mobilization with provincial and below governments as directed by Theater Commands (TCs).\(^{56}\) Military districts are assessed by and receive policy guidance from the National Defense Mobilization Department.\(^{57}\) Military district subordinate organizations include:

---


General Office (办公室) – Supports the provincial NDMC General Office, receives and aggregates mobilization requirements, quantifies and verifies mobilization capacity, formulates mobilization resource allocation and use plans, and organizes and implements mobilization actions. May serve as the provincial NDMC General Office.  

Political Work Bureau (政治工作局) – Supports provincial political mobilization work, public opinion and legal struggle, cadre appointments, discipline inspection, propaganda, and national defense education work. The provincial MD political commissar acts as deputy to the provincial party chief in managing political mobilization.

War Readiness Construction Bureau (战备建设局) – Organizes training and manages forces for mobilization operations, including security tasks by militia, public security, armed police, and counterterrorism organizations.

National Defense Mobilization Bureau (国防动员局) – Manages mobilization requirements and collaborates with provincial offices to identify and assess local mobilization potential to develop plans for mobilization of necessary resources.

Support Bureau (保障局) – Organizes operational support, logistics support, and general support for national defense activities, including communications, cryptologic, hydrologic, meteorological, transportation, fuel, barracks, health services, and maintenance.

Military districts command military subdistricts (MSD) aligned to prefectures, cities, and counties within the MD area of responsibility. Military subdistricts perform the same roles as military districts within their jurisdiction and supervise the activities of local People’s Armed Forces Departments (PAFDs). People’s Armed Forces departments are responsible for meeting local conscription quotas and formation of militias


60. “The 4 General Departments of Military Districts Transformed into ‘1 Office 4 Bureaus’” [The 4 General Departments of Military Districts Transformed into “1 Office 4 Bureaus”].
as directed by military districts and subdistricts. People’s Armed Forces departments also assist in training and logistics support for units in their areas. They are found at the county, city, district, township or sub-district levels and in some large factories and enterprises. Local People’s Armed Forces departments provide peacetime command for militia units in their areas of responsibility. County, city, and municipal PAFD headquarters are manned by active-duty PLA officers, while PAFD headquarters at township or subdistrict levels are led by local civilian cadres and financed by local governments.61

**NDMC Information Technology Systems Development**

Provincial and local national defense mobilization commissions aspire to use information systems to rapidly identify and locate mobilization resources and direct their deployment to support national defense requirements through interconnected and secure military-civilian mobilization command systems.62 PLA authors have broadly discussed their perceived need to link the relevant data systems of the many organizations involved in logistics activities supporting PLA operations. However, while pilot sites have been established, efforts continue to be constrained by poor mobilization data collection and a lack of interconnection between and among military and civilian information systems at each echelon and across administrative divisions. Supporting information systems and communications networks vary by geographic area and functional sector, hindering data-integration initiatives.63 Mobilization officials have sought information technology solutions, but these systems are being developed sporadically, sponsored by individual provincial and below governments with the hopes of broader proliferation.

Geovis Technology Co., Ltd. (中科星图股份有限公司) has developed a National Defense Mobilization Platform that is reportedly in use by some provincial military districts. This system reportedly displays information related to military personnel mobilization, economic mobilization,

---


civil air defense mobilization, transportation mobilization, and medical
and health mobilization. Shanxi Cloud Era Technology Co., Ltd.
(山西云时代技术有限公司) reportedly has developed a similar platform,
with similar functions that are used in Shanxi.

National defense mobilization officials also seek to harness smart-
city technology to identify, mobilize, and dispatch mobilization resources.
For example, the PLA has lauded the application of 5G and smart-city
systems in Shenzhen for defense mobilization purposes. Shenzhen's smart-city
operations centers collect and share national defense mobilization potential
data, down to tracking locations of 18-year-olds for recruitment purposes.
Similarly, data on party members and retired soldiers are collected and shared
for militia formation purposes.

**Mobilization Support to Military Logistics**

The national defense mobilization system is a critical enabler
of PRC military logistics operations. Through this system, the military can
access necessary resources to support combat, emergency response, internal
security, border and coastal defense, and other national defense activities.
Military-civilian integrated development of support infrastructure and
equipment, as well as civilian enterprise and professional technical support,
provide the military with logistics capacity without the expense of dedicated
military investment. Dual-use programs and subsidized logistics-related
enterprises support national strategic goals of economic development while
ensuring national defense needs are met.

**Economic Mobilization System**

National economic mobilization is a series of activities implemented
to meet the demand of war, sudden incident, or emergency, in which the state,
in a planned and organized manner, converts national economic activity and

---

65. “云时代公司运用大数据技术，推进军民融合工作发展” [Cloud Times Uses Big Data Technology to Promote the Development of Military-civilian Integration], December 1, 2018, https://www.sxctc.net/content/8971.html.
corresponding systems from a peacetime to a wartime state. Within China, economic mobilization is critical to supporting and sustaining PLA operations.

Economic Mobilization is led by the National Development and Reform Commission’s (NDRC’s) Department of Economic and National Defense Coordinated Development (NDCD) (国家发展和改革委员会经济与国防协调发展司), often referred to as the National Defense Office (NDO) (国防司). The National Defense Office is responsible for organizing the formulation of strategies and plans for promoting the coordinated development of the economy and of national defense construction (military-civilian fusion). The National Defense Office also assumed the duties of the former NDRC National Economic Mobilization Office (EMO) in 2014, and the responsibility for leading economic mobilization work in the government system. The National Development and Reform Commission is the only NDMC leading body outside the People’s Liberation Army.

The National Defense Office is designed to serve as the central coordination mechanism for government ministries and institutions under the State Council. Development and Reform Commission (DRC) offices serve this function at provincial levels and below. These offices promulgate policies and standards for identifying the resources available for national defense mobilization and development of dual-use industries and infrastructure; prepare and implement economic mobilization plans; and coordinate economic mobilization drills, combat, and emergency response activities. The National Defense Office probably collaborates closely with the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), Ministry of Finance, National Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of Transportation, and State-owned Assets Supervision.

---

71. “国民经济动员机制的深化路径研究” [Research on the Deepening Path of the National Economic Mobilization Mechanism].
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and Administration Commission (SASAC) on economic mobilization issues. Provinical and below development and reform commissions manage national economic mobilization offices for their jurisdiction and similarly coordinate with the provincial-level equivalents of these national-level institutions and a number of other departments responsible for complementary functions.

Economic Mobilization Requirements Management Process

Economic mobilization requirements are submitted by the military both horizontally and vertically. Military units submit mobilization requirements to the military district or subdistrict in which the unit is operating or is transiting through. The military district is responsible for transmitting these requirements to the theater command and for identifying requirements it is unable to support. Theater Commands will consolidate these requirements, attempt to balance resources across military districts to satisfy requirements, then transmit to the National Defense Mobilization Department those requirements that cannot be satisfied. The Defense Mobilization Department, in collaboration with the CMC Logistics Support Department and Equipment Development Department, will identify unfulfilled mobilization requirements to the National Development and Reform Commission National Defense Office, which will in turn coordinate across the government to mobilize the necessary resources.


Information and Industrial Mobilization

Information mobilization is a subset of economic mobilization and includes measures the state takes to mobilize civil information resources, including production of dual-use information technologies and equipment, mobilization of manpower resources to manage and protect the transmission of war-related information, and the mobilization of information technology products for wartime use. Similarly, industrial mobilization is the conversion of science and technology, chemical, energy, textile, food, medical equipment, and pharmaceutical manufacturing industries to a wartime state. In coordination with the National Development and Reform Commission, State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission and Ministry of Industry and Information Technology are responsible for coordinating many of these mobilization activities.

State-owned Enterprises Mobilization

The State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission is responsible for supervising the state-owned assets of enterprises under the central government of the People’s Republic of China (excluding financial enterprises) and for enhancing the management of state-owned assets. The NDRC National Defense Office coordinates with State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission for the national defense mobilization work of 96 central state-owned enterprises (SOEs), each of which operates dozens to hundreds of globally dispersed subsidiaries. According to an author affiliated with the Beijing Institute of Technology National Economic Mobilization Research Center, the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission has established a mobilization agency to lead and manage comprehensively the economic mobilization work of the SASAC system. Which SASAC organization has assumed these...
responsibilities remains unclear. Local state-owned enterprises also provide significant mobilization potential but are generally leveraged by provincial and below-national defense mobilization commissions.

State-owned enterprises form the core of the national economic mobilization system due to the Chinese Communist Party’s ability to directly control their activities. State-owned enterprises control a large market share of resources essential for national defense, including weapons production, petroleum, agricultural products, and construction equipment. Many of these enterprises are involved in work that is directly related to national security, are subject to direct government oversight, and have established military-civilian coordination mechanisms and committees and/or People’s Armed Forces departments to organize and direct mobilization work. Most also have emergency management regulations that outline emergency response procedures, organization, and responsibilities which can be used to coordinate wartime mobilization. Therefore, state-owned enterprises are considered capable of informing mobilization planning and mobilizing resources for contingencies.

In 2021, a researcher working for the NDRC’s Economics and National Defense Coordination Development Research Center (经济与国防协调发展研究中心) laid out a rubric for how the National Development and Reform Commission classifies central state-owned enterprises based on economic mobilization potential according to the size and market-share. Beijing will prioritize economic mobilization, drawing resources from these enterprises first, as they have the greatest mobilization potential.

Table 3-3: Classification of central State-owned enterprises based on mobilization demand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Coverage Process</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Diamond Level | Almost monopoly, completely covering mobilization needs | 1. Various large military industry groups  
2. PetroChina, Sinopec, CNOOC  
3. China Telecom, China Mobile, China Unicom  
4. Aviation, Railway, China Communications Construction Corporation | 1. Equipment Mobilization  
2. Refined Oil Mobilization  
3. Communications Mobilization  
4. Transportation Mobilization |
| Platinum Level| Coverage of more than 50 percent of mobilization needs | 1. COFCO  
2. Baowu and Anshan Iron and Steel  
3. FAW, Dongfeng | 1. Food-Oil Mobilization  
2. Steel Mobilization  
3. Heavy Vehicle Mobilization |
| Gold Level    | Coverage of more than 30 percent of mobilization needs | 1. Chinese Traditional Medicine  
2. China Resources Holdings Company | 1. Medical Mobilization  
2. Foodstuffs, Drinking Water Mobilization |

Ministry of Industry and Information Technology

The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology plays a significant role in regulating and managing China’s telecommunications and software sectors, electronics and information technology manufacturing industries, and defense industries through its management of State Administration of Science, Technology and Industry for National Defense (国家国防科技工业局). The NDRC National Defense Office coordinates with Ministry of Industry and Information Technology for economic mobilization of China’s industries in a manner similar to state-owned assets supervision and administration.

commission’s management of state-owned enterprises. The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology subordinate Operation Monitoring and Coordination Bureau (运行监测协调局) is responsible for monitoring and analysis of the industry and communications sectors, coordinating solutions for problems within these industries, managing emergencies, industrial security, and national defense mobilization work. The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology’s Information Communications Authority (信息通信管理局) is responsible for national defense communications information mobilization and readiness communications–related work. Which of these two offices is designated the national-level information mobilization office after the 2018 State Council reform is unclear.

Information mobilization offices are established by national defense mobilization commissions at the provincial level and below to draft information mobilization plans and regulations, coordinate mobilization resource potential surveys, manage information resource requisition, and coordinate wartime information support activities. Information mobilization offices are also responsible for the development, management, and security of national defense mobilization information systems and the telecommunications necessary for national defense mobilization and related military-civilian coordination. The provincial department assigned to collaterally serve as the information mobilization office is usually the Department of Industry and Information Technology (工业和信息化厅).

to mobilization activities is managed by the provincial Communications Administration (省通信管理局).\footnote{“2021年贵州省国防信息动员暨应急通信保障演练圆满闭幕” [The 2021 Guizhou Provincial National Defense Information Mobilization and Emergency Communication Support Drill Was Successfully Concluded], Guizhou Communications Administration (website), May 10, 2021, https://gzca.miit.gov.cn/xwdt/gzdt/art/2021/art_08983c82a1c5453bbdf4e592610656c9.html.}

## Economic Mobilization Centers

To mobilize critical material resources rapidly from the commercial sector to support wartime or domestic emergency response operations, Beijing has designated select state-owned enterprise and commercial business units as Economic Mobilization Centers (EMCs). Most economic mobilization centers are designated large and medium-sized state-owned enterprises owned by local governments under SASAC oversight. This allows the state to leverage fully the products, personnel, technologies, processes, equipment, and facilities of these enterprises by requiring them to integrate national defense requirements into their business framework. Economic mobilization centers provide economic mobilization potential data to national defense mobilization commissions and the People’s Liberation Army, which form the backbone of mobilization potential databases.

Economic mobilization centers are generally large SOE groups that manage numerous subsidiaries at one or more locations. Economic mobilization centers and their subsidiaries manufacture products that meet national defense material requirements to support either military operations or domestic emergency response activities. They also maintain latent production capacity and the excess components, semi-finished products, and standard parts needed to surge rapidly production necessary to support contingency requirements.\footnote{Zhang Xiao [张笑], “论国民经济动员中心的基本功能” [The Ten Basic Functions of the National Economic Mobilization Center], 军事经济研究 (Military Economic Research), March 20, 2004; and Zhao Xingchang, “Cultivation of National Economic Mobilization Center,” July 20, 2007.} This includes military-related technical data such as process diagrams in established databases and the information repositories needed to transition production rapidly from commercial to military-use. By registering and maintaining files on enterprise-affiliated technical and professional personnel, economic mobilization centers also identify personnel that may be mobilized to support wartime production, logistics, or front-line support activities.\footnote{Zhang Xiao, “Ten Basic Functions.”}

This form of military-civilian fusion allows the government and military to optimize mobilization potential with reduced resource expenditures and

---


93. Zhang Xiao, “Ten Basic Functions.”
may benefit enterprises through government subsidies, preferential contracts, and endorsement. Economic mobilization centers enable efficient transfer of civilian high-technology resources, data, and expertise to the military and proliferation of military industrial technology to civilian enterprises. Economic mobilization centers also facilitate collaboration and development of military-civilian dual-use technologies.\(^\text{94}\)

An economic mobilization center may be designated as a “mobilization center” or “base” under the supervision of provincial, municipal, or city national defense mobilization commissions, which collaborate with local SASAC-affiliated officials through national economic mobilization offices. For example, in 2009, SOE Taizhou Huaxin Pharmaceutical Investment Co., Ltd. (THPI), a subsidiary of Taizhou State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission, and in partnership with the Taizhou municipal government and Jiangsu Province, built the Taizhou Medical High-tech Industrial Development Zone (HTDZ) to serve as a national-pharmaceutical industry hub.\(^\text{95}\) The zone was designated as a national medical mobilization center (NMMC) (\u8f6f\u5c0f\u9999\u885b\u7247\u9a6c\u5b66\u4ea7\u54c1\u4e2d) by the national National Economic Mobilization Office.\(^\text{96}\) Several dozen pharmaceutical companies, private enterprises, and local state-owned enterprises, established production facilities within the zone and were organized into a mobilization cluster consisting of “1 center, 4 departments, 5 bases, 24 enterprises.”\(^\text{97}\)

In September 2021, the Taizhou National Defense Mobilization Commission organized “Taidong-2021” to stand up the Taizhou Military and Civilian Joint Command and transition the Taizhou National Medical Mobilization
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96. Shan Youkang [单友康], “江苏省泰州市开展医药动员中心转扩产演练” [Taizhou City, Jiangsu Province, Carried Out a Drill to Transfer and Expand the Production of the Medical Mobilization Center], 中国国防报 [China National Defense News], October 15, 2021, http://www.mod.gov.cn/mobilization/2021-10/15/content_4896913.htm.

97. Shan Youkang [单友康], “江苏省泰州市开展医药动员中心转扩产演练” [Taizhou City, Jiangsu Province, Carried Out a Drill to Transfer and Expand the Production of the Medical Mobilization Center]; and “江苏华为医药物流有限公司” [Jiangsu Huawei Pharmaceutical Logistics Co., Ltd.], Taizhou Talent Network (website), https://www.tzjob.com/html/company_25637.html.
Center to a wartime state. During the exercise, the Taizhou National Medical Mobilization Center organized affiliated pharmaceutical companies to deploy drugs and medical supplies to frontline units using a business transaction platform developed by Jiangsu Huawei Pharmaceutical Logistics Co., Ltd., a state-owned enterprise subsidiary of THPI.

### Mobilization Potential Data

China’s national defense mobilization planning relies on accurate, current, and comprehensive data on available resources to support national security requirements. Starting with 2007’s National Defense Mobilization Potential Statistical Survey Regulations (国防动员潜力统计调查规定), the National Defense Mobilization Commission, in collaboration with the National Bureau of Statistics, has conducted annual surveys to assess China’s mobilization potential. National defense mobilization commissions at all levels of government are responsible for these surveys. However, since 2019, PLA authors have highlighted the need to further reform mobilization potential data-collection processes. Data has historically been collected as a neglected collateral duty by cadres using out-of-date indices and without...
a simple method of data audit. These faults have resulted in mobilization potential data collection that is not considered reliable by PLA leadership.

Pursuant to the goal of improving data sharing and tracking of mobilization potential, calls have been made in PLA publications to establish a National Defense Mobilization Potential Big Data System (国防动员潜力大数据系统). This system would aggregate data from government and SOE databases at national and local levels allowing users access with differing authorities and would push data to PLA joint operations databases to facilitate potential-to-requirement matching. According to a data engineer working for the National Defense Mobilization Department, one of the goals of this system is to simplify the previously error-prone manual data collection process used to aggregate mobilization potential data. According to this engineer, a pilot mobilization potential data system was established in the Anhui in 2018, collecting data from 30 unspecified provincial and national-level data systems. The engineer indicated that incompatible data standards among government agencies could slow the nationwide application of such a system and called for legal reform to enforce compliance with unified mobilization data standards and improved data sharing. These calls have been echoed elsewhere in PLA media, and by academics and PLA officers across the mobilization system.
Transportation Mobilization System

The 2020 *Science of Strategy* describes the transportation requirements to support joint logistics support as “meeting the needs of joint operations transportation delivery, relying on the joint logistics support force itself or coordinating other military and local transportation forces, using roads, railways, water transportation, air transportation, pipelines, and other means to complete various types in a timely manner.”¹⁰⁶ For the vast majority of these transportation delivery methods, the People’s Liberation Army relies on its ability to leverage civilian resources.

The NDMC’s National Transportation War Readiness Office (TWRO) (国家交通战备办公室) is responsible for drafting guidelines and laws for national defense transportation work, planning defense transportation networks, and formulating defense transportation plans for major military operations and emergencies.¹⁰⁷ As of early 2022, the office’s director Bai Zhongbin (白忠斌) doubles as the director of the CMC logistic support department (LSD) Transportation and Delivery Bureau (中央军委后勤保障部运输投送局).¹⁰⁸ The National Transportation War Readiness Office coordinates with mobilization offices within the Ministry of Transportation and associated government ministries and also transportation-associated state-owned enterprises.¹⁰⁹ For example, in 2018 the mobilization office of China’s Civil Aviation Administration and the National Transportation War Readiness Office jointly supervised an emergency rescue drill at the Yinchuan International Airport to practice “dealing with the complex environment of wartime and non-wartime military operations.”¹¹⁰ Similarly, the China Classification Society participated
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¹⁰⁷. “National Transportation Mobilization Office,” GFDY.Gov.Cn via Baidu Baike, July 20, 2012, accessed on January 9, 2022, https://baike.baidu.com/reference/2473511/80c4_tPWiWj72d1FVbMF2uwVGqI _b0z-DJUN3ZAL02eC9ihdc30uZQNYbJZPMXmJEpV98Gv2cB5HZA1z3AAWGxvAgLaJqDvoJaqAO TgnRlrK7mQA.
in drafting requirements for civil transport ships to be convertible to national defense purposes.\textsuperscript{111}

The 2019 \textit{Regulations on Civil Mobility National Defense Mobilization} and the 2016 National Defense Transportation Law set out the legal division of labor for national defense transportation mobilization.\textsuperscript{112} Based on operational support requirements, the CMC LSD Transportation and Delivery Bureau, in conjunction with the “National People’s Economic Mobilization Authority” (presumably the NDMC economic mobilization office), and the Ministry of Transportation collectively produce transportation mobilization requirements and submit them to the National Defense Mobilization Commission for approval.\textsuperscript{113} These organizations also produce technical requirements for the production of civilian vehicles, rules for subsidizing their production, and requirements for vehicle inspection to confirm compliance.\textsuperscript{114} The CMC LSD Transportation and Delivery Bureau produces the National Defense Mobilization Plan for Civil Transportation Capacity, and corollary plans are produced for each provincial military district and provincial government.\textsuperscript{115} According to these plans, the National Transportation War Readiness Office and the National People’s Armed Forces Mobilization Office (国家人民武装动员办公室) have the prerequisite civilian transportation capacity to support future mobilization needs.\textsuperscript{116}

\section*{Theater and Provincial Transportation Mobilization}

Many of the People’s Liberation Army’s transportation and delivery operations happen within Theater Commands. These operations are authorized by the TC Joint Operations Command Center. The Joint Operations Command Center directs military domain-specific TC sub-centers (战区作战分中心) to plan and supervise transportation and delivery operations to support assigned missions. Theater command sub-centers form ad hoc task forces

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{113} Liu Xing, Yang Shangqin, and Cao Haiquan, “Administrative Enforcement in National Defense Mobilization of Civil Transportation Resources.”
\item \textsuperscript{114} “Regulations on Civil Mobility National Defense Mobilization.”
\item \textsuperscript{115} “Regulations on Civil Mobility National Defense Mobilization.”
\item \textsuperscript{116} “Regulations on Civil Mobility National Defense Mobilization.”
\end{itemize}
supported by leveraging military units and mobilized government units to manage these tasks. Task forces apply for support from their theater command’s joint logistics support center (JLSC) via their supervising theater command sub-centers. Each TC joint logistics support center has transportation and delivery dispatch centers that command military representative offices (MROs) assigned to large transportation enterprises (such as China Railways). Through these transportation and delivery dispatch centers, the transportation task force can utilize mobilized trains and other types of civil transport that are available to the Joint Logistics Support Force (JLSF).

Theater command sub-centers use both military and civil communications channels to maintain command and control of transportation operations. For example, according to PLA authors, ground transport task forces directed by one of the theaters’ ground command sub-centers will include Theater JLSC MRO officers. The JLSC MRO officers will monitor rail traffic using existing China Railways-operated dispatching and operations networks. Such a task force could leverage mobilized militia and reserve units provided by the provincial military districts to guard railways and highways and manage
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121. Sun Hao, Li Lianbang, and Li Peng, “战区主战体制下联合投任务式指挥研究” [Research on Joint Mission Command under the Main Battle System of the Theater].

traffic control. Civil Air Defense and construction teams may be dispatched to repair damaged transportation arteries as part of the Task Force.123

Figure 3-1. Chain of command for theater transportation mobilization124

Theater Commands, likely through their sub-centers, also coordinate transportation and delivery operations with the provincial military districts within their jurisdiction and can requisition support from the provincial national defense mobilization commissions in these districts. At the provincial level, responsibility for responding to requests from the Theater Commands for transportation support is routed through the provincial-level transportation war readiness office, which coordinates support from the provincial government development and reform commission, department of transportation,


civil air defense office, military-civilian integration committee, and various other transportation departments.\textsuperscript{125}

In his analysis of provincial-level mobilization command, the commander of the Ningxia Military District described the creation of special-purpose command organizations to support wartime transportation operations under the joint authority of the provincial department of transportation and the military district’s support bureau deputy director. Such a group would include the provincial national defense mobilization commission’s transportation war readiness office, public security bureau, civil aviation safety supervision management bureau (民航安全监督管理局) and the provincial airport management group company, railway military representative offices and Railway Bureau Group Company leadership, and the Highway Management Bureau. This group would be specifically responsible for the organization and command of transportation security and would coordinate the matching of requirements coming from the TC sub-center transportation task force to available resources. Lastly, it would coordinate with county or municipal national defense mobilization commissions if local transportation or logistics resources are needed to support the transportation operation.\textsuperscript{126}

**Transportation Mobilization Support for the PLA Air Force and Navy**

Just as in the case of ground-based transportation and logistics, the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) and PLA Navy (PLAN) utilize mobilized civil transportation resources. For example the PLA Air Force has a strategic projection support fleet of civil planes that have been mobilized to help organize emergency transportation missions (such as evacuation missions in Libya and Bali).\textsuperscript{127} Similarly, the People’s Liberation Army has established relationships with Chinese logistics firms, including SF Express Group (顺丰速运), JD Logistics (京东物流), and Deppon Express (德邦物流).\textsuperscript{128}

In 2017, SF Express Group signed an agreement with the PLA Air Force

\textsuperscript{125} Liu Xing, Yang Shangqin, and Cao Haiquan, “Enforcement in National Defense Mobilization of Civil Transportation Resources,” *Journal of Military Transportation University*, August 1, 2018; and Li Jiayu, Jiang Chenyang, and Hu Yuxiang [李佳雨，蒋晨阳，胡宇翔], “为部队打胜仗提供‘套餐式’保障” [Provide ‘Package Type’ Guarantee for Troops to Win Battles].

\textsuperscript{126} Zheng Weibo, “Provincial Defense Mobilization Command Structures.”

\textsuperscript{127} “依托战略投送支援机队实施海外航空战略投送” [“Overseas Aviation Strategic Projection Using a Strategic Projection Support Fleet”], *Journal of Military Transportation University*, April 1, 2018.

\textsuperscript{128} Guo Yajun, Shi Fangdan, and Wei Yacong [郭亚军,史方丹, 魏耀聪], “战时地方物流资源动员面临的问题及对策” [Problems and Countermeasures Faced by Local Logistics Resource Mobilization in Wartime], *Journal of Military Transportation University*, November 1, 2018.
to support transport and logistic missions utilizing cargo aircraft affiliated with its subsidiary SF Airlines.\textsuperscript{129}

In 2017 JD Logistics signed an agreement with the PLA Air Force to act as a logistics and procurement supply-chain management platform. The firm built a logistics-information platform for the PLA Air Force logistics department to provide real-time data access for its material provision services to the People’s Liberation Army.\textsuperscript{130} This platform is used to coordinate logistics for PLA Air Force bases across China.\textsuperscript{131} Similarly, Deppon Express began working with China Ordinance Industry Group, China’s primary ground-weapons development and production state-owned enterprise, to update its supply chains and logistics systems.\textsuperscript{132} In effect, this agreement gives it a key role in ensuring that munitions and weapons-systems make it from factories to JLSF warehouses.

The People’s Liberation Army has similar agreements with Chinese shipping state-owned enterprises. According to discussions in Party-affiliated newspapers, over the past decade the People’s Liberation Army has regularly utilized civil shipping in emergency operations and military exercises.\textsuperscript{133} When using mobilized maritime transport, PLA transportation task forces and their supervising TC sub-centers use military C4 systems placed onboard mobilized civil vessels as well as civil ship tracking systems (such as AIS) to track and command seaborne transit.\textsuperscript{134}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{129} He Hongyuan [贺泓源], “京东、顺丰与空军后勤部达成战略合作 布局军民融合” [JD.com, SF Express and the Air Force Logistics Department Reach Strategic Cooperation to Deploy Military-Civilian Integration], \textit{Economic Observer} (website), October 25, 2017, \url{https://www.eeo.com.cn/2017/1025/315365.shtml}; and SF Airlines (website), \url{http://www.sf-airlines.com/sfa/zh/article_44.html}.
\item \textsuperscript{130} He Hongyuan [贺泓源], “京东、顺丰与空军后勤部达成战略合作 布局军民融合” [JD.com, SF Express and the Air Force Logistics Department Reach Strategic Cooperation to Deploy Military-Civilian Integration].
\item \textsuperscript{131} “JD Logistics and the Air Force Logistics Department Reached a Strategic Cooperation, and the Self-built Logistics Model Was Recognized,” Sohu (website), October 26, 2017, accessed on February 8, 2022, \url{https://www.sohu.com/a/200451584_99967243}.
\item \textsuperscript{132} “加码军事物流! 德邦快递与中国兵器达成合作 全 打 造 ‘军 融 合’新样板”, [Overweight Military Logistics! Debon Express and China Ordinance Reached a Cooperation to Create a New Model of ‘Military-Civilian Integration’], kknews.cc (website), March 13, 2019, \url{https://kknews.cc/zh-cn/military/22ojxjg.html}.
\item \textsuperscript{133} “如何讓民用船舶助力軍事運輸?” [How to Make Civilian Ships Assist Military Transportation?], \textit{People’s Daily} (website), May 24, 2019, \url{http://military.people.com.cn/BIG5/n1/2019/0524/c1011-31101519.html}.
\item \textsuperscript{134} Sun Hao, Li Lianbang, and Li Peng [孙浩, 李联邦, 李鹏], “战区主战体制下联合投任务式指挥研究” [Research on Joint Mission Command under the Main Battle System of the Theater].
\end{itemize}
Starting in 2013, the Guizhou Provincial Transportation War Readiness Office began developing a dispatch command platform for mobilizing civilian-owned trucks. Based on a similar Uber-for-truckers-like platform produced by Huochebang Technology Co., Ltd., the Civil Mobility (Freight) Mobilization Resources Information Platform (民用运力(货车)动员资源信息平台) app and its associated data and command center are used by the provincial NDMC transportation war readiness office to select and dispatch trucks and drivers for national defense and emergency response tasks then track their progress along their routes. The app appears to leverage data on trucks from Huochebang’s commercial app to maintain a database of over 5 million drivers. Much like other mobilization potential databases, the platform maintains data on vehicle capabilities and on the drivers’ political reliability (possibly from their social credit score) and service histories. In 2017, the platform was used to mobilize 4,706 drivers to help respond to an earthquake in Sichuan.

Following its platform’s perceived success in Guizhou, in 2017, the National Transportation War Readiness Office contracted Huochebang to build out the program nationally, likely in collaboration with CTTIC. If this expanded Transportation Warfare Readiness Civil Mobility (Truck) Mobilization Potential Real-time C2 Dispatching Platform (交通战备民用运力(货车)动员潜力实时掌控与指挥调度平台) is modeled after Huochebang’s existing systems, it is likely hosted on Huochebang’s systems using AliCloud.


Big Data Group (阿里云大数据团). This system has reportedly been used over the past two years to deliver emergency supplies to areas quarantined due to the coronavirus. Huochebang-associated researchers have suggested the system may eventually be used by the national Comprehensive Transportation Big Data Center (综合交通大数据中心) announced in 2019.

Reform and Development of the Defense Mobilization System

Despite recent military and state council reforms, PLA academics have argued that China’s national defense mobilization system remains hampered by unclear definitions of powers and responsibilities for wartime mobilization, inefficient operational support linkages, and insufficient connections between the theater command and mobilization offices. On October 24, 2021, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress announced that it planned to amend and improve provisions of the National Defense Mobilization Law, the Civil Air Defense Law, the National Defense Transportation Law, and the National Defense Education Law. In the weeks following this announcement, the military district party


140. “满帮集团再次 选中国互联 企业百强榜单” [Manbang Group Was Once Again Selected as One of the Top 100 Chinese Internet Companies], qq.com (website), November 16, 2020, https://xw.qq.com/amhtml/20201116A0HSYF00.


committees of various provinces announced they had held their own meetings to discuss delegated guidance.\footnote{短于\newcite{144}}

Short of public release of the updated regulations, the most authoritative insights into the changes to the laws come from interviews of key leadership. For example, according to a 2021 interview of Bai Zhongbin, the National Defense Transportation Law was updated in 2021 in the following ways: New rules related to national defense transportation planning and strategic delivery, rules related to the conversion from peacetime to wartime, and definitions of the organization and command structure in wartime. For example, enterprises and institutions operating overseas will provide transportation and strategic delivery support.\footnote{\newcite{145}} Improvements to the working mechanisms for “market-oriented policy support” and clarification of “responsibilities and rights, incentives and constraints.”

Bai Zhongbin’s comments about the reforms to the National Defense Transportation Law reflect two major trendlines in discussions of weaknesses of the mobilization system in both Chinese state and PLA media sources: concern about uncertainty in the mobilization chain of command and concern about the incentives and punishments underpinning the mobilization system. By investigating the mobilization system’s perceived weaknesses in these arenas, it is likely one can predict the direction of future legislative reforms and administrative changes.

**Chain of Command**

One of the few specific goals of the 2021 adjustments to all the defense mobilization laws that have been clearly publicized is a review of the


\footnote{\newcite{145}. “关于《国防交通法》, 这些你应该知道” \textit{[What You Should Know about the National Defense Transportation Act], sohu.cn (website), October 1, 2021, \url{https://www.sohu.com/a/493110248_121106991}.}
“military-local coordination link” (军地协调链路). The existing legal framework does not establish a clear chain of command between military leaders and local authorities. The 2010 National Defense Mobilization Law delegates the “organization, direction and coordination” (组织, 指导, 协调) of national defense mobilization activities to the military district and national defense mobilization commissions, but the management (管理) of mobilization work is conducted by the provincial and local governments. According to PLA academics, in practice uncertain chains of command have led to bureaucratic infighting and have inhibited the development of organizational experience.

Uncertainty in the administration of mobilization can be seen in the divergent ways the chain of command for the defense mobilization system is described by PLA and party leadership. For example, according to the commander of the Ningxia Military District, the military district and national defense mobilization commissions set requirements for the government to deliver. However, he then goes on to say the specific structure of the relationship should be flexible and responsive to the specific mission. In comparison, according to the secretary of the Gansu Provincial Party Committee, the Provincial Party Committee supervises the mobilization work within the Provincial Military District that the government is in charge of, with the PLA’s role being largely one of coordination.

Economic mobilization, in particular, continues to lack institutional mechanisms necessary for efficient large-scale mobilization in crisis. No economic mobilization organization has been established under the Central Military Commission or National Defense Mobilization Department.


to manage requirement submissions in a unified manner. The CMC logistic support department and equipment development department are responsible for organizing logistics mobilization and equipment requirements for the entire military but also lack specialized mobilization organizations, awareness, and control over mobilization requirements levied at various levels. Mobilization offices throughout the system consist primarily of personnel working mobilization duties as a collateral assignment, with only a small number of full-time cadres struggling to carry out mobilization tasks in competition with other government priorities. Further, the scope of responsibilities for military commands and government organizations at every level is unclear, as is an understanding of how those responsibilities alter in war or emergencies. This results in both overlaps and gaps in mobilization actions.

Economic mobilization is also hindered by a lack of standards for mobilization requirements submissions and collection of national defense mobilization potential. Office responsibilities for the management of this information are not standard among levels of government and across Theater Commands and provinces. The same is true of information systems used to support these activities. Additionally, sources claim that existing military and civilian standards are not compatible. This leads to unrequited expectations by the military regarding the civil sectors’ ability to support wartime needs.

**Awareness, Enforcement, and Incentives**

Arguably the most consistent theme in discussions of perceived weaknesses of the national defense mobilization system is lack of public awareness. People’s Liberation Army and national security academics have discussed this issue at length, as have publications from Provincial Military Districts.


and municipal military sub-districts.\textsuperscript{154} Public reports of inspections claim that officials frequently have a poor understanding of the contents of the National Defense Mobilization Law and the associated responsibilities. Even amongst mobilization workers, there are reported uncertainties regarding the extent of the system’s powers compared to its responsibilities.\textsuperscript{155} In this vein, PLA academics have expressed concerns that the enforcement mechanisms for defense mobilization work are too vague and occasionally in conflict with existing law enforcement.\textsuperscript{156}

A report from the Changde Municipal Military District complains that many cadres interpret mobilization rules as applying only to military officials rather than to themselves.\textsuperscript{157} It is likely for similar reasons that a public report of the Yunnan Provincial Military District Party Committee spent a full paragraph emphasizing Provincial Party Chairman Wang Ning’s (王宁) admonition of the committee, emphasizing that it is “a political requirement and a political responsibility for local party committees and governments at all levels to serve national defense and military construction.”\textsuperscript{158} It is unlikely that concern over this perceived lack of commitment to defense mobilization would have been publicized were it not considered a serious issue by national defense mobilization leadership.


\textsuperscript{155} 赤委国防动员部下设民兵预备役局边防局等单位” [The National Defense Mobilization Department of the Military Commission Consists of the Frontier Defense Bureau of the Militia Reserve Bureau and Other Units], gymzxedu.com (website), November 20, 2021, \url{https://www.gymzxedu.com/rdhy/cwhhy/sqjdcw/hdssc/rdhy/sqjdcw/hdssc/56920.html}.

\textsuperscript{156} Liu Xing, Yang Shangqin, and Cao Haiquan, “Administrative Enforcement.”


\textsuperscript{158} “省军区党委十二届九次全体(扩大)会议强调深入推进全省国防动员建设高质量发展” [The 9th Plenary (Expanded) Meeting of the 12th Provincial Military District Party Committee Emphasized the In-depth Promotion of the High-quality Development of the Province’s National Defense], yn.gov.cn (website), January 16, 2022, \url{http://www.yn.gov.cn/zzms/ywdt/202201/t20220116_234854.html}. 
Discussions of perceived low public awareness in PLA media sources are frequently followed by requests to expand enforcement capacity.\textsuperscript{159} It is likely the discussion of low public awareness is a cover for widespread avoidance or violation of mobilization requirements. There are many reasons why commercial firms, even state-owned ones, would be reluctant for their firms and resources to be available to the People’s Liberation Army, even with claims in the law that PLA units will pay market price for those resources. To help deal with this, it appears the mobilization system is stepping up its enforcement activities. In recent years, provincial and local mobilization officials set up “comprehensive law enforcement brigades” (综合执法大队) to help expand public awareness and clarify cadres’ legal responsibilities once society is mobilized.\textsuperscript{160} These brigades conduct joint military-civilian law enforcement inspections to ensure relevant work units are complying with mobilization laws.\textsuperscript{161} Moreover, 2019’s “Regulations on Civil Transportation National Defense Mobilization” laid out specific fines and vague criminal penalties for individuals found to violate mobilization regulations related to prerequisitioned vehicles and related equipment.\textsuperscript{162}

According to Bai Zhongbin, a substantial portion of the 2021 changes to the National Defense Transportation Law relate to clarification of the financial incentives to civilian organizations that are expected to support national defense mobilization activities. According to Bai, “the increased cost of civil delivery vehicles due to the implementation of national defense requirements shall be borne by the state,” and “expenses incurred by citizens and organizations in completing national defense transportation tasks shall be paid by the user-unit” at a rate not lower than market price.\textsuperscript{163} This clarification of the monetary carrots that accompany the above-described enforcement sticks likely reflects the People’s Liberation Army’s attempt to deal with perceived or actual noncompliance.

\textsuperscript{159} Liu Xing, Yang Shangqin, and Cao Haiquan, “Administrative Enforcement.”


\textsuperscript{162} “民用运力国防动员条例” [Regulations on Civil Mobility National Defense Mobilization], gov.cn (website), March 2, 2019, http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/content/2019/content_5468879.htm.

\textsuperscript{163} “关于 国防交通法，这些你应该知道” [What You Should Know about the National Defense Transportation Act].
Future adjustments to the defense mobilization-associated laws will likely include expanded emphasis on propaganda and political work and more explicit consequences for noncompliance across the defense mobilization system.

**Conclusion**

Despite its critical role in China’s national defense strategy, the national defense mobilization system remains a work in progress. In recent years, there have been significant reforms intended to ensure the mobilization system is capable of rapidly providing civil manpower and resources. Legal changes have put greater emphasis on the PLA’s ability to dictate requirements to government agencies and state-owned enterprises and companies. In parallel, the national defense mobilization system at the provincial and municipal levels has grown more experienced in supporting the People’s Liberation Army. Military exercises and emergencies including, but not limited to, COVID-19 have given much-needed experience to the economic and transportation mobilization organs of the system. Throughout the system has grown to exploit the capabilities of China’s commercial sector to improve the capabilities of its logistics systems.

People’s Liberation Army officers and academics discussing the mobilization system in detail almost uniformly highlight the system’s remaining deficiencies even as they laud its improvements. Although China continues to provide increasingly detailed laws and regulations outlining guidance on the mobilization system, it is not clear this growing body of rules will successfully standardize and unify the various branches of the mobilization system. People’s Liberation Army authors envision a mobilization switch that can rapidly transition society to a wartime footing without significant hiccups. Massive bureaucracies would nimbly shift to answering to new chains of command. Mobilization C2 systems would provide MD commanders, Theater Commands, and national commanders with full visibility into the People’s Liberation Army’s requirements and society’s capacity to supply those requirements. Realizing this goal will require its prioritization by ministries and enterprises currently occupied with responsibilities other than establishing smooth mobilization processes.

In general, China’s national defense mobilization system is designed to support national defense mobilization activities within China and along its periphery, including the deployment and sustainment of forces along interior lines of communication. While national defense mobilization legislative reforms will likely include provisions to improve the People’s Republic
of China’s ability to mobilize resources internationally to support external PLA operations, integrating those mechanisms with a still-troubled domestically focused national defense mobilization system will likely experience significant challenges. The pilot programs to build dynamic mobilization information systems demonstrate the People’s Liberation Army’s goal of building omniscience into the mobilization system is no less grand than the People’s Bank of China’s designs for digital renminbi financial omniscience or the Ministry of Public Security’s goal of smart-city omniscient urban control. These goals will likely prove difficult to achieve in full, but even imperfect reform may lead to a stronger mobilization capacity to support the People’s Liberation Army.
PLA Army Logistics

Joshua Arostegui and James R. (J. R.) Sessions

Introduction

According to the US Army, the endurance of ground forces is a function of the Army’s sustainment and is essential to retaining and exploiting the initiative. Sustainment provides support to maintain operations until mission accomplishment.1 Many of the changes stemming from the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) 2016 “above the neck” and 2017 “below the neck” reforms were designed to enable the PLA Army (PLAA) to sustain forces at lower echelons. However, most of the changes led to organizational adjustments rather than comprehensive reforms that would allow for independent combat operations beyond China’s borders.

Comprehensive support continues to remain a weakness for the PLA Army five years after the reforms. Although China has made great strides in creating a lighter and more sustainable force, using modular units like those recommended in the 2020 Science of Military Strategy, there remains a distinct lack of support capability. Problems like inadequate staff sizes, low transportation equipment numbers, inefficient logistics processes, a lack of containerization, and challenged civilian-military integration still plague the force. Despite those capability gaps, the PLA Army has demonstrated the use of its new construct to support forces adequately along the Sino-Indian border (and in other remote locations) and has made great strides in the widespread

1. Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQDA), Sustainment, Army Doctrine Publication 4-0 (Washington, DC: HQDA, 2019), iii.
fielding of various types of universal chassis to improve sustainment to the lowest echelons.²

This chapter examines PLAA sustainment through the lens of logistics and equipment support. It first details the reorganization of support forces and staff from the battalion up to the Theater Command (TC) Army, focusing primarily on supply, transportation, medical, and repair forces. It then explores the various models of the Army’s distribution system from campaign level down to individual units. Finally, it details the PLA Army’s view of its sustainment weaknesses to understand better what China will likely attempt to fix in the future.

Pre-reorganization Support

Prior to the 2017 reforms, the PLAA regiment was the lowest echelon with an organic support system. For example, a mechanized infantry regiment had its own support division (保障处) to oversee various staff branches (股), in addition to the unit’s transportation and repair companies, and the hospital. The transportation and repair companies were responsible for supporting three maneuver battalions, each with 31 armored vehicles. The regiment could reach back to the division for additional support, but battalion commanders were reliant on higher echelons for resupply, maintaining readiness, and performing combat rescue and repair in the event of war.

The regiment’s parent mechanized infantry division had a larger support department (保障部) with several staff offices (科) to oversee various supply depots, a repair battalion, a transportation battalion, and a hospital. This structure made the division command team and a senior staff officer responsible for coordinating logistics and equipment support efforts and directing the task-assignment of forces to subordinate units during conflict.

Around 2012, PLA divisions and brigades combined their logistics department and armaments department into one support department. The PLA Group Army (GA) maintained the original two departments until the 2017 restructure. Additionally, the Group Army’s organic support forces included one vehicle battalion and one repair battalion that were almost equivalent in size to those at the division. If a Group Army found itself involved in a conflict,

it could reach back to army-run military region motor transport units and Joint Logistics Sub-department (JLSD) elements.

In the pre-restructure era, the army dominated the “joint” support system. After 2016 and the formal establishment of the joint Theater Commands and the PLAA Headquarters (equal in status to the PLA Navy, PLA Air Force, PLA Rocket Force, and PLA Strategic Support Force), followed by the stand up of the Joint Logistic Support Force (JLSF), the army implemented a new support system that made its tactical units more self-sufficient. The April 2017 “below the neck” reforms led to the creation of service support units within nearly every echelon—with similar structures to streamline logistics, equipment, and medical support during peacetime and wartime.

**Battalion Support**

As part of the 2017 restructure, the PLA Army “flattened” its command structure from a GA (division) regiment arrangement to a GA (brigade) battalion arrangement. The establishment of support elements within the new battalion was designed to improve its combat sustainment capability. Those support elements are only found within maneuver and fire support battalions based on their continuous need for resupply and equipment maintenance. The Service Support Company (支援保障连, SSC) established within the PLA Army’s new Combined Arms Battalions (CA BN) takes comprehensive support one step further, enabling the battalion to replace the regiment as the army’s Basic Combat Unit (基本作战单元) for joint and independent operations. To assist the battalion commanders, the PLA Army also implemented a new staff system made up of five officers and noncommissioned officers, one of whom is a Combat Service Staff Officer (战勤参谋).

Artillery and air defense battalions under Combined Arms Brigades (CA BDE), artillery brigades, and air defense brigades were given Command and Support Companies (指挥保障连), providing those firepower battalion commanders with organic radar, signal, and engineer platoons and

---

3. Lu Lei [卢雷], “把握合成营训练实质内涵” [Grasp the Essence of CA BN Training], 解放军报 [PLA Daily (website)], June 5, 2018, http://www.81.cn/jfjbmap/content/2018-06/05/content_207876.htm.
transportation platoons for shuttling ammunition and other critical supplies. These types of capabilities were only found in former artillery and air defense regiments/brigades prior to the 2017 restructure.

**Combined Arms Battalion Support – Forces**

The SSC commander is primarily responsible for the training and oversight of his platoons in peacetime, while also serving as the battalion’s Comprehensive Support Team (综合保障队) leader during operations. In addition to reconnaissance, signal, and engineering platoons, the SSC commander also leads a Repair Platoon (修理排), Transportation Platoon (运输排), and, in medium and heavy CA battalions, an Equipment-rescue Platoon (装备抢救排). The battalion’s Medical Platoon (卫生排) is not part of the service support company but falls under the company commander’s oversight during combat operations. Each of these platoons can be task organized into combat support teams by their respective functions as part of the SSC commander’s comprehensive support team.

---


Although maneuver and fire support companies are normally assigned a single technician (技师), a role noncommissioned officers have taken from officers in recent years, more complex maintenance and repair tasks are carried out at the new SSC repair platoon. The PLA Army’s emphasis on reorienting support forces toward combat led to units with armored vehicles also standing up the equipment-rescue platoon with two to three armored recovery vehicles, but it is unclear if the equipment rescue platoon completely replaces the repair platoon in those units or is solely designed for combat-equipment recovery. The repair platoons require technicians to master two to three technical specializations and be capable of operating two types of equipment. According to a 2021 survey by personnel from the PLAA 194th Combined Arms Brigade (Heavy) and the Armored Forces Academy, 32 percent of repairmen within the service-support company have academy- or university-level training. In light combined arms battalions, there is normally one vehicle repair squad with one vehicle technician, limiting the sustainment capability of truck-borne infantry units. As a result, the combined arms battalion is still heavily reliant on higher-echelon repair support. 

The SSC transportation platoon provides the command team with its own trucks to supply forces within the battalion’s area of operation. The platoon trains to transport ammunition, water, food, fuel, and other necessary resources. This was a responsibility previously assigned to regiment or brigade motor transportation companies, which added extra layers of requests between the company and battalion commanders at the front and the rear command post. The PLA Army combined arms battalions removed those layers by gaining approval authorities to requisition items from depots after working directly with the brigade finance section or establishing smaller-level battalion warehouses, however, a platoon-size transport element with approximately 15 trucks struggles to satisfy the replacement

of consumed ammunition and goods for its parent battalion, especially in larger armored units.⁸

Although the service support company is the primary force provider for battalion support operations, the CA BN headquarters still oversees certain support functions. For example, after 2017, company mess squads merged into a mess platoon subordinate to the battalion headquarters for food preparation and feeding troops.⁹ Medical support is also directly subordinate to the battalion headquarters during peacetime. Previously, PLAA battalions had one medical clinic director who reported to the battalion leadership and was responsible for the health work of the unit, however, the medical director relied on additional medical support from regiment and above echelons. Now, the combined arms battalion has a medical officer serving as a platoon leader and two subordinate medical squads. The primary mission of this platoon during wartime is rescuing and evacuating seriously injured personnel, but it also provides medical training to soldiers within combat squads. While the stand-up of the medical platoon demonstrates an improvement in battalion sustainment, the lack of assigned medics to companies and platoons and limited basic combat medicine training and unrealistic exercises reduces the operational effectiveness of small units during combat.¹⁰

**Combined Arms Battalion Support – Staff**

The transition of the combined arms battalion into the PLA Army’s basic combat unit and its incorporation of dozens of types of combat arms and specializations meant the battalion commander, battalion political instructor, and their two deputies were no longer capable of overseeing the battalion’s functions. Although the deputy battalion commander or instructor is still responsible for rear command post oversight, the new combat services staff

---


officer serves as the battalion’s primary logistics and equipment support
adviser. The staff officer also serves as the nexus between the battalion’s repair,
storage, supply, and medical forces and those at the brigade level and higher.11

During peacetime, the combat services staff officer is responsible
for training battalion support elements, while also ensuring adequate
training supplies are requisitioned from brigade staff sections and depots.
During wartime, the staff officer will sit in the main battalion command post
alongside the chief staff officer, operations and reconnaissance staff officer,
firepower and engineering staff officer, and information and communications
staff officer to coordinate logistics and equipment support functions for the
battalion command team. The staff officer is also granted authority to dispatch
the various comprehensive support group teams for medical rescue, combat
resupply, equipment repair, and the establishment of the rear-command post.12

Most CA BN staff officers are selected from the ranks of the unit’s
companies and platoons and lack formal staff training. Additionally,
according to numerous PLA media accounts, there is a trend
of having a noncommissioned officer serve in the combat services staff
officer role.13 Despite the rank of the soldier serving in that position,
only having one staff officer responsible for the coordination of sustainment
in a PLAA combined arms battalion is a severe limitation on the ability
of that unit to execute modern combat missions, especially for 24-hour coverage.
In contrast, a US Army combat battalion has four to six personnel permanently
assigned to its S-4 section to oversee a similar level of responsibilities.
Although the PLA Army emphasizes developing automated systems to improve
support services, the amount of information that will flow through the future
PLAA battalion command post will quickly overwhelm one staff officer.


13. 中国军网 [China Military Network], “合成营参谋纳入首长机关集训” [The Combined Arms Battalion Staff Officers Assemble for Training as the Commander’s Staff], June 3, 2018, http://www.81.cn/fjbmap /content/2018-06/03/content_207669.htm; and Zhong Chongling, “From NCO Squad Leader to NCO Staff Officer, the Differences between the Two Words Are Very Different” and Zhang Jun and Guo Fengkuan, “Decisive Victory.”
Brigade and Division-Regiment Support

For higher echelon support, the PLA Army established the service support battalion (勤务保障营, SSB) in most brigades and remaining regiments. The size and capability of the battalion within different brigade and regiment types vary, but the unit still brings the same types of support elements to the brigade: repair, transport, supply, and medical. Most PLAA brigades, including special operations forces (SOF), artillery and air defense, and Army aviation brigades, have a service support battalion, but this paper focuses on the combined arms brigade since it is now the PLA Army’s basic tactical unit (基本战术单位).14

Figure 4-1. PLAA combined arms brigade support structure

Combined Arms Brigade Support – Forces

The establishment of the brigade service support battalion placed the previously dispersed support elements under a single commander who understood the requirements of logistics and equipment support. Although the rear command post remains under the control of the brigade deputy commander or political commissar, the SSB commander assumes the role of rear area support group commander. In this position, the battalion commander can task-assign his companies into the same modular support teams that existed prior to the restructure but with a better understanding of their composition and capabilities. The battalion provides the troops used to staff the brigade’s various depots

14. Lu Lei, “Grasp the Essence of CA BN Training.”
and warehouses rather than relying on soldiers directly subordinate to support department staff sections.\(^\text{15}\)

The organization of the PLAA service support battalion shares some similarities with the US Army brigade support battalion but expands the number of companies and removes a subordinate forward support company, leaving those elements as part of the combined arms battalion’s permanent service support company. The size of the support battalion appears to differ by unit type, but both armored and light infantry brigades have one or two repair companies, a transportation company, a Supply Support Company (供应保障连), and a medical company. Like the lower-echelon battalion support, each of the service support battalion’s companies can easily transition into brigade-echelon support groups during wartime.\(^\text{16}\)

Within medium and heavy combined arms brigades, there are two repair companies. In many armored brigades, the service support battalion’s 1st Repair Company has technicians with specializations on armored vehicles, while the 2nd Repair Company has technicians focused on wheeled vehicles. In contrast, many light combined arms brigades appear to have only one repair company.\(^\text{17}\) It is unclear if this organization and delineation of responsibility among companies are standard across all brigades or if it varies from unit to unit.

The repair companies also provide support for newly incorporated technologies like optoelectronics, missiles, unmanned aerial systems, and electronic

---


information systems. While many personnel in the companies are reportedly trained on-site, a survey found 93 percent of technicians in the SSB repair teams received higher-level training to be proficient in their fields. Despite the additional training, the amount of new equipment and technology getting fielded in PLAA combined arms brigades places a burden on the repair companies, especially since they are often split into multiple battlefield support groups to supplement frontline repair platoons.18

The SSB transportation company is a multifunctional organization that oversees a variety of vehicles, including a platoon of 10 to 12 heavy-equipment transporters (HET), and provides troops for the execution of force-delivery methods like air and rail. The company is used during exercises for delivering vehicles, fuel, ammunition, and other supplies and loading and unloading brigade equipment on train platforms.19 Most PLA Army vehicle companies have approximately 80 to 100 personnel and around 40 trucks.20 While this number might be sufficient in supplementing the transportation platoons for battlefield resupply, it leaves the brigade reliant on higher-echelon transportation units for long-distance road maneuvers.

The brigade’s supply facilities were previously run by brigade support department personnel, but the new SSB supply support company appears to have taken over that responsibility. Company members can be found in the brigade ammunition depot, uniform issue and return warehouse, comprehensive materials depot (综合物资库), and fuel station. Within those facilities the company performs vital functions, including loading supplies into vehicles driven by the transportation company and running fueling


operations. Despite the company’s new responsibilities, coordinating depot functions is still executed at the relevant support department staff section.\(^{21}\)

Of all the new companies established under the service support battalion, the medical company experienced the most significant transition. Prior to the restructure, the brigade’s medical forces were found in the brigade hospital that was directly subordinate to the support department. The hospital was often commanded by a colonel or senior colonel medical officer. Post-structure, the hospital became a company under the service support battalion and the respective medical officer was downgraded to a company commander. This change left colonels and senior colonels serving under lieutenant colonels in command of the service support battalions.\(^{22}\)

The medical company, made up of medical officers and senior noncommissioned officers, is responsible for day-to-day brigade medical operations, however, Chinese media consistently emphasizes its push to turn the PLA Army’s medical professionals into combatants capable of operating in live-combat environments. In line with the modular task-assignment of support forces found throughout the rest of the service support battalion, the medical company is split into multiple teams of varying functions during training and exercises. These teams, which can include the Medical Company Command Group (指挥组), Serious Injury Rescue Group (重伤救治组), and the Mobile Rescue Group (机动救护组), are using new ambulances and field hospitals to improve the survivability of PLAA combat units while also incorporating contract civilians to improve health care at tactical levels. Despite the new combat emphasis, the medical company of combat units is normally deployed in the form of a brigade rescue station in the rear area, far from the main mission area, and focuses primarily on working


with battalion medical platoons in evacuating troops to the rear instead of providing more flexible medical support near the front.23

**Combined Arms Brigade Support – Staff**

The Brigade Support Department Chief 服务部部长 serves as the brigade leadership team’s primary adviser and logistics and equipment support coordinator. Like the brigade chief of staff and political work department director, the support department chief oversees multiple staff sections in his respective department that are responsible for everything from brigade finance to equipment management. The support department of other PLAA brigades likely mirrors the organization of CA BDE staff offices but are probably smaller in size. Table 4-1 details the brigade support department’s staff offices.

Former PLAA divisions and regiments had a similar staff office organization under their respective support departments, but those offices were responsible for many of the functions now delegated to the brigade service support battalion. At the division level, those offices were typically staffed with three to five personnel, which means the new brigade offices are likely similar in size or slightly smaller, though some division staff offices, like the Quartermaster Section and Barracks Office, were combined into one.

---

Table 4-1. Combined Arms Brigade Support Department Offices
(Source: Chen Xiaojing and Sun Xingwei [陈小菁, 孙兴维], “一线保障新亮点·多项惠军利兵政策落地” [New Highlights of Front-line Support: A Number of Policies to Benefit the Army and the Soldiers Have Been Implemented], 中国国防部 [China Ministry of National Defense], March 3, 2021, http://www.mod.gov.cn/services/2021-03/03/content_4880277.htm.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finance Office</td>
<td>财务科</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Office</td>
<td>供应科</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammunition Office</td>
<td>弹药科</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment Management Office</td>
<td>装备管理科</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment Maintenance Office</td>
<td>装备维修科</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartermaster and Barracks Office</td>
<td>军需营房科</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat Logistics Office</td>
<td>战技勤务科</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Office</td>
<td>卫生科</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat Support Planning Office</td>
<td>战勤计划科</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and Delivery Office</td>
<td>运输投送科</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each brigade support department staff office serves peacetime and wartime functions, and most have seats in the rear-command post or rear-area command group. For example, the finance office is responsible for peacetime travel claim processing and financial guidance services and executing the payment for combat-related requisitions in an operational environment. The ammunition office is responsible for maintaining awareness of the brigade’s ammunition consumption rates and working with battalion combat services staff officers to ensure adequate access to supplies, while also coordinating with higher-echelon PLA Army and JLSF depots to requisition various types of munitions. The transportation and delivery office has a broad set of peacetime and wartime functions, including petroleum, oil,
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and lubricant (POL) storage oversight and coordinating long-range maneuvers with Group Army, Joint Logistic Support Force, and civilian entities.²⁶

Most of the brigade support department staff offices have corresponding Staff divisions (处) at the Group Army level to ensure coordination occurs at all levels. Yet, despite the existence of the Group Army staff department and service support brigade, modern PLAA brigades are designed to carry out their own logistics and equipment support. As this chapter discusses later, the service support brigade has a primary mission of supporting Group Army command posts, leaving little higher-echelon tactical support for brigades and forcing the brigade staff to be the primary coordination elements for interaction with the Joint Logistic Support Force. Although many responsibilities held at the staff department prior to the restructuring now belong to the service support battalion, the large amount of equipment and combat requirements for modern warfare place a heavy burden on the brigade support department staff members, particularly those in the combat logistics and combat support planning offices where most coordination, inspections, and planning take place for unit support.²⁷

Division-Regiment Support

As of 2020, the four infantry divisions in the Xinjiang Military District (MD), Western Theater Commands, have transitioned into combined arms divisions made up of five regiments: three combined arms regiments, one firepower regiment, and one service support regiment (支援保障团). Each of the combined arms regiments have their own service support battalion like the combined arms brigade. The regiment also maintains a similar staff structure to the brigade, though its support division (保障处) and subordinate branches (股) are smaller and likely consolidated.


with other branches. The service support regiment, also found in the 1st Guard Division, Beijing Garrison District, appears to provide various comprehensive support functions, including a security and reconnaissance battalion and the division hospital. The division support department likely mirrors the combined arms brigade, using the same naming conventions and organization, while probably including more staff officers in each section. Combined with the service support regiment, the staff provides the division's regiments with higher-echelon support that would normally come from the corps-level Group Army support department.

**Group Army Support**

The PLAA Group Army is China’s corps-echelon organization and serves as the Army’s basic campaign unit (基本战役军团) under the shared command of two major generals: the commander and political commissar. The post-restructure Group Army transitioned from an organization made up of divisions, brigades, and/or regiments to a largely standard formation of 12 to 14 maneuver and functional support brigades. Each of those brigades reorganized its support elements to improve independent support functions. The Group Army now also has a service support brigade and a reorganized staff that mirrors its subordinate units to streamline coordination and provide oversight and guidance to the various brigade staffs. Finally, several PLA hospitals officially became Group Army subordinate medical organizations to ensure each Group Army had its own corps-echelon medical support.


The service support brigade is a unique organization in the post-restructure PLA Army that takes on responsibilities like those found in a US Army sustainment brigade. The biggest difference between the two is that the US version is designed to support all brigades operating in a defined area of operations, whereas the PLAA service support brigade concentrates its efforts on ensuring the Group Army headquarters is adequately established, has uninterrupted command and control, and provides higher-echelon logistics and equipment support that cannot be executed at the brigade level.

The service support brigade is made up of multiple pre-restructure regiments and battalions that were subordinate to the Group Army, including signal, electronic warfare, and motor transport units. The brigade also appears to provide personnel to manage and operate Group Army depots and warehouses. The new brigade is now primarily made up of signal and protection elements, including a command-and-control battalion (指挥控制营), a trunk network communications battalion (干线网络通信营), a mobile communications battalion (机动通信营), a guard service battalion (警卫勤务营), and an electronic countermeasures battalion (电子对抗营), while the rest of the brigade incorporates repair and transportation battalions. The brigade also maintains the staff department, political work department, and support department structure with the same subordinate sections as found in other PLAA brigade types.\(^{31}\)

The brigade has two repair battalions, each with approximately 180 to 200 personnel in three companies. The general organization of the six repair companies in the service support brigade is unclear, but they appear

---

to have a wide range of capabilities in repairing armor, vehicles, electronics, communications systems, and other systems that might not be capable of repair within their parent brigades. Additionally, like lower-echelon support elements, soldiers in the repair battalions are expected to be capable of repairing multiple systems. It appears that they concentrate their skill sets on weapons and equipment of similar types. For example, an artillery technician in a service support brigade must be able to work on firepower systems on armored vehicles, ground suppression, and air defense weapons.

The service support brigade repair battalions are equipped to perform second-line, or medium-level, repairs (中修) where equipment requires relocation to the manufacturer or a highly trained and qualified repair unit. In contrast, the repair companies in maneuver and fire support brigades are designed for first-line, or light-level, repairs (小修). This is comparable to the US Army’s two-level maintenance program, where most brigades can handle field-level maintenance while sustainment-level maintenance is handled at field support brigades, depots, and logistics readiness centers.

These repair battalions can also serve as rescue and repair groups in combat operations, supplementing maneuver and fire support brigades’ repair companies and platoons. For example, a November 2019 PLA Daily article noted repairmen from the 74th Service Support Brigade, during an exercise, were dispatched in separate electrical teams and chassis teams to repair transmission systems, while fire control teams and communications teams moved forward to carry out various inspections and repairs.

The service support brigade transportation service battalion (运输勤务营) is made up of three companies: a general transportation company (通用运输连), a service transportation company (勤务运输连), and a HET company (重装备运输连). The general transportation company is made up of around 40 trucks, though there is no standard chassis in each brigade. The Shaanxi SX2110, a long-time workhorse for the PLA Army capable

---
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of transporting up to five tons on road and three-and-a-half tons off-road, appears to be widely fielded in the general transportation company, however, the new armored medium-high mobility First Auto Works (FAW) MV3 chassis variants capable of transporting between three-and-a-half and five tons are becoming more prevalent in those units. Other vehicles from Dongfeng and FAW are also frequently observed in the general transportation company since its primary mission is to transport equipment and personnel. Little is known about the service transportation company, but it likely has similar numbers of vehicles and types used to provide logistics support.  

The HET company consists of 30 to 40 heavy equipment transporters designed to carry the PLA Army’s heaviest tracked equipment via roads and highways. While older heavy equipment transporters like the Shaanxi SX4323A 40-ton vehicle are fielded to many companies, the Taian TA4360 with a four-axle semitrailer capable of carrying up to 50 tons makes up most of the existing force in service support brigades. The Taian TA4410 with a five-axle semitrailer capable of transporting up to 65 tons is quickly appearing in many units as well.

The main difference between the two Taian trucks is that the newer TA4410 is the only heavy equipment transporter that can transport the Type-99 and Type-99A main battle tanks, the PLA Army’s heaviest armored vehicles. This company’s heavy equipment transporters serve a vital role in moving GA assets to combat zones and transporting damaged heavy combat vehicles to the service support brigade repair battalions in the rear. Despite the slow upgrade in vehicles,
the relatively small number of heavy equipment transporters at the service support brigade is not nearly enough to supplement those in other brigades fully, especially since heavy combined arms brigades remain so numerous in the PLA Army, leaving the army heavily reliant on civilian or militia heavy equipment transporters.

Medical support was also a focus of the PLA Army below-the-neck reforms. Each Group Army received its own tertiary first-class hospital (三级甲等医院) allocated from previously existing PLA hospitals in 2018. Classified as having 501 or more beds, a tertiary first-class hospital provides high-level specialized medical and health services and performs higher-education and scientific research missions. The new GA hospitals serve the public and the military, demonstrating civilian-military integration at the tactical level. Table 4-2 details the new GA hospitals and their previous PLA hospital designation.

Table 4-2. Group Army hospitals current and previous designations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theater Command</th>
<th>Group Army Hospital</th>
<th>Previous Hospital Designation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Theater</td>
<td>71st Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 97 Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72nd Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 98 Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73rd Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 174 Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Theater</td>
<td>74th Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 421 Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75th Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 60 Hospital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 4-2 (continued). Group Army hospitals current and previous designations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theater Command</th>
<th>Group Army Hospital</th>
<th>Previous Hospital Designation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Western Theater</td>
<td>76th Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 536 Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77th Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 42 Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Theater</td>
<td>78th Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 209 Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79th Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 201 Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80th Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 89 Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Theater</td>
<td>81st Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 251 Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>82nd Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 252 Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>83rd Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>PLA 371 Hospital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before reassignment to the Group Army, most of the hospitals were regiment-grade Joint Logistic Support Force “Level 3” central hospitals that varied in size and organization. The equipment, staffing, and size of those facilities remained intact following the reassignment, leading to GA hospitals with no standard construct. The mission for each hospital transitioned from one of monetary gain based on their relationships with the surrounding civilian populations to one more closely aligned

---
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to wartime preparations and combat support. There is now less focus on scientific research in those hospitals but more training on military skills and physical fitness for assigned personnel.\textsuperscript{50}

The new Group Army hospital is seen as providing a necessary link between the Brigade Medical Company and the Joint Logistic Support Force and Joint Logistic Support Center hospital system, while also functioning as the support interface between the joint medical service and army medical service. Compared to the brigade medical company, the Group Army hospital has more medical experience and better equipment but is still more focused on the daily medical care of lower-echelon officers and soldiers than division-grade JLSF hospitals. Table 4-3 outlines relative equivalencies of PLA medical units and hospitals according to a Chinese national defense medical journal.\textsuperscript{51}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLA Medical Unit/Hospital</th>
<th>Equivalent Civilian Medical Center/Hospital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battalion Medical Platoon</td>
<td>Village Clinic [村卫生室]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigade Medical Company</td>
<td>Township Health Center [乡镇卫生院]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Army Hospital</td>
<td>County-level Hospital [县区级医院]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JLSF Central Hospital</td>
<td>Municipal-level Hospital [市县级医院]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC General Hospital</td>
<td>Provincial-level Hospital [省级医院]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Medical University Hospitals</td>
<td>National-level Hospital [国家级医院]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During peacetime, the GA hospital solves routine medical issues and is a component of the national public hospital system. It complements the resident public hospital to support civilian operations. During wartime, it is focused on the early treatment of combat trauma and casualties. Its complementary relationship with the resident public hospital also means


it can quickly incorporate civilian medical professionals to strengthen the Group Army hospital’s ranks during emergencies.\textsuperscript{52}

The wartime issues of medical support are what primarily drove the creation of Group Army hospitals. The Group Army hospital is designed to provide medical teams that carry out the following missions:

- Provide Level 3 critical care for the Group Army campaign rear area
- Replace brigade-level medical stations to provide Level 2 critical care
- Establish various modular support teams to reinforce brigade medical stations

This added layer of medical support is a result of the PLA’s self-acknowledged weak technical levels at brigade and division echelons and below. According to a PLA medical journal, the Group Army hospital serves to improve the tactical area’s ability to treat combat casualties despite the existing gap in capability at the brigade and division level needed to fulfill modern wartime support requirements.\textsuperscript{53}

Despite the added layer of medical support, the PLA also recognizes that many of its Group Army hospitals are not fully prepared for the requirements of wartime operations, and many remain focused on the monetary profits of civilian medical service. To negate these issues, the PLA issued several policies and regulations to ensure combat readiness requirements are met at Group Army hospitals, but training continues to focus more on individual training and less on combat unit training.\textsuperscript{54}

**Group Army Support – Staff**

After the 2017 reforms, the Group Army has its own support department with a structure very similar to its brigades and closely aligned with TC army staff elements. Most of the brigades’ support department subordinate sections are represented at the Group Army level as a division [处] filled with staff that coordinates the same types of functions for the entire Group
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Army. Although PLA media frequently publicizes the efforts of its GA support departments in establishing regular competitions and training events to improve personnel and unit capabilities, as well as providing oversight of the Group Army’s various depots and warehouses, the staff officers of this department exist to plan and coordinate wartime support functions at the campaign level.\(^5^5\)

Due to the standard structure of support, these elements work directly with their lower-echelon counterparts in the brigades and battalions to ensure provision of supplies, repairs, and medical services. They also write policies and regulations to standardize the requirements of the GA’s brigades and hospital. Located in the Group Army command posts during wartime, the staff interacts with joint support elements in the campaign command posts to ensure PLA Army requirements are met and that their own subordinate support units contribute to the joint mission.\(^5^6\)

Unlike brigades and divisions, which merged their logistics and armaments departments around 2013, the Group Army merged those departments after the 2017 restructure. Therefore, the position of GA support department chief is relatively new. Additionally, it appears the department chief is commonly filled by a deputy division-grade senior colonel, while his chief of staff and political work department director counterparts are division-grade officers.\(^5^7\) Lower in grade and primarily filled by an officer with only expertise in commanding logistics or equipment support, there will likely be difficulty pushing support requirements to the commander over operational and political requirements until a new generation of better trained officers takes on corps-level support responsibilities.

Finally, since most Chinese media and PLA literature sources focus on division- or brigade-level and smaller exercises, little is known of the operational capability of the new Group Army support department leadership.

\(^5^5\) “锤炼实战环境应急保障能力” [Practicing the Emergency Support Capability in a Realistic Combat Environment], 中国军网 [China Military Network], May 30, 2018, http://www.81.cn/jfjbmap/content/2018-05/30/content_207382.htm; Pang Hao [庞浩], “奔着问题去 紧盯难题改” [Go the Problem and Keep an Eye on It], 中国军网 [China Military Network], September 2, 2019, http://www.81.cn/jfjbmap/content/2019-09/02/content_242337.htm; Lai Wenyong, Zhang Rong, and Yu Xiaoming [赖文湧,张榕,余小明], “改变‘配角’思维,这次集训真的不一样” [Change the Thought on “Supporting Role,” This Training Is Really Dif], 中国军网 [China Military Network], July 18, 2018, http://www.81.cn/jmywyl/2018-07/18/content_8092211.htm; and “Focus on Military Reform: How Advanced Is the Small, Scattered Unit of 5 People?”
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and staff. People’s Liberation Army media did publicize the efforts of support department officials from the 78th Group Army, Northern Theater Command, in successfully coordinating the movement of personnel and equipment to Eastern Russia for Vostok-2018, however, that mission was near the borders of China. Chinese media reporting on the PLA’s participation in Tsentr-2019 the following year covered the deployment of heavy CA BDE troops, equipment, and aviation brigade helicopters from the 76th Group Army, Western Theater Command, to Orenburg, Russia. The units deployed over 2,500 miles from garrison for the exercise. Although both events occurred during peacetime, the complex requirements of road and rail transport and supply across international borders likely provided the PLA with experience executing Group Army support department missions.58

Theater Command Army and Military District Support

The Theater Command Army, with its four missions of being a campaign headquarters for combat operations, a component of the theater joint command post, a construction headquarters, and an emergency response headquarters for nontraditional security tasks, provides operational and logistics support to its subordinate tactical units through unique organizations, rear area depots, and a robust staff.59

The PLAA-managed Xinjiang and Tibet Military Districts (MD) also have their own support systems that share commonalities with the lower-echelon Group Army and the higher-echelon Theater Command Army. Like the Group Army, these higher echelons only recently merged their logistics and equipment support departments into one support department following the 2017 restructure. The Tibet Military District assumed command of the previously existing Qinghai-Tibet Depot (青藏兵站部) and the


Sichuan-Tibet Depot (川藏兵站部) that have their own transportation units designed to resupply PLAA forces at the highest elevations.60

**Theater Command Army and Military District Support – Forces**

In addition to Group Armies, TC Army leaders command various units that protect China’s borders and coastlines, support the joint force with signal and ISR assets, and in some theaters, improve maneuver with bridging assets and increase force project capability with transportation units. Although Xinjiang and Tibet Military District commanders also have these forces, their primary combat forces are more in line with those found in a Group Army. The army support departments within Theater Commands and Military Districts are large organizations that have more than 30 different units, most at regiment or battalion and company grade, which include transportation, repair, medical, storage depots, training, and other elements.61

Motor transportation brigades (汽车运输旅) and regiments make up the main support forces within Theater Commands and Military Districts for the transportation of goods and heavy equipment. According to a September 2019 PLA Daily article, the motor transportation units were newly established in 2018, though they were probably reconfigured from previous motor transport units assigned to the former Joint Logistics Department and its JLSF successor. It remains unclear if all theater armies have motor transportation brigades. There is ample PLA media covering the Southern Theater Command Army motor transportation brigade, also called the 1st Motor Transportation Brigade, and even more coverage following the exploits of several Xinjiang and Tibet Military District brigades and regiments,

---


but there is almost no evidence of these types of brigades in the other Theater Command Armies.\textsuperscript{62}

Based on the limited amount of information available on PLA motor transport brigades and regiments, very little is known about the organization and numbers or types of trucks they maintain. The Southern Theater Command Army motor transportation brigade, for example, uses the Steyr 91 to transport fuel within its area of operations, while also using various types of cargo trucks to move other types of supplies.\textsuperscript{63} It is also unclear if the PLAA units have heavy equipment transporters like their JLSF motor transportation brigade counterparts.

Even if they lack heavy equipment transporters, the known PLAA motor transportation brigades and regiments appear to play a vital role in sustaining border defense and maneuver forces located in the complex terrain along China’s western and southern borders. Border defense brigades and regiments do not have a superior Group Army organization to plan and execute coordinated sustainment missions. They are directly subordinate to the Theater Command Army or Military District, thus requiring those echelons to provide transportation support for food, fuel, and ammunition. For example, according to \textit{PLA Daily} and China Central Television (CCTV),

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}
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the Southern Theater Command Army motor transportation brigade performed the following actions to support units near China’s southern border:

- April 2019: Delivered 100+ tons of goods and fuel while conducting individual driver training for 14 personnel.  
- April 2020: Dispatched 60 personnel in 20+ fuel trucks (each capable of carrying 20,000 liters of fuel) over 1,400 kilometers from Kunming to Tibet.
- November 2020: Dispatched 150 vehicles to deliver 900+ tons of goods from Kunming to Tibet.

The Theater Command Army and MD support departments also have several types of support units that make up for the lack of repair elements needed for border and coastal defense and other elements not subordinated to the Group Armies. All TC Armies and Military Districts have general purpose units, referred to as support daduis (保障大队), that focus on all aspects of maintenance and repair. While it is unclear if they are found in all TC Armies and Military Districts, there are also more specific support elements focused on repairing different types of equipment such as armored equipment repair daduis (装甲装备修理大队) and equipment support daduis (装备保障大队). Unlike Group Army support battalions, there is no PLA media reporting on the ability of these units to serve as combat support modules, but they can likely provide additional support capacity during times of crisis.

66. “Military Report: Directly Hit the Training Ground, the Yunnan-Tibet Line Vehicle Soldiers Go All the Way.”
Theater Armies do not have subordinate hospitals as medical care since that echelon is the responsibility of Theater Command JLSF and JLSC hospitals. The Xinjiang and Tibet Military Districts both have their own long-established tertiary third-class PLAA hospitals, in Urumqi and Lhasa respectively, that provide vital medical care to troops stationed in the plateau and high-elevation border areas. Although both MD hospitals have been around for decades, they have recently been upgraded, including the construction of military helicopter landing pads, to improve rapid response care for remotely stationed troops.68

**Theater Command Army and Military District Support – Staff**

Like the Group Armies, TC Armies and the Xinjiang and Tibet Military Districts combined their logistics and equipment departments after the restructure; the primary difference was that the new TC Army and MD support department have some divisions that reflect their high echelon. People’s Liberation Army provincial Military Districts also merged their support elements into one subordinate support bureau (局), but this paper does not cover that echelon of support. Table 4-4 details the staff divisions that make up TC Army and MD support departments observed in Chinese media and official government websites.

These high-echelon offices coordinate the support actions of all TC Army and MD units and staffs while also serving at the theater level to integrate army capabilities into and ensure support from the TC joint staff department combat support bureau. They also work closely with TC JLSC elements to supply subordinate units with common-use supplies like fuel and ammunition, while the TC Army staff department coordinates the delivery of more specialized army-specific munitions and equipment. The following section details how the PLA Army executes this distribution from campaign to tactical levels.

---

### Table 4-4. Theater Command and Military District support departments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combat Service Planning Division</td>
<td>战勤计划处</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Facilities Construction Division</td>
<td>军事设施建设处</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials Supply Division</td>
<td>物资供应处</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Division</td>
<td>卫生处</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammunition Materials Division</td>
<td>弹药器材处</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and Delivery Division</td>
<td>运输投送处</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance Division</td>
<td>财务处</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment Repair Division</td>
<td>装备维修处</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Support Division</td>
<td>技术保障处</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordinate Political Work Division</td>
<td>直属工作处</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLAA Supply Requests and Distribution by Echelon

Despite the People’s Liberation Army’s post-restructure organizational changes, long-standing logistics relationships and processes remained in place. According to various Chinese journal articles, PLAA logistics entities at all echelons are struggling to work through the challenges of having new organizations and old systems.

Sustainment under the “new system” of Theater Commands and the Joint Logistic Support Force changed how units request and receive supplies. Described in Chinese texts as “a combination of centralized and decentralized; two lines of supply: common and specialized” (“统分结合, 通专两线”), the new supply system places the Joint Logistic Support Force in charge of providing supplies common to all PLA services while a TC-based service-specific logistics entity handles supplies unique to each service. PLA Army logisticians describe three levels of logistics: “strategic-level” logistics consisting of strategic-level suppliers and warehouses (not discussed in this paper), “campaign-level” logistics denoted as roughly above Group Army level, and “tactical level” logistics for units below Group Army level.

At the campaign level, the primary department responsible for Theater Command Army supplies and distribution is the Theater Command Joint Staff Department (JSD) Combat Support Bureau (战区联合参谋部战勤局) with its subordinate Combat Support Plans Division (战勤计划处) and Forces Delivery Division (力量投送处). The latter divisions transmit supply allocation tasks to the TC JLSC and TC Army Support Department. The two departments’ rear warehouses ultimately deliver the requested goods to PLAA operational units of all sizes, depending on mission requirements. During peacetime, Group Armies submit supply requests to the Theater Command JLSC and Theater Command Army Support Department. During wartime, group armies submit supply requests to the Theater Command JSD Combat Support Bureau itself for centralized planning. PLA Army texts discuss this centralization of requests and raise concerns


about how best to handle a bottleneck of approvals with logistics decisionmakers at higher echelons and how to prioritize requests within the backlog.\footnote{Wang Jianguo, Liu Zhong, and Zhang Heng [王建国, 刘中, 张衡], “新体制下运输投送机构调度指挥信息链效能评估模型” [Efficiency Evaluation Model of Dispatching Command Information Chain of Transport Delivery Institutions under New System], 军事交通学院学报 [Journal of Military Transportation University] 21, no. 10 (October 2019): 19–23, 56.}

At the tactical level, units submit requests by echelon and, when able, provide supplies to subordinate units within a Group Army or brigade. Smaller units send requirements to brigades that task their subordinate stockpiles and/or service support units to provide the needed supplies or services. During peacetime, units at the tactical level supply lower-level logistics need as much as possible. During wartime, units send requirements to higher levels to leverage the robust logistics force of the campaign-level to complete support missions more effectively.

The PLA Army’s new transportation and distribution command information chain is comprised of three levels: the Central Military Commission (CMC), Theater Commands, and Critical Areas (关键地域). The basic tasks are “report through relevant centralized authorities, higher level examine and approve, and multi-level management” (归口提包, 逐级审批, 多级管理). Brigade-level units are the primary “report through relevant centralized authorities” unit. The “higher level examine and approve” means, using the PLA Army as an example, that group armies gather and examine subordinate brigade-level and direct reporting units’ transportation and distribution plans. Theater Command Armies then gather and examine the group armies’ plans, and finally the PLAA (service-level) Logistics Department Transportation and Delivery Bureau (陆军后勤部运输投送局) gathers and examines the Theater Command Army and other direct reporting units’ plans. Any time a service crosses Theater Commands or an international border or other large special project, the transportation/distribution plan typically requires CMC Logistics Support Department Transportation and Delivery Bureau (军委后勤保障部运输投送局) inspection and approval. People’s Liberation Army texts suggest logistical decision making in the new system remains untested and recommend taking every opportunity (for example, conscript mobilization/demobilization, natural disasters, “counter-terrorism stability operations,” and border conflicts) to practice and optimize logistics processes.\footnote{Wang Jianguo, Liu Zhong, and Zhang Heng, “Efficiency Evaluation Model,” 19–23, 56.}

**PLAA Supply Distribution**

Following the request and approval process, PLA texts detail four methods of supply distribution. Tactical units provide resources down to subordinate
units within group armies or brigades using the standard model known as the “Independent Distribution and Support Model” (自主配送保障模式). This model is based on pre-structure processes, though it has changed slightly due to new organizations.75

A slight adjustment to the standard model is the “Direct Distribution and Support Model” (直达配送保障模式), where campaign-level entities (such as JLSC warehouses or TC Army Support Department units) provide goods directly to operational units, bypassing group armies and brigades. The PLA Army believes this model increases efficiency and precision while saving material storage room and transfer costs.76 Figure 4-2 depicts the PLAA’s two standard distribution models.

Figure 4-2. Examples of the independent distribution and support model and the direct distribution and support model
(Source: Yang Xueming, Xun Ye, and Li Xidong, “Study on Theater Ground Force Supplies Distribution and Support Mode under New System.”)

People’s Liberation Army texts describe two additional distribution methods that utilize local civilian entities in military distribution. Descriptions indicate these methods could be used in peacetime and wartime. The “Military-Civilian Joint Distribution and Support Model” [军地联合配送保障模式] integrates local logistics firms (such as Dongjing, SF Express,

and EMS) to distribute goods from campaign-level sites to Group Armies, brigades, or smaller units. Despite the PLA Army’s belief that this system could work in wartime, it would be unlikely that civilian delivery services could provide the necessary support beyond China’s borders.\(^77\)

The fourth distribution model takes military-civilian integration a step further—the “Collaborative Distribution and Support Model” (共同配送保障模式) brings civilian suppliers directly into the supply distribution plan under the TC JLSC to collaborate in providing supplies for distribution down to the tactical units for maximum efficiency and effectiveness. PLA texts note that the Collaborative Model is the most advantageous in the era of informationization. However, like the Military-Civilian Joint Distribution and Support Method, this model would likely be untenable during wartime outside of China’s borders.\(^78\)

Figure 4-3 depicts the two PLAA military-civilian integrated distribution concepts.

---


A demonstration of the collaborative distribution model occurred in early February 2022 when, according to a CCTV news report, a motor transportation regiment in the Xinjiang Military District transported a Lunar New Year feast to a unit located near the Line of Actual Control in the Aksai Chin. According to the Xinjiang Military District Support Department Material Supply Division Director Zhao Huaizong, an “emergency purchase method” was used to purchase the food, the Central Military Commission coordinated civilian transportation, the goods were transported from Xiamen to Ali by air, and then the motor transport regiment transported the goods by road from Ali to the extremely remote unit. While not a combat scenario, this operation displays a real-world application of the collaborative distribution model between the People’s Liberation Army and PRC civilian businesses.

The PLA TC Army and local government pronouncements provide insight into how PLA TC Armies, government, and businesses interact. In 2018, the Eastern and Central TC Armies published announcements asking companies to submit applications to join a “New-type Military-Business Supermarket Coordination Warehouse” (新型军营超市合作商库). The requests vary in detail and include commissary-like arrangements but require applicants to have large amounts of storage space, several business outlets, and the ability to supply the theater army in peace, war, and emergencies (平战应急). Even more telling is a 2018 request from the Western Theater Command for “material suppliers” (物资供应商) for 26 kinds of equipment and materials, including office, telecom, meteorological, intelligence, technical reconnaissance, military training, electronic warfare, military transportation, POL, bivouac, engineer, protection, rapid repair, barracks, building material, and mechanical/electrical products. As discussed in PLA literature, Theater Command Armies are working with local businesses to enhance their logistical abilities in peacetime, emergencies, and likely in times of conflict.


Chapter 4

PLA Army Logistics

PLAA Transport and Distribution Shortfalls

Numerous post-restructure PLA Army writings discuss the shortcomings of ground-force distribution support in the People’s Liberation Army. Chinese military journal articles describe numerous areas of improvement in transportation and distribution, including a continuing lack of clarity on command process and authorities, an army logistics system almost solely dependent on land transport, a lack of logistics equipment and capability, and other difficulties. Authors from the Army Military Transportation University wrote in summer 2019 that if the PLA Army were to execute maneuver operations and full-spectrum operations, then the PLA Army must greatly increase units’ ability to project forces. The article more specifically noted that the PLA Army must rectify the transportation and distribution shortcomings of insufficient equipment numbers, slow projection speed, and weak projection ability.82

In 2018, other commentaries noted the TC army supply distribution systems and organizations were insufficient, the distribution of work was flawed, and system efficiency was not high, significantly impacting the completion of supply distribution support missions and negatively influencing unit combat power.83 Despite the inclusion of air and sea movement in some cross-theater exercises, army commanders and transportation planners still overwhelmingly saw ground transport (such as highways and railroads) as the primary form of projection for land units.84 This “railroad transport + motor movement” ground transport method is a type of “peace-time transport” organization that does not satisfy the requirements of real combat, in the authors’ view.85

Multiple post-restructure Chinese journal articles stated the primary limiting factor in TC army forces conducting long-distance maneuvers was the weakness of PLAA force projection. Rapid transport of ground forces was limited due to a dependency on railroad and highway transport and little sea or air force projection ability and the PLA Army possessing

82. Wang Lei, Li Peng, and Li Lianbang [王磊,李鹏,李联邦], “陆军运输投送转型建设研究” [Research on Transformation and Development of Army Transportation and Projection], 军事交通学院学报 [Journal of Military Transportation University] 21, no. 6 (June 2019): 5–7, 12.
83. Yang Xueming, Xun Ye, and Li Xidong, “Theater Ground Force Supplies Distribution.”
too few heavy equipment transporters. One article from 2017 claimed the People’s Liberation Army had an 18-to-1 ratio of heavy equipment transporter to heavy tracked-vehicle, far below the US military proportion of one heavy equipment transporter per seven tracked vehicles. Evaluations of PLA Army sustainment during the PRC-Indian standoff at Doklam in 2017 also noted that logistics primarily relied on land-motorized transportation due to rail transport ending at Lhasa and no airfields near the front able to accommodate large transport aircraft.

Other PLA commentators noted that PLAA logistics organizations and processes remained incomplete. Observers stated in 2018 that the TC army distribution system’s informationization utilization level was not high and the transmission, execution, and feedback of information was slow and inefficient. Discussing command information in distribution and support in October 2019, PLAA academics noted “new system” logistics policies were not complete, some command authorities and responsibilities remained unclear, and the command flow was not smooth. Other authors discussing the TC army equipment support system in May 2021 noted the creation of the TC army reduced command layers and improved command flow generally, but the short time since establishment of the new system meant myriad aspects of the reforms remained unclear or incomplete, including some new organizations and aspects of command and information flow. Regarding transportation plans, authors noted that at least three levels (Group Army or Brigade, theater service, and a service organ) inspect each plan and that requests frequently “pile up” in the system during times of high demand. In the context of PLAA storage and transport,
commentators’ first recommendation was a reduction in the number of management layers to increase logistics efficiency.\(^{92}\)

Academics noted several operational areas where PLAA logistics lagged behind either PLA expectations or common international military logistics practices. Containerization, despite its widespread use by PRC companies, is rarely used in PLAA logistics at the brigade level or below. The lack of containerization and logistics standardization slows down support before deployment to training or operations and results in unit warehouses using manpower to transfer or move materiel, instead of fully utilizing forklifts and other capabilities.\(^{93}\) An article recommending prepositioning supplies for future domestic (and potentially foreign) contingencies suggested the PLA Army does not regularly preposition supplies in case of future operations.\(^{94}\) Transport facilities around China and in neighboring countries are low quality and frequently are unable to accommodate the passage, loading, or unloading of military equipment—whether poor roads, antiquated railway stations, or civilian ports without roll-on/roll-off terminals for rapid-troop loading.\(^{95}\)

According to various Chinese journal articles, TC army civilian-military joint supply missions are a small proportion of overall missions, and the degree of civil-military integration is low because of issues with relevant policies and civil-military supply chain coordination mechanisms.\(^{96}\) The TC army completes relatively few collaborative distribution method missions and is not able to take advantage of this method’s advantages. Domestic collaborative distribution policies and standards are incomplete, limitations are fairly large, and local suppliers, third-party supply enterprises, and PLA Army support departments lack personnel with advanced collaborative distribution knowledge and experience.\(^{97}\) Friction between local civilian transportation and the PLA Army is evident in the mobilization process where linkages between civilian


companies and the military are reduced due to the market-oriented operations of local transportation and the lack of effective mechanisms between the PLA Army and transport entities.  

More granular problems include a lack of standardization among PLAA units—for example, units of the same size requiring a different amount of containers, railcars, or ships to transport and the inefficiency of always sending drivers along with their equipment during transport instead of moving them separately. A lack of standardization between containers, transport vehicles, and transport equipment (for example, forks and lifts) is also a problem. Due to supplies typically going from larger to smaller units, containers and other logistics articles quickly accumulate at battalions, companies, and platoons that lack the ability to transfer materials easily back to higher echelons—units should best utilize this empty storage space whenever possible.

Conclusion

Tremendous change occurred in PLA Army logistics after the “below-the-neck” reforms in April 2017, with service support units pushed down from higher levels to the battalion level. The diffusion of logistical support provides lower-level commanders with additional resources, but the PLA Army continues to work through the significant changes caused by the reforms. Numerous problems remain, including undersized logistics staffs, limited sustainment equipment, unclear logistics command and control, and unreliable civilian-military coordination.

In addition to the critiques offered by PLAA articles, the new logistics system may face significant hurdles if called upon in a time of conflict. Minimally resourced and low-prioritized logistics staffs may struggle to coordinate sustainment on the modern battlefield. People’s Liberation Army’s overreliance on nonmilitary logistics support may restrict its ability to project power. Significantly, different peacetime and wartime distribution systems may impact the PLA Army’s ability to perfect its systems before

conflict. The PLA’s tendency to centralize decision making and resources may decrease flexibility and increase logistics reaction time. Ascertaining granular details on the capability of the PLA Army is limited due to the PRC’s restrictive “state secrets” legislation, but PLA Army writings strongly suggest a nascent joint logistics system unproven in crisis and in need of continued investment and refinement.

Based on People’s Liberation Army writings, the PLA Army likely lacks the ability to conduct and sustain expeditionary ground operations. Articles hint at the desire to operate internationally, but a strong impression remains that the PLA Army is only capable of operating inside or near China in the near- and mid-term.\textsuperscript{102} It is unclear whether the PLA Army is currently capable of leveraging the PRC’s significant economic clout to aid in projecting and sustaining expeditionary ground forces.

As seen in the initial weeks of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, logistics matters in conflict, even when operating near one’s borders. Continued analysis and investigation of PLA logistics are critical to assessing properly the People’s Liberation Army’s ability to execute in modern warfare. Recent reforms increased the ability of the People’s Liberation Army to operate jointly on paper. By the PLA’s own admission, however, much work remains to ensure PLA forces are able to project and sustain combat power within, near, or far from the PRC.

PLA Navy At-sea Sustainment Capabilities

Justin Boggess and Travis Dolney

Over the past several decades, as operations have expanded into the far seas, the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) at-sea replenishment fleet has evolved into a highly proficient force capable of supporting the People’s Republic of China’s (PRC) peacetime blue-water ambitions. Yet, there is still criticism that the PLAN lacks the numbers to sustain a global presence, especially when compared with the replenishment order of battle of the US Navy, and that at-sea logistics is a limiting factor. History shows, however, that the PLAN was able to overcome and adapt to perceived shortfalls in at-sea logistics even as the PLAN continued to expand its presence beyond the first island chain. From the 1980s and into the 1990s, the navy overcame its inexperience supporting deployments to the far seas and operating replenishment oilers while also demonstrating the ability to be flexible in incorporating the civilian sector for support. The counterpiracy deployments in particular, which started in late 2008 and continue today, show a navy able to overcome logistical hurdles in supporting its first long-term overseas deployment.

Deployments to the Gulf of Aden also served as a catalyst for the expansion of its replenishment fleet order of battle. Overall, PLAN at-sea sustainment capability is best characterized by flexibility, leveraging overseas commercial port access and military base development, use of civilian vessels for underway replenishment (UNREP), and its modern replenishment fleet. While this construct would likely pose certain challenges during wartime, the PLAN has clearly demonstrated the ability to adapt successfully and overcome during peacetime. As a result, we should seek to challenge old assumptions and
think creatively when it comes to assessing the PLAN’s at-sea sustainment capabilities; the PRC is likely doing the same.

**Laying the Foundation – Maoist Era**

From the foundation of the PLAN in 1949 until the latter half of the 1970s, the PLAN was firmly focused on coastal defense and had neither the capability nor operational need to develop at-sea replenishment options. Early PRC military doctrine was born out of the Maoist-era concept of “People’s War,” which relied on utilizing China’s huge size in terms of population and land mass to prevail in protracted conflict. The early PLAN order of battle was small, consisting mainly of captured Kuomintang (KMT) ships largely manned by KMT defectors and a few tugboats and trawlers. During this period, the PLA was primarily concerned with repelling potential amphibious operations from the KMT forces on Taiwan. With little clout in the defense policy process, the navy was relegated to a coastal defense mission in a PLA that was characterized by a continental defense strategy that emphasized ground forces.

The early PLAN focus on counteramphibious operations, coupled with their limited resources, resulted in little need to train to competencies (such as UNREP), which are required for far-seas operations. The few tankers that were in service were limited to coastal use, with some, especially in the early days, being old US World War II designs. Instead of developing their UNREP capability, the navy focused primarily on shore-based infrastructure support.

---


Initial Moves to the Far Seas in the Deng Era

By the 1970s, PRC leadership, concerned by the PLAN’s lack of capabilities, sought to improve Chinese shipbuilding. During this period, the PRC began production of the Luda-class destroyer, the Jianghu-class frigate, as well as the Fuqing-class replenishment ship. The new emphasis on sea power saw the PLAN experiment beyond China’s coastal waters. Early examples of operational expansion by the PLAN include deployments of survey ships to the Southern Pacific in mid-1976 and a 30-day, 3,000 nautical mile deployment by a PLAN submarine in early 1977. These early efforts preceded the commissioning of the PLAN’s first true replenishment ship.

To address the shortfall in underway replenishment capabilities, the PRC designed and built the first of two Fuqing-class (Type 905) auxiliary replenishment oilers (AOR) in 1979. The Fuqing represented a milestone in the development of the navy as they were the first true UNREP-capable support ships. These ships followed typical replenishment ship designs of the time, with three kingposts sighted amidships capable of transferring petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) and dry goods. The ships also featured a large helicopter landing deck at the stern, presumably to support vertical replenishment, though the design failed to incorporate a helicopter hangar.

The commissioning of the Fuqing-class AOR enabled the PLAN to finally start to gain experience using replenishment ships for UNREP. In 1980, a PLAN task group was deployed to observe and retrieve long-range rockets launched from the mainland. The task force totaled 18 ships, large even by contemporary standards, and included two replenishment ships. During the deployment, the supply ships provided 14,000 tons of fuel, 70 tons of food, and over 300 tons of fresh water to the task group’s warships. In 1981, a replenishment ship accompanied three destroyers and a tug to the Philippine and South China Seas, and into the Gulf of Tonkin, before returning to its homeport in the north. Two years later, a replenishment ship and

one other PLAN vessel traveled a similar path in reverse from the south.\textsuperscript{12} These deployments demonstrated the PLAN’s nascent ability to sustain naval task groups away from its traditional coastal operating areas.

Early Fuqing deployments were not without challenges for the PLAN. For instance, in late 1985 a Fuqing replenishment oiler accompanied a Luda-class destroyer on an Indian Ocean deployment, where they made port calls in Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka. Despite sailing nearly 9,000 nautical miles and providing 14,000 tons of fuel and supplies over the course of 64 events, the chief designer of the Fuqing-class reported that the replenishment ship struggled to resupply the destroyer. Specifically, the Fuqing had only a limited ability to supply ordnance and was unable to carry out alongside replenishment, forcing the ships to conduct astern refueling. Both ships struggled to operate in rough seas but nonetheless returned to China in relatively good condition.\textsuperscript{13} Some have characterized these challenges as evidence of the Fuqing’s inadequacy for supporting combat operations. While this characterization may be true, it also demonstrates the PLAN’s resiliency and ability to adapt to difficult circumstances while still accomplishing its objectives.\textsuperscript{14}

Similarly, the failure of the PLAN to participate in the 1991 evacuation of Chinese nationals from Somalia has been cited as another example of the navy’s inability to perform complex logistical operations in the far seas.\textsuperscript{15} China had to rely on a COSCO cargo ship with locally-procured tugs and a fishing vessel to evacuate personnel from Somalia.\textsuperscript{16} While it is reasonable to suggest the 1991 incident demonstrated how far the PLAN still had to go to become a viable far-seas navy, it also demonstrated the PRC’s ability to adapt to dynamic circumstances quickly and successfully. In this case, it is telling that the PRC leveraged state-owned commercial maritime enterprises to augment the capabilities of the PLAN.

As the absence of the PLAN from the Somalia operation displayed, some saw the PLAN of the 1990s as ill-suited for regular operation on the
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far seas. This view was aided by its small complement of ocean-going replenishment oilers (two), which performed somewhat poorly during the 1985–86 deployment to the Indian Ocean. While one might expect this weakness in at-sea logistics to constrain PLAN activity, the 1990s were instead characterized by a significant uptick in PLAN operations in the far seas. The 1990s saw five times as many PLAN task group visits to foreign countries as in the prior decade. Despite its limitations, the Navy’s two Fuqing-class replenishment ships continued to sustain PLAN combatants throughout the 1990s and into the twenty-first century.

Yet, with the Fuqing AORs already starting to show their age and limitations, the PLAN commissioned only one new replenishment ship in the decade leading up to the twenty-first century. Originally laid down in 1992 as a Project 15966 oiler for the Soviet Navy, the PRC purchased the incomplete hull in 1992 and towed it to China to complete fitting out as the Fusu AOR. The new Fusu-class AOR represented the largest AOR (not to mention the largest ship) in service with the PLAN until the commissioning of the Fuyu-class fast combat-support ship (AOE) in 2017. At a full-load displacement of 37,000 tons, the Fusu was a marked increase in capability over the older Fuqing; however, only one entered service with the PLAN with the South Sea Fleet (resulting in each fleet having a single AOR).

**Enter the Fuchi**

Construction of what would become the most numerous AOR in service with the PLAN began in 2002 with the laying down of two hulls of the Fuchi-class (Type 903). The design of these ships was very similar to the AOR built for the Thai Navy in the mid-1990s (the Similan-class). At a full-load displacement of 23,000 tons, these ships were smaller than the Fusu but represented an increase in capability over the aging Fuqing AORs. The Fuchi’s have two RAS stations on either side (one for POL with the other

---

for dry goods), and they are equipped with a helicopter deck and hangar. Once commissioned in 2004, the Fuchi AORs would become an essential component of the PLAN’s shift to the far seas.

**A Change in Strategy – New Historic Missions**

The new century saw the PLAN again expand its far-seas footprint. From 2000–06, the PLAN deployed more task groups and visited nearly twice as many countries as it had during the entirety of the prior decade. These deployments saw the first far-seas employment of the Fusu- and Fuchi-class replenishment ships in 2003 and 2005, respectively. This time period also saw a significant shift in the direction of maritime strategy for the PRC and the PLAN with President Hu Jintao’s “new historic missions.” During a speech in December 2004, Hu outlined several missions, one of which sought to defend the PRC’s key interests abroad. It was clear from this strategy that China would seek to defend its sea lines of communications, which are crucial to the PRC’s economic development. The PLAN would obviously have a significant role in this new mission; a mission that would require it to deploy regularly at extended distances outside the first island chain. Yet, the PLAN’s at-sea replenishment order of battle remained static in the years immediately following Hu’s pronouncement, which would have repercussions once the PLAN embarked on the first overseas task group deployment in late 2008.

Despite Hu’s promise of a PLAN more active globally, and a modest increase in the number and capability of their replenishment ships, logistics and sustainment were still seen by some as a significant limitation on PLAN far-seas operations. One scholar noted that, “Without overseas naval bases . . . the number of long-range naval patrols will be constrained by the number of large replenishment ships that China commissions in the future.” While the PLAN indeed lacked overseas naval bases and had a relatively small number of large replenishment ships, it would soon embark on its most ambitious series of long-range patrols to date.

---

Deployments to the Gulf of Aden Drive Expansion

December 2008 would be a milestone moment for the PLAN as it embarked on its first deployment to the Gulf of Aden in support of a UN-backed effort to combat piracy in the region. The first Naval Escort Task Force (NETF) consisted of three ships: a Luyang II-class guided missile destroyer (DDG), a Luyang I-class DDG, and a Fuchi-class AOR. While comprising only three ships, this deployment represented the first-ever operation of its kind for the PLAN outside the first island chain.

Early NETFs faced several logistical challenges. As some noted, the most significant issue the PLAN encountered during the early counterpiracy deployments was a shortage of replenishment ships. From the start of the deployments in late 2008 to early 2013, the PLAN utilized three replenishment ships to support 14 counterpiracy task forces. The two Fuchi-class AORs in service saw the majority of use, with the Fusu-class AOR supporting three of the early task force deployments. During this time period, the PLAN adapted to its limited number of replenishment ships by leaving the oiler on station in the Gulf of Aden across two NETF iterations. For example, the *Weishanhu* deployed in December 2008 with the first task group deployment, remained in the Gulf of Aden to support the second deployment, and was then relieved by the *Qiandaohu* for the third and fourth rotations. Both Fuchi AORs were responsible for supporting the first nine NETF deployments, placing strain on the replenishment force’s ability to support future deployments outside the first island chain.

In addition to the limited number of PLAN ships, other reported problems during early deployments to the Gulf of Aden included difficulty preserving fresh produce, a lack of repair and maintenance facilities, limited employment of helicopters, limited access to medical care, and the vulnerability posed

---

by such a long supply line. With such a myriad of challenges, one might have expected the PLAN's venture to the Horn of Africa to be short-lived. The PLAN, however, has continued these deployments without interruption for more than 13 years now. Although its doubters were often accurate in their observations, the PLAN compensated for its shortcomings in far-seas logistics by expanding its complement of replenishment ships significantly, leveraging the PRC commercial maritime sector, and cultivating varying levels of logistics access abroad.

Expanding the Replenishment Order of Battle

Within two years, the PLAN embarked on a construction program to increase the number of AORs in the fleet as a result of the shortage in available replenishment platforms. Known as the Type 903A, these ships were effectively Fuchi-class AORs potentially equipped with improved aviation-support facilities and increased cargo capacity. Laid down in 2010, the first Type 903A entered service in mid-2013. The PLAN would build a total of seven 903As, bringing the total number of Fuchi-class AORs in service to nine. The strain placed on the PLAN's replenishment force was so acute that the first Type 903A departed for NETF duty within two months of commissioning. While the following three NETFs still saw a single AOR stay on station for consecutive tours of duty, by the 19th NETF in early 2014 oiler support was rotated with each successive deployment.

With several decades of experience employing replenishment ships inside and outside the first island chain, the PLAN is highly proficient in conducting UNREP. The PLA Navy is capable of replenishing an entire task group simultaneously, with a ship replenishing on either side of the AOR/AOE with a third trailing behind receiving POL via a stern line. Evidence also suggests some proficiency with nighttime UNREP, which can be a dangerous

31. Erickson and Strange, Six Years at Sea, 68–78.
maneuver due to the close proximity of the ships and reduced visibility. The navy is also developing the capability to transfer missile systems while underway, as seen during a training operation in the far seas where a task group conducted a replenishment involving the transfer of an unidentified missile canister from the AOE to a DDG. A potential area of improvement for the PLAN is with vertical replenishment, which typically occurs during an UNREP. Limited evidence suggests some use of helicopters during UNREP, but pictures typically show operations without slung loads.

**Leveraging Commercial Shipping for At-sea Sustainment**

While some observers described the PLAN's initial logistics strategy for its Gulf of Aden deployments as a "bring-it-with-you" approach, commercial resupply has become more commonplace, reducing the PLAN's reliance on its dedicated replenishment fleet. In fact, regional subsidiaries of the state-owned shipping giant COSCO were part of the advance teams facilitating shore-based logistical support for PLAN ships in the Gulf of Aden even from the earliest days of the NETF patrols. COSCO, which combines an extensive network of port facilities with a fleet of ocean-going ships, has been a critical connecting node in the far seas for the PLAN.

---


This hand-in-glove relationship should not be surprising when one considers it was originally established as a branch of the PLAN.\(^{39}\)

In addition to what has been termed “direct” commercial support (for example, PLAN replenishment at a commercial port), commercial vessels have been employed in resupplying PLAN ships at sea.\(^{40}\) This form of “direct” commercial support has entailed underway replenishment, of both fuel and dry goods, of PLAN ships from commercial vessels. In 2014, the commercial tanker *Huachuan* completed a refueling exercise with a Jiangwei II-class frigate in the East China Sea.\(^{41}\) In 2019, solid cargo was transferred via tensioned lines between a Jiangkai II-class frigate and the PRC-flagged container ship *Fuzhou*. The evolution involved the use of a modular horizontal replenishment system installed by the PLAN on board the *Fuzhou*.\(^{42}\)

Along with the newly demonstrated capability for dry-goods replenishment, the 2019 exercise with the *Fuzhou* highlighted an additional potential logistical advantage for PRC naval forces. With a plentiful number of PRC commercial container ships, the 2019 event may represent an example of the exploitation of containerized multimodal transport and the military supply benefits it may provide. Chinese defense experts have observed the US military’s use of containerized transport (which allows cargo to transition from ground, rail, or maritime transport seamlessly) and have noted its potential use in streamlining overseas military support under a civil-military fusion construct.\(^{43}\) In this manner, PRC commercial container ships can support PLAN replenishment at overseas commercial ports and at sea.


\(^{40}\) Peltier, Nurkin, and O’Connor, *China’s Logistics Capabilities*, 24.


How Overseas Bases and Commercial Port Access Help the PLAN

PRC investment in overseas port facilities and the strength of Chinese state-owned enterprises (SOE) in the commercial maritime enterprise has helped the PLAN to bridge logistics gaps created by its lack of overseas bases. For the United States and other world navies, overseas bases allow for the prepositioning of key supplies, equipment, and personnel needed to support and sustain naval operations. In this area, the PLAN has long been hampered by the PRC’s aversion to establishing military bases on foreign soil. While the PRC has altered course on overseas basing with the establishment of its installation in Djibouti, the PLAN has also deepened ties with commercial ports as a means of securing logistics support without the potential political complications inherent in establishing an overseas military base. As one scholar noted, this civil-military model responds to logistical needs without violating PRC principles, while appeasing international concerns about its military intentions.44

From the earliest days of the PLAN’s Gulf of Aden deployments, this civil-military model has been exercised to great effect. NETF ships have called at commercial ports in Aden, Yemen; Salalah, Oman; Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; and Djibouti to replenish stocks of fuel, food, water, and other needed supplies. Additional early visits to places as distant as Durban, South Africa, demonstrate the geographic range of commercial options utilized by the PLAN during the first three years of its operations in the Gulf of Aden.45

Other observers have noted the potential for Pakistani ports in Gwadar and Karachi to see an increase in PLAN activity in the future due to a slew of attractive features. These include a sizeable layout suitable to the prepositioned storage of key supplies, port facilities capable of accommodating large naval vessels and historically strong ties between the two countries.46

Gwadar’s use by the Pakistani Navy (PN) offers another potential benefit for the PLAN. Among PN vessels homeported in Gwadar are several that are export variants of PLAN ships. This setup would conceivably allow the PLAN to take advantage of existing resources for spare parts and

technical assistance, particularly via the China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC) technicians already in Pakistan supporting the PN.\textsuperscript{47} While the potential of Gwadar seems to be unrealized thus far, Karachi has become a well-established venue for the PLAN. Its ships have regularly replenished at the better-developed port facilities there. Visits to Karachi as part of multilateral exercises (such as Aman) have also served to deepen diplomatic ties.\textsuperscript{48}

Some observers remain skeptical of the potential for prospective commercial facilities, especially at Gwadar, which are seen as underdeveloped and threatened by local instability.\textsuperscript{49} Such concerns are valid, and reasonable observers could question: if such ports hold so much potential for the PLAN, why has their utilization not been greater? This attitude neglects the possibility that limited naval engagement is not a reflection of one area’s potential but rather an indication of competing priorities for the PRC. For instance, while the PRC may seek expanded logistics access globally and may see benefit in an area such as Pakistan, it must also carefully manage its bilateral relationship with India. While such forces may alter Beijing’s current calculus, this issue does not preclude them from expanding their footprint in a place like Pakistan, should they judge it to be in their national interest.

While the full impact of the PLA support base in Djibouti is yet undetermined, the episode is another example of the PRC’s ability to overcome seemingly intractable obstacles in order to sustain military forces far from China. Scholarly prognostications on future Chinese basing prior to Djibouti were varied in their level of, and rationale for, doubt that the PRC would establish overseas bases. Some analysts saw a base as not necessary, given PRC commercial capabilities. Another popular argument was that basing would not be beneficial, as it would undermine the PRC’s principled opposition to hegemonic military expansion, predicting they would not depart from this “cornerstone” of Beijing’s foreign relations.\textsuperscript{50} Specifically speaking about Djibouti, one US naval analyst posited the PLAN might minimize its presence in the African nation due to the large foreign naval presence there and the “almost neo-imperial presence” it represented.\textsuperscript{51}
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Ultimately, this analysis was confounded by the PRC’s ability and willingness to square its values with its national interests.

**Adjusting to the Logistics Requirements of Carrier Aviation**

Concurrent to the development of the PLAN’s far-seas presence in the Gulf of Aden, the PRC was realizing its ambitions for a carrier-capable navy. As observers speculated that purchase of the yet-completed Soviet-era aircraft carrier *Varyag* portended big ideas for the PLAN, others doubted its ability to sustain carrier task group operations. For example, one group of scholars predicted “acute issues in developing the logistical procedures necessary to supply, refuel, and maintain an aircraft carrier at sea.” Yet again, the PLAN continues to surmount its logistical challenges by exercising its shipbuilding prowess.

While the PLAN commissioned its first aircraft carrier in 2012, it would take several more years for the PLAN to develop and build a supporting replenishment ship. Laid down in 2013 (after the *Varyag*, now CV-16, entered service) and commissioned in 2017 (well after CV-16 came online), the Fuyu-class AOE (or Type 901) is substantially larger than the Fuchi and was built to support an aircraft carrier and other large task group deployments in the far seas. The ship is similar in appearance and dimensions to the USN Supply-class AOE, and is equipped with a fourth supply point designed specifically for use with aircraft carriers. Two ships are currently in service with the PLAN, and we expect more to be built in the future as additional aircraft carriers are commissioned. Operationally, the Fuyu-class has shown itself fully capable of supporting a carrier task group.

While the PLAN designed and built the Fuyu to support large ships like China's aircraft carriers, it is also fully capable of supporting large task groups and other deployments, especially deep in the far seas. Its large flight deck and dual-helicopter hangars make the platform useful for long-distance expeditionary missions. For example, the PLAN recently dispatched a Fuyu along with a Yuzhao-class landing platform dock (LPD) ship to Tonga.
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to deliver aid following the volcanic eruption in that country, with the Fuyu probably providing replenishment support for the transit.54

Wartime Uncertainty

Relying on foreign port access, either commercially or via base agreements, can be particularly problematic during times of crisis or conflict. Countries that would have otherwise approved a peacetime logistical port call can subsequently deny port access to PLAN vessels. Foreign governments may hesitate to be perceived as providing logistical support for a potentially contentious crisis or conflict. There have been numerous instances throughout military history where reliance on foreign access to support a military campaign has backfired. A classic example is the refusal of Turkey to allow the US 4th Infantry Division to participate in Operation Iraqi Freedom via the Turkish border with Iraq. Yet, there are no indications the PLAN is establishing the capability to compensate for the loss of foreign port access during a conflict.

Potential wartime attrition, either due to enemy action or engineering and maintenance casualties, is where having a comparatively low number of replenishment ships in their order of battle would likely pose problems for the PLAN. This problem would be more acute in the far seas than in the near seas where China would be operating on interior lines and units could conceivably return to port for resupply (though this has tactical and operational disadvantages and risks, too). A further complicating factor, especially for a small order of battle, would be availability of ships at the onset of hostilities. Ships require regular maintenance through short-term repairs all the way up to long-term dry-dock periods for overhaul and upgrades. Depending on maintenance cycles, the PLAN could find itself down several replenishment ships before conflict even started.

While use of civilian vessels for at-sea replenishment could serve as a force multiplier and potentially fill gaps caused by attrition, this option poses its own unique risks and challenges. Civilian ships, even those built to dual-use standards, are inherently vulnerable during a conflict as they can lack the construction and damage control capabilities to survive an attack. Crew proficiency can also be a weakness as it is unclear how often civilian crews train with PLAN combatants to conduct underway replenishment. This weakness could result in delays while conducting a replenishment,

making both ships particularly vulnerable during a conflict. Finally, relying on commercial civilian vessels can expose the assets the PLAN would seek to protect as part of the near-seas defense, far-seas protection strategy.

## Conclusion

From its modest post-revolutionary beginnings, the PLAN has grown and evolved in its command of the sea. China’s ambition for a modern, capable military force has resulted in an ever-growing navy, which has surpassed the US Navy as the largest in the world. China’s rise has been met with some alarm in the West, with the United States going so far as to declare the PRC its greatest strategic challenge. The importance of the PLAN is only likely to grow in coming years, with increased focus in the maritime domain due to possible regional flashpoints over Taiwan and contested claims in the East and South China Seas.

With the PLAN seemingly eager to operate its ever-growing fleet in more areas of the world, many observers continue to identify its logistics and sustainment capacity as a key constraint. For example, military scholars identified factors such as limited sealift and a lack of overseas bases as limiting the PLA’s potential for far-seas operations (though they do note the PRC is addressing these deficiencies). They go on to point to the number of replenishment ships, only 10 by their count, as a continuing challenge for fleet replenishment.

Such arguments are not new or well supported by the past 50 years of PLAN operations. Recent operational history has seen the PLAN exceed projections. As one author noted, “scholars and government analysts persistently have underestimated and downplayed . . . the rise of a global PLAN.” In fact, senior US military commanders have conceded that China has consistently exceeded “our intelligence estimates of their military capability and capacity” with new capabilities becoming operational faster than projected. Although PLAN ability to operate and project power in the far
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seas is certainly not unlimited, it has demonstrated a pattern of confounding outside expectations through a whole-of-country approach. To great effect, the PLAN has leveraged PRC maritime strength to modernize and expand its order of battle rapidly and create novel solutions for sustaining naval operations abroad. Most importantly, the PLAN has demonstrated the construction of new platforms, including logistics ships, need not precede an expansion in naval operational scope or tempo. Instead, the PRC’s commercial dominance, in areas like shipping and shipbuilding, and the reach of Chinese SOEs at overseas ports allow Beijing to ramp up naval activity without first waiting for its navy’s sustainment capacity to catch up to the party’s ambitions.

Going forward, additional research should focus on how the PLAN intends to apply its at-seas logistics construct during a conflict, both within and outside the first island chain. As outlined above, wartime is when potential vulnerabilities come to the fore, especially regarding numbers of dedicated replenishment ships and reliance on foreign port access. As history demonstrates, the PLAN has shown the ability to adapt to changing logistics requirements to sustain its at-sea operations.

Analysts should be mindful of any tendency to underestimate the PLAN because its methods for sustaining ships may be at variance with the model the US Navy has employed to great effect. China watchers would be well served to embrace the view offered by former US Chief of Naval Operations Admiral John Richardson, who described the PLAN as “both ‘ready and capable’ of operating wherever Beijing wants.”59 Indeed, the PLAN can operate “wherever Beijing wants” during peacetime, and given its track record of overcoming logistical challenges, the PLAN can remain there for as long as Beijing wants.

PLA Capability to Sustain Air Combat Operations

Eli Tirk

Introduction

The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has built out a redundant logistics support and maintenance structure that has become capable of supporting a force that conducts frequent training and is capable of maintaining a high level of readiness. This chapter is organized into three sections. The first section provides an overview of the types of training sorties conducted by the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) and PLA Navy aviation and the levels of readiness that units are able to maintain under current budgeted flight hours and training schedules. It also provides contextual information regarding US Air Force (USAF) readiness statistics. The second section provides an overview of the organizational structures that support combat aviation units in peacetime and wartime, beginning at the Airfield Station (场站) level and moving up to the Theater Command Airforce (TCAF) Support Department (战区空军保障部) level. The third section provides an overview of the support infrastructure of PLA fixed-wing combat aviation airfields, with a focus on fuel and munitions storage. This section draws upon a data set of 91 airfields, seeking to demonstrate the general support characteristics of airfields intended to support modern combat aircraft (fourth-generation to fifth-generation aircraft), legacy third-generation aircraft, and bomber aircraft. This chapter does not discuss PLA Army aviation.

This chapter employs PLA books, newspapers, websites, official WeChat accounts, and videos to provide background on PLA concepts of logistics and a description of the logistics and equipment support structures
within the PLAAF and naval aviation. It further applies publicly disclosed PLAAF and naval aviation readiness rates and sortie generation rates for training and exercises to the disposition of PLAAF and naval aviation brigades. Finally, it provides a characterization of airfields across the Theater Command’s (TC) ability to support air combat.

Readiness Rates and Sortie Generation

While it is clear that wartime mission planning will likely lead to more maintenance-intensive sortie rates than peacetime training plans, these sortie generation numbers can provide insight into what minimum level of aircraft availability may be expected of aviation units. For modern combat aircraft, the PLAAF and naval aviation train to conduct at least two sorties over a 12-hour period. Depending on the length of the exercise and platform involved, this can possibly be stretched to three sorties. Under these conditions, the PLAAF claims it is able to maintain a high level (roughly 80 percent) of readiness. It is important to note that pilot flight-hour quotas and how units choose to distribute them affect the number of training sorties flown by different aircraft and pilots. By focusing on longer training with multiple sorties, bias toward shorter training sorties intended to boost certain pilots’ ability to compete in training competitions can be avoided. It is important to note the quota scheme does affect wear and tear on aircraft. The way hours are distributed amongst a unit’s airframes could lead to inflated readiness rates.

Multi-role and fighter aircraft have been observed to generate a variety of sorties consisting of various numbers of aircraft. Shorter training sorties, those less than six hours, take a variety of forms. For example, J-11B jet fighters, which are unable to conduct midair refueling, have trained to fly two sortie types within an eight-hour period. One type is “trans regional sorties (跨区机动),” indicating cross-provincial or cross-air region flight paths. The other type is TCAF flights during which the aircraft flew to another airfield, rearmed and refueled, then returned to the home airfield, all the while conducting “all domain combat (全疆域作战).” Coverage of this training indicates this was a flight of at least six aircraft and prioritized pilots’ ability to transition from daytime to nighttime lighting conditions. Similarly, J-10B multi-role combat aircraft brigades have been observed

conducting night training during which pilots flew one two-hour sortie. In terms of short sorties with a larger number of aircraft, in a 2018 exercise, an Eastern Theater Command (ETC) naval aviation brigade sortied 20 aircraft to conduct air-to-air combat training for six hours.

In terms of longer sorties, those greater than six hours, training ranges from sorties focusing on long-range ground attack to longer periods of air patrol operations. For example, a Northern TCAF JH-7 fighter-bomber aircraft brigade conducted a training sortie of at least six aircraft for a seven-hour night strike training sortie, focusing on the transition from nighttime to daytime conditions. Additionally, aircraft within the PLAAF and naval aviation's inventories that are capable of midair refueling routinely train to conduct extended sorties. In an October 2018 response to foreign reconnaissance aircraft, a coastal PLAAF aviation brigade flew continuous sorties for 18 hours in an unspecified number of aircraft to follow the foreign aircraft until it changed course and left the operational area. While some of these larger exercises may be scripted or preplanned, the training is allegedly designed to simulate less time for preparation. In a January 2018 exercise, a Northern TCAF brigade was able to generate a sortie of 10 aircraft to conduct a seven-hour-long range training flight—allegedly with an hour's notice. These training exercises indicate PLAAF and naval aviation brigades train to be capable of sortieing around half of an airfield station's aircraft at one time, and are likely capable of sortieing these aircraft for longer periods of time given a majority of the forces' ability to be refueled in the air.


5. Zhang Yuqing, Chi Yuguang, and Ding Yibo [张玉清, 迟玉光, and 丁义波], “头雁高飞群雁随——空军航空兵某旅旅长郝井文聚焦练兵备战抓党建记事” ["The Lead Goose Flies High and the Geese Follow—Commander of a PLAAF Aviation Brigade Hao Jingwen Focuses on Training and Preparing for War Has Received a Party Building Award"], 中国军网 [China Military Online], October 16, 2018, http://www.81.cn/jwgz/2018-10/16/content_9314250.htm.

Bomber brigades train similarly to conduct at least two sorties during a 12-hour period; however, the length of these missions varies. As of 2021, Central Theater Command (CTC) bomber division flying H-6Ks has trained to conduct maritime strikes, after which the formation landed at another airfield, refueled and rearmed, then departed for further training. After the conclusion of this sortie, the flight landed and was inspected by maintainers, who determined the aircraft was only capable of conducting a third shorter sortie before requiring significant maintenance.7 Older versions of the H-6 (such as the H-6M2) are also known to train to conduct two sorties of around 10 aircraft within a nine-hour time period, landing at a separate airfield and refueling and rearming in between the two.8 In terms of size, H-6K divisions have been observed to sortie 12 aircraft at a time to conduct strikes with unguided munitions.9 Naval aviation also trains to conduct similar missions during the day and the night.10

Under this training environment, the PLAAF and naval aviation claim to maintain a relatively high rate of readiness. The PLA defines aircraft readiness rates (飞机完好率) as the number of aircraft within a unit that can perform a mission within a certain period as a percentage of the total aircraft of the unit. This rate is similar to the USAF mission-capable rate. In 2017, a then-fourth-generation fighter division of the Southern Theater Command (STC) Air Force claimed to maintain a 94 percent readiness rate among its aircraft.11 Older claims of readiness rates claims made by PLA newspapers are similarly high. While dated, claims of Military Region Air Forces (MRAF) overall aircraft readiness range from 70 percent to as high as 92 percent. Claims of readiness of at least 80 percent for a MRAF date back to 1997,
during which the relatively fuel strapped and aged PLAAF fleet could barely afford fuel to conduct regular training flights. The lowest readiness rate, 70 percent, dates to October 2009 for the Lanzhou MRAF, but the readiness rate for new aircraft within the Lanzhou MRAF at that time was claimed to be 80 percent. Flying hour quotas have existed during the entirety of this period, and it is important to not discount their effect on readiness rates. While it does mean this number is likely to change under combat conditions, it still means that the PLAAF and naval aviation will begin a combat campaign with, at a minimum, a highly mission-capable force.

For context, continental US-based USAF F-15 units can maintain a mission-capable rate between the mid-50 percent range to the high-70 percent range. The current standard for F-15 mission-capable rates is 68 percent. This may seem like a shocking comparison, but actual PLAAF and naval aviation readiness rates are potentially slightly inflated by preferential flight-hour distribution, inflation of readiness statistics for propaganda and external messaging purposes, and the difference in flight hours allotted to USAF and PLA aviation units. It is also important to note that the size difference between a PLAAF aviation brigade and a USAF fighter wing makes these comparisons slightly less direct. A PLAAF aviation brigade is composed of 24 aircraft while a USAF fighter wing is composed of 72. Furthermore, given the age of the F-15 fleet, it is probable that it is easier to maintain higher rates of readiness among fewer, relatively younger aircraft.

**Overview of PLAAF and Naval Aviation Support Organizations**

Airfield stations, regiment leader-grade organizations and their component organizations are core elements responsible for maintaining and supporting combat aviation and equipment support capabilities for the PLAAF and naval aviation. It is important to understand the different organizations under an airfield station that provide logistical and equipment support capabilities. Both the PLAAF and naval aviation maintain airfield stations with similar subordinate organizations under the Staff Department's subordinate Flight Support Command Office.


This office manages overall aviation support, including equipment, logistics, and operational support. This includes activities such as directing refueling trucks to aircraft on the apron and receiving reports on the status of the airfield and equipment. This additional information is fed into a network to “guide support” and allows the office to directly monitor support operations. Airfield stations also maintain several subordinate organizations for maintaining their munitions in storage. An Air-to-Air Missile Maintenance Squadron is a company-level organization specializing in maintaining air-to-air missiles to ensure their safe storage and to prepare them for deployment. These squadrons maintain a subordinate Ordnance Detachment, which appears to be responsible for conducting tests on weapons, and a Third Group, which has a yet-to-be-identified function. Airfield stations also have a subordinate Ordnance Branch, which is responsible for maintaining and supplying ammunition and ordnance ranging from small arms to rockets, aircraft cannon rounds, bombs, and potentially precision-guided munitions (PGMs) for aircraft. However, it is also possible there are specific sections tasked with supporting the maintenance and supply of precision ground attack munitions or anti-ship missiles given their short supply and the existence of dedicated
units for maintaining air-to-air missiles. Ordnance Branches also maintain subordinate Storage Squads (保管班).\textsuperscript{20} These organizations are possibly subordinate to airfield stations’ battalion-level Air Launched Munitions Groups (机载弹药大队).\textsuperscript{21}

Airfield stations also have subordinate Airfield Services Companies (场务连), which are responsible for maintaining the physical infrastructure of the airfield. The subordinate organizations of an airfield services company include a Bird Clearance Detachment (驱鸟分队), a Lighting Detachment (灯光分队), an Airfield Maintenance Detachment (养场分队), an Emergency Runway Repair Detachment (场道应急抢修分队), and a Firefighting Squad (消防班).\textsuperscript{22} Airfield stations also maintain a Security Company (警卫连) whose function is similar to USAF security forces.\textsuperscript{23} In order to augment the survivability of airfield maintenance, militia units also train with airfield stations to conduct tasks that Airfield Services Companies regularly conduct, such as firefighting, runway repair, and emergency fuel bladder operations.\textsuperscript{24} To support the personnel manning an airfield station, airfield stations maintain a Quartermaster Branch (军需股) responsible for feeding and clothing troops and an Airfield Barracks Branch (机场营房股) responsible for managing housing for soldiers stationed there. To provide general medical support
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for routine health care and combat-related injuries, airfield stations maintain a medical team (卫生队).

The organization directly responsible for servicing and maintaining aircraft is the Four Station Company (四站连), which is responsible for providing vehicle-based environmental control support, auxiliary power support, oxygen support, hydraulics and lubricants support, battery-charging support, and chemical support to aircraft, as well as maintaining an organic maintenance component for maintaining support vehicles. Assisting in aircraft-related equipment support are an Aviation Materials Branch (航材股) and a Fuel Transportation Branch (油料运输股). Aviation Materials Branches appear to be responsible for the storage and maintenance of aircraft components and spare parts, ranging from parachutes (for pilots, crew, and aircraft) to emergency lifesaving equipment, and potentially larger functional aircraft components. Fuel Transportation Branches are responsible for fuel supply to airfield stations as well as supplying aircraft with fuel. When the main supply of fuel is compromised, these units will work to reestablish fuel supply at the airfield. Airfield stations have Subordinate Vehicle Companies (汽车连), which appear to be responsible for maintaining an array of vehicles, including firetrucks, fuel trucks, general-purpose vehicles, as well as buses
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and regular passenger vehicles. At PLAAF and naval aviation airfields, four station companies work in conjunction with personnel from Maintenance Squadrons (机务中队) attached to flight groups to form ground crews (地勤人员) to prepare aircraft for sorties and service aircraft between sorties. Maintenance Squadrons are organized into four different types with each possessing individual subordinate detachments specializing in different technical tasks, including a machinery, radar, munitions, special equipment, and radio or communications detachment.

Moving back from the flight line to repair and heavy maintenance, the PLAAF and naval aviation both maintain maintenance group-level repair shops (修理厂) to conduct repair and maintenance at airfield stations. Repair shops are tasked with conducting repairs to aircraft and more intensive routine inspections to ensure aircraft remain mission capable. Repair shops maintain subordinate detachments responsible for structural repairs of an aircraft, machining parts and components, conducting tests and maintaining pressure systems, and communications and radar. These shops can perform routine inspections on all aircraft systems and are capable of conducting inspections and repairs of electrical systems, replacement of engines, and composite materials repair. It appears repairs requiring
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high-precision engineering (such as turbine blade and gasket replacement) take place at the factory level.\textsuperscript{35}

Factory-level repair is conducted in state-owned defense conglomerate factories and PLA numbered factories. The PLAAF currently runs a variety of repair factories across the PRC, ranging from specific numbered factories (such as 5713 Factory and the 5719 Factory, which both specialize in engine repair) to ordnance and ordnance repair factories (such as those in Shenyang and Xi'an).\textsuperscript{36} Factories can also be dedicated to repairing or upgrading specific aircraft types, such as the Y-9 repair factory in the Western Theater Command (WTC) area.\textsuperscript{37} These factories appear to be subordinate to the PLAAF Equipment Department.\textsuperscript{38}

At the base level, a corps deputy leader grade organization responsible for geographic command of PLAAF units under a TCAF appears to maintain support departments responsible for providing general support, including medical support and transportation services.\textsuperscript{39} These organizations are likely responsible for more general procurement and supply of consumables, but it remains unclear as to these organizations’ role in aircraft-related support.


\textsuperscript{37} Li Zishu [李子舒], "中国人民解放軍5720工厂来校招聘" ["The 5720th Factory of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army Came to the School for Recruitment"], 西航飞行器学院 [Xi’an Aircraft Academy], July 14, 2021, https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/CZYUq74JHZdVWE8LFWOh8w.

\textsuperscript{38} Zhnag Tao, Dong Qiang, and Li Guowen [张涛, 董强, 李国文], "空军后勤部与地方物流战略合作说明了啥?这个举动叫响了一句话——现代后勤就是军民融合 后勤绝不是不招点亮点 紧扭住打仗基点军方的决断: 战斗力唯一标准" ["What Does the Strategic Cooperation between the Air Force Logistics Department and the Local Logistics Show? This Move Rang Out a Sentence — Modern Logistics Is Military-Civilian Integration. Logistics Will Never Try to Highlight the Highlights. The Military’s Decision to Fight the Base Point: The Only Criterion for Combat Effectiveness"], 解放军报 [PLA Daily (website)], October 23, 2017; and Yin Jianyu and Liu Kaiheng [殷建宇 and 刘凯恒], "巡诊服务下基层,送医送药暖兵心" ["Patrol Services at the Grassroots Level, Sending Doctors and Medicines to Warm the Hearts of Soldiers"], 中国军视网 [China Military Television Online], October 22, 2019, http://www.js7tv.cn/news/201910_196314.html.
Chapter 6: PLA Capability to Sustain Air Combat Operations

To further support fuel supply to airfields, Military Fuel Emergency Fuel Support Elements (军需油料应急保障分队), which are likely subordinate to an unidentified element of Air Defense Base Support Departments, train to set up field fuel supply via transportable bladders at airfields or in other locations. The TCAF Support Departments also maintain a variety of other emergency or mobile support organizations that can provide ad hoc support to aviation units. These organizations include Aviation Materials Emergency Support Detachments (航材应急支援保障分队) and emergency engineering detachments specializing in more complex runway repair. These teams often train jointly with naval aviation units. The PLAAF appears to manage these units via a TCAF Support Command Center.

At the TC level, TCAF Support Departments (战区空军保障部) were created around 2017 by merging the logistics and equipment departments into one organization as part of the 2016 military reforms. This organization is responsible for overseeing all elements of TCAF equipment and logistics support. For the PLAAF, the flow of materiel to different airfields within a theater command is the responsibility of Transportation Regiments (运输团) subordinate to TCAF Support Departments. While the PLAAF prioritizes pipeline and rail transport of fuel over truck-based shipment, Transportation Regiments are tasked with the emergency transportation of POL over long distances. These units are also likely responsible for the road transport of other materiel. The PLAAF transport aviation divisions and their subordinate regiments also contribute to materiel transportation tasks and are likely more timely than large convoys.
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The TCAF Support Departments also maintain a variety of depots (仓库). These depots include Equipment Depots (器材仓库), dedicated Aviation Materials Depots (航材仓库), Ordnance Depots (军械仓库), and Comprehensive Depots (综合仓库). Equipment Depots appear to manage supply of aviation materials, munitions, and other mechanical or engineering related components and parts, while Comprehensive Depots appear to focus more on general goods and consumables. Comprehensive and Equipment Depots train to move large amounts of supplies across great distances and to other TC areas to set up field depots in an attempt to create a robust supply network. These exercises often entail moving large numbers of vehicles by both rail and road networks over long distances and likely involve significant time and coordination to both reach their destinations and provide timely support to aviation units in the field.

The PLAN Logistics Department (海军后勤部) maintains a system of depots largely geared toward maintaining supply to naval operations. However, it does appear to maintain dedicated Aviation Materials Depots (航材仓库) for supporting naval aviation, likely including vertical-lift aviation. Prior to the PLA reorganization, PLA Navy theater aviation also appears to have maintained its own ordnance depots. Theater naval aviation still maintains its own depots, but they are likely far fewer in number than the depots run by larger elements of the PLAN. To ensure fuel supply to its airfield stations, naval aviation airfield stations also train to work with other


47. Guan Hongmao and Geng Haipeng [管宏茂, 耿海鹏], “着力提高效率减少工作强度 某材仓库一库翻能机器人为保勒麟” [With a Focus on Improving Efficiency and Reducing Work Intensity, an Aviation Materials Depot Work Saving Robot Is Baoleilin], 人民海军 [People’s Navy], February 5, 2016, 2.

anches to regain access to fuel and set up field depots to ensure the flow of other supplies.\textsuperscript{49}

In addition to their purely military support capabilities, the PLAAF and naval aviation continue to integrate a variety of civilian logistics and equipment support into their efforts to create a robust support system. From a materiel supply standpoint, state-owned enterprises have been observed to provide a variety of services, such as Aviation Industry Corporation of China (AVIC) subsidiaries delivering emergency-fuel supplies to damaged airfields as part of logistics exercises.\textsuperscript{50} From an equipment support standpoint, civilian support can also take the form of civilian personnel from either AVIC subordinate factories or PLA repair factories being deployed to airfields to conduct emergency aircraft repair.\textsuperscript{51} It is important to note the PLAAF and PLAN do not maintain a permanent civilian maintenance presence like the US Air Force does.

Unsurprisingly, large PRC shipping companies such as SF Express (顺丰云速) and Jingdong Group (京东集团) also regularly train to provide shipping services to the PLAAF.\textsuperscript{52} SF Express also provides delivery services that include delivering components directly to radar sites for rush repair purposes.\textsuperscript{53} The PLAAF radar network would be integral in maintaining air domain awareness during a blockade of Taiwan, and would enable surface-to-air missile (SAM) battalions to maintain strict emissions discipline to avoid being targeted and supplement airborne early warning and control aircraft and provide sufficient situational awareness for combat air patrols enforcing a blockade. For context, three types of PLAAF radar stations consist of radars intended for air-traffic control and ground control, domain awareness
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along PRC borders, and over-the-horizon radars with receivers near the PRC coastline intended for early warning. PLAAF SAM, antiaircraft artillery, and aviation units have indigenous radar elements.

**Airfield Sustainment Capabilities**

This section will provide an overall assessment of the capabilities of airfields to provide fuel, munitions, and host additional aircraft. Airfields were coded as having certain numbers of large, medium, and small fuel tanks and munitions storage facilities. To generate an assessment of the average size of munitions buildings, 10 airfields were selected at random and the measurements of their munition’s storage, maintenance, and checkout buildings were used to generate average ranges for the area of small, medium, and large buildings. Munitions storage, handling, and checkout buildings were found to range from 50 square meters roughly at the smallest to 1,500 square meters roughly at the largest.

While these weapons storage and maintenance facilities are not all laid out in the same manner and do not consist of buildings exactly the same size, creating small, medium, and large categories will help generate a simplified qualitative representation of an airfield station’s ability to supply munitions for combat operations. “Small” munitions buildings have an area of roughly 50–300 square meters. “Medium” munitions buildings have an area of roughly 300–600 square meters. “Large” munitions buildings have an area of roughly 600–1,500 square meters. Munitions storage and handling facilities are fenced or walled-in areas with two main sections, one devoted to storage, handling, and checkout facilities, and a smaller section devoted to offices and a motor pool. The buildings in the storage and handling section are readily identifiable due to large berms, walls, or partially buried buildings intended to limit the spread of fire or potential impact of secondary explosions due to fire.

Vertical fuel storage tanks, both buried and above ground, were similarly classified into “small,” “medium,” and “large” categories. “Small” fuel tanks have a diameter of between roughly 10–15 meters. “Medium” fuel tanks have a diameter of between roughly 10–20 meters. “Large” fuel tanks have a diameter of roughly 30 meters or more. Environmental impact studies commissioned for civilian airports such as Beijing Daxing International Airport (北京大兴国际机场) and military-civilian, dual-use airfields such as Huizhou Pingtan Airport (惠州平潭机场) provide general volume information on fuel storage for these two facilities that further aid in developing a general assessment of storage capacity. The “large” fuel tanks at the Beijing Daxing International
Airport have an exterior diameter of roughly 35 meters and a volume of 20,000 cubic meters.\textsuperscript{54} The “medium” tanks at Huizhou Airport’s off-site depot have a storage volume of about 10,000 cubic meters and have a diameter of roughly 15 meters.\textsuperscript{55} The smaller tanks on-site at Huizhou Airport are noted to have a storage capacity of around 500 cubic meters each and have a measured diameter of around 10 meters.\textsuperscript{56}

As this chapter focuses primarily on fixed-wing combat aircraft, namely, fighters, multi-role aircraft, and bombers, airfields for turboprop trainers and helicopters were excluded due to their runways typically being too short to support modern combat aircraft. Additionally, airfields for transport aircraft and special-mission aircraft were excluded since during wartime these airfields would primarily be tasked with supporting and maintaining these capabilities. Airfields home to special-mission aircraft were excluded due to their smaller munitions storage facilities and the fact that these facilities would likely be committed to munitions not suited for use by combat aircraft. However, if combat aircraft were observed operating out of these airfields, they were included as reserve airfields. Airfields were deemed active or reserve based on apron activity, ongoing construction, or ability to support combat aircraft despite primarily supporting other aviation. Training airfields and the test and training bases were deemed reserve airfields as their construction was not primarily intended to host combat operations, but they remain capable of doing so.

A total of 91 airfields across the five TCs were able to have, with a degree of certainty, most, if not all, of their munitions and fuel storage facilities identified. Of the airfields identified, 47 were observed to have buried fuel storage and 38 were observed to have railhead access for further redundancy in supply of fuel and materiel. Airfields with buried fuel and railheads are found across all the TCs, with CTC, NTC, and ETC airfields having the highest proportion of direct railhead access. Interestingly, WTC has a higher proportion of its airfields having buried fuel storage, with STC airfields having the lowest proportion of buried fuel. The likely determining factor for railhead access is the airfield’s proximity to existing rail networks. Further observations


\textsuperscript{56} “广东惠州军民合用机场项目 环境影响报告书” [Environmental Impact Report of Guangdong Huizhou Military and Civilian Airport Project], 中华人民共和国生态环境部 [PRC Ministry of Ecology and Environment].
indicate that many airfields will have limited fuel-storage capacity adjacent to runways or on-site. The larger bulk of storage and transshipment, whether from railways or pipelines, is often further off-site. Table 6-1 provides the average number of support facilities per airfield, as defined above. The fuel values are in units of thousands of liters, while the munitions storage values are the average number of buildings per airfield within a TC area.

Table 6-1. Average support infrastructure per airfield

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theater Command</th>
<th>Large Fuel Storage</th>
<th>Medium Fuel Storage</th>
<th>Small Fuel Storage</th>
<th>Large Munitions Storage</th>
<th>Medium Munitions Storage</th>
<th>Small Munitions Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NTC</td>
<td>39,000</td>
<td>40,500</td>
<td>2,625</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETC</td>
<td>29,400</td>
<td>48,000</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>5.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STC</td>
<td>35,200</td>
<td>44,700</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTC</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>27,800</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>5.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTC</td>
<td>64,400</td>
<td>26,700</td>
<td>1,335</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From a facilities modernization perspective, newer airfield renovations focus on expanding taxiways and newer shelters for aircraft as well as expanding and updating fuel and munitions storage. Airfields within the ETC, in particular, appear to be expanding their munitions storage, with current construction consisting primarily of a new type of hardened storage facility that more closely resembles USAF storage igloos. Rugao Air Base, in particular, currently has the largest munitions storage and handling facilities expansion effort, with at least 14 of these structures in varying stages of completion. While most operational PLA fixed-wing aviation airfields only have one runway, a handful of bases are beginning to add a second runway for fixed-wing aviation, several of which are intended to be components of military-civilian dual-use airfields. The number of these dual-runway airfields is significantly dwarfed by the single-runway airfields.

Out of these airfields, 80 were deemed to have varying amounts of additional apron space capable of supporting deployment of additional aircraft from other airfields. Generally speaking, additional apron space available at the airfields is not large enough to accommodate most of the 20-odd operational aircraft of a PLAAF aviation brigade. Thus, while the utility of this extra space to support a larger volume of air operations is limited, it does exist. Strictly from a support standpoint, the ability of aircraft to operate out of other airfields on the PRC mainland during wartime will be restricted by the availability of spare parts. For example,
if a J-10C sought to operate out of an airfield home to J-16s, it is likely it would need to have a field supply depot or some other sort of materiel support capability deployed to support its continued operations.

A similar observation can be made for munitions, though it is more likely that airfields which host strike-capable fighter aircraft (such as the J-16, J-10C, Su-35, and Su-30MKK) are likely to require greater storage for dumb bombs and rockets, air-to-air missiles, and ground-attack or surface-attack munitions. Despite the ability to host aircraft from other airfields, it is unlikely a J-10A, J-7, or J-8 airfield station would be able to provide ad hoc munitions support to newer aircraft (such as the J-10B, J-11B, J-16, or J-20), or vice versa, due to the different air-to-air missiles used by each aircraft. Given the older aircraft’s inability to use modern munitions, these airfields could still serve as intermediate stops to refuel aircraft before conducting operations or as midway points for return-to-home airfields. This use could be a means of augmenting the operational range of aircraft given the current relatively small size of the PLAAF tanker fleet, which is currently thought to consist of between 12 and 20 H-6Us and a small number of Y-20Us.

While it is impossible to predict wartime consumption and minimum wartime supply requirements by counting munitions storage buildings and fuel tanks, this information can be used to demonstrate the limitations of support facilities to sustain air-combat operations. In a hypothetical employment of large-scale PLA air-combat operations in blockade of Taiwan, ETC and STC airfields within around 600 miles of the island would allow aircraft to remain on station over Taiwan and the surrounding ocean for longer periods of time, while also enabling aircraft on longer-range counterintervention sorties to refuel and rearm. Within this range, there are roughly 29 military airfields and 50 civilian airports. Of the military airfields, 27 have sufficient apron space potentially to host additional aircraft; 11 were observed to have buried fuel storage and only nine were observed to have direct railhead access. This limitation constrains these airfields’ ability to receive emergency support and supply other secondary airfields. These weaknesses, combined with the current relatively large size and limited rapid mobility of TCAF’s wartime transportation and field depots, could potentially be exploited to limit the generation of combat sorties around Taiwan.
Conclusion

The PLAAF and naval aviation are currently able to maintain, at a minimum, high levels of readiness and a logistics support system that is capable of sustaining operations within an established network of airfields. Despite the improvements of this system’s ability to maintain a highly mission-capable force of modern combat aircraft, this system’s ability to sustain operations within a broader network of airfields in a contested environment remains limited by the ability of large supply formations to maneuver quickly to sustain distributed operations. This limitation remains an acknowledged weakness of the system. Since the early 2000s, the PLAAF has recognized its airfield infrastructure will be gradually degraded, and it must be able to operate out of other airfields and establish the capability to support these operations. As early as January 2021, PLAAF airfield stations have been experimenting with so-called emergency mobile support test units (应急机动保障试点单位) that are subordinate to airfield stations and are responsible for supporting units out of garrison. 57 The PLAAF has also begun experimenting with concepts of disbursed logistics in exercise form. 58 Efforts such as these are crucial to the development of estimates for the minimum support requirements of distributed air-combat operations and the development of organizations and the tactics, techniques, and procedures to be adopted by units across the PLAAF as a whole.

Organizational restructuring and reorganizing of resources have already drastically improved the PLAAF and naval aviation readiness. Future assessments must focus on additional organizational developments intended to support improved distributed logistics. Likewise, estimates should gauge the minimum levels of supply needed to conduct distributed operations. Finally, examining modernization of PLAAF and naval aviation airfields and other support facilities will be crucial in determining how the PLA plans to adapt and operate under contested conditions.
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Introduction

In recent years, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) has embarked on sweeping expansions and upgrades of infrastructure within areas under the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Western Theater Command (WTC). In particular, China has invested heavily in constructing and upgrading military and dual-use airfields within the autonomous regions of Tibet and Xinjiang. These developments have been reported in a piecemeal fashion—most notably by the Indian news media, which keeps a close eye on military developments on the disputed China-India border and in nearby areas that support Chinese forces near the border.1 However, there has been a notable lack of systematic information on the full scope of the PRC’s western infrastructure expansion and the implications for the PLA.

This study fills a portion of that gap. By analyzing commercial satellite imagery and other open-source material, the authors have compiled a dataset of more than 50 airports and heliports within Tibet and Xinjiang.2


The data set identifies which facilities are military or dual-use, whether they are newly built or upgraded, the timeline of construction and upgrades, and other details. Taken together, the data paint a fuller picture of significant changes underway in Tibet and Xinjiang. Since 2017, China has initiated upgrades or new construction of more than 36 airfields, nearly two-thirds of which are military or dual-use facilities.

Yet, the data only tell part of the story. What is behind the PRC’s buildup of airfields within Tibet and Xinjiang? Where are these developments concentrated? What are the implications for the PLA and the PRC’s ability to project military power into neighboring countries? What are the implications for China’s pursuit of its “military-civil fusion” (MCF) development strategy?

This chapter is structured along this line of questioning. The first section breaks down the PRC’s perceived challenges and threats within the WTC, with particular focus on tensions along the China-India border. The second section provides an overview of the scope of developments in Tibet and Xinjiang and drills down into some of the specific ways the PRC is upgrading airfields. The next two sections assess potential operational implications, first focusing on how these developments may benefit PLA Air Force (PLAAF) and PLA Army (PLAA) aviation operations and logistics and then considering the continued challenges facing the PLA in the region. This assessment is followed by a discussion of the implications of China’s investments in dual-use airports for promoting MCF. The concluding section highlights questions that remain unanswered and offers suggestions on areas of future research.

The PRC’s Security Concerns within the Western Theater Command

Owing to its size and geography, the WTC presents the PLA and the Chinese government with significant challenges. At roughly 6.7 million square kilometers, the WTC covers almost half of China’s total land area. Xinjiang and Tibet together constitute approximately 60 percent of the size
of the WTC and 30 percent of China’s national territory.\(^3\) On top of this, Tibet and Xinjiang share international borders with a total of 11 countries, putting them on the frontlines of China’s relations with countries in South and Central Asia, as well as Russia and Mongolia.

The PRC’s infrastructure buildup in Tibet and Xinjiang is driven by economic and security concerns. On the economic front, new and upgraded airports promise to better facilitate the flow of goods and people within Tibet and Xinjiang and into and out of the regions. China’s “13th Five-year Plan for Economic and Social Development” (中华人民共和国国民经济和社会发展第十三个五年规划) for the 2016–20 period singles out Tibet and Xinjiang as regions for stepped up construction of international and domestic transportation networks. It specifically lists the goals of “ensuring that Xinjiang becomes an important window for opening up westward, [and] that Tibet becomes a major channel for opening up into South Asia.”\(^4\)

Developing new airports and heliports is particularly important for Tibet, given the difficulties presented by the mountainous terrain and harsh climate of the Tibetan Plateau. Tibet’s “Civil Aviation Plan for the 13th Five-Year Plan Period” (“西藏自治区‘十三五’时期民用航空发展规划”) repeatedly laments the challenges posed by the plateau’s geography and climate and highlights the role civil aviation can play in developing Tibet. The plan specifically calls for building up the region’s airport and helicopter landing infrastructure and linking it up with new roadways, railways, and other transportation platforms to create a better “layout” (布局) for facilitating economic development and tourism.\(^5\) On the security front, new airfield infrastructure aims to better prepare forces within the WTC to deter and respond to perceived external and internal security threats and to project power beyond China’s

---


borders. One of the central strategic areas of focus for the WTC is India, which Chinese strategists view with varying levels of concern. Official PRC outlets have published commentary noting that India’s military reform efforts and growing defense expenditure are oriented toward expanding India’s regional and global influence as a great power. They have also expressed concerns about the prospect that strengthened ties between India and the United States could help nurture India’s indigenous defense capabilities and enable the two countries to work together to challenge Chinese interests.

At the same time, the PLA does not hold the Indian military in the highest regard. PRC security and military experts have stated that the Indian military lags the PLA in numerous ways, including the failure to modernize its organizational structure to fit more modern trends and the lack of progress toward “informatization” (信息化) and “intelligentization” (智能化). PRC experts have similarly argued that India’s growing defense spending continues to be skewed heavily toward covering bloated personnel costs rather than funding needed equipment modernization, and they have pointed out that India’s attention is split along two fronts, namely, China and Pakistan.

Nevertheless, China perceives significant security threats along its expansive disputed border with India, commonly known as the Line of Actual Control (LAC). The LAC is roughly divided into three sections. The eastern stretch of the border runs along Arunachal Pradesh, which is claimed by China as part of southern Tibet but administered by India as a state. Near the central part of Tibet’s border is a narrow stretch of land between Nepal and Bhutan that is partly disputed by not just China and India but also Bhutan. In 2017, tensions flared there on the Doklam Plateau after Chinese army engineers attempted to build a road through the area, and India sent troops to stop the construction. The Chinese government announced that India had “invaded Chinese territory and violated China’s territorial sovereignty,” and the PRC dispatched the PLA to the area,
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resulting in a tense 73-day standoff. China and India faced off again in 2020 in the Galwan Valley and surrounding areas along the hotly contested western sector of the border. The skirmish became violent and resulted in deaths on both sides, marking the first time in decades that border tensions between China and India resulted in fatalities. The flashpoint remains a major source of tension between the two countries, and both countries have continued to maintain a significant military presence in the area.

While the tensions along the LAC are a concern for Beijing—and despite the fact the Indian media often cast PRC activity in the WTC as a direct response to border tensions—India is not China’s only source of anxiety in the region. Through its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), China is pushing to expand its influence abroad by promoting the flow of goods, investment, and people, with special attention paid to Eurasian countries. China has already emerged as the leading economic player in Central Asia, surpassing even Russia, which for decades was the dominant power in the region. As China’s economic interests in neighboring countries have grown, so too have its security interests. China has beefed up security cooperation with bordering countries—including Tajikistan, Afghanistan, and most recently Kazakhstan—with the aim of enhancing their domestic security and fending off instability that could spill over into China.

Leaders in Beijing also harbor concerns about internal instability and the potential for separatist activity within Tibet and Xinjiang, both of which are “autonomous regions” with large ethnic minority populations. The Chinese government has put in place draconian policies in Xinjiang


to surveil and stifle ethnic minority populations, especially Uyghurs. Beijing is likewise worried about the potential for unrest and separatist activity from Tibetan and other ethnic minorities in Tibet.

**China’s Airpower Expansion in the Western Theater Command**

**Overview and Definition of Terms**

In response to these concerns, the PRC is expending significant resources to develop strategically important infrastructure in the WTC, with a particular focus on constructing military and dual-use airfields in Tibet and Xinjiang. The scale of these developments is sweeping. Based on analysis of satellite imagery and other open-source material, the authors have identified 37 airports and heliports within Tibet and Xinjiang that have been newly constructed or upgraded since 2017—the year China and India squared off on the Doklam Plateau (see figure 7-1). At least 22 of these airfields are identifiable as military or dual-use facilities.

The layout of these facilities across the two regions is reflective of geographic and historical realities and changing security dynamics. Compared to Tibet, infrastructure development in Xinjiang—including airports, roads, and railways—has historically been far more advanced. Xinjiang was already home to several airports mostly concentrated in the population centers ringing the region’s large Taklamakan Desert. As such, Xinjiang has largely seen a wave of upgrades to its existing airfields rather than a wave of all-new airfields. Meanwhile, much of the activity in Tibet has come in the form of all-new facilities in places that were previously disconnected from air transportation (see table 7-1). The new airports skew close to Tibet’s southern border, where more of the population is clustered. Conversely, the new heliports are more spread out through central Tibet and along Tibet’s western border with India.

---


On the security front, two main observations can be drawn from the PRC’s placements of airfields in the two regions. First, most new facilities skew closer to China’s border with India. This placement suggests the PRC is approaching its airfield investments in the region with India in mind. Second, the placement of new heliports within Tibet suggests the PRC may be pursuing a strategy of locating heliports in the most remote areas where there is a lack of supporting ground infrastructure and little to no local demand for airports. In doing so, the PLA gains new footholds for projecting airpower while not needing to invest fully in airports. This observation is backed up in part by reporting that notes building airports for fixed-wing aircraft on plateaus is more difficult than constructing smaller heliports.18

In producing the data that drive this analysis, several important terms and variables were used to scope and inform this study. First, this study defines military airfields as those such as Urumqi Airbase that are operated solely by the PLA and do not facilitate civilian transportation under normal circumstances. Dual-use airfields are those that facilitate civilian flights (typically airports) but also play a role in supporting the PLA, including regular basing of PLAAF or PLAA Aviation aircraft and other military equipment. They can also include some airports that are not used for permanent basing of PLA aircraft or equipment, but that are regularly used by the PLA for moving personnel and supplies. In counting military and dual-use airfields, this study includes all heliports under construction, which are expected to come under the command of PLAA aviation units.

---

However, new airports currently under construction are excluded from the count of military and dual-use facilities since there is not yet sufficient information to conclude whether they will be intended for dual-use roles. This means there are seven airports (four in Tibet and three in Xinjiang) currently under construction that could eventually become dual-use airports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Tibet</th>
<th>Xinjiang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upgraded</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heliport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upgraded</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, the status of each facility (for example, whether it is new, upgraded, or unchanged) was determined through analysis of commercial satellite imagery and reporting in PRC news sources. Satellite imagery was accessed through Google Earth and directly from satellite imagery providers like Maxar Technologies and Planet Labs when adequate imagery was unavailable on Google Earth. Airfields classified as “new” are those for which construction began in 2017 or later—including facilities that were still under construction at the time of this study. Airfields categorized as “upgraded” are those where significant, visible changes were made to the facilities or immediate surrounding infrastructure. Upgrades typically took the form of new or expanded terminals, hangars, aprons, and runways. In some instances, improvements also included new or upgraded roads or rail built directly at the site of the airfield. Work that was visibly identifiable in satellite imagery was often also reported in various PRC media outlets. “Unchanged” airfields encompass the remaining facilities that existed prior to 2017 and that have not seen new upgrades initiated after that year.

Finally, the scope of this study is limited to developments since 2017. The data suggest the pace of PRC infrastructure activity in Tibet and Xinjiang
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sped up significantly in 2020. That year alone, the PRC began constructing seven new airfields and initiated upgrades at seven others within the two regions (see figure 7-2). Of these 14 airfields, 11 are known to be military or dual-use, and it is possible that some, or all, of the other three could be dual-use. It is unclear what drove the spike of activity in 2020. China’s deadly border confrontation with India in the summer of 2020 may have contributed to the expediting of work on certain airfields. Some projects may have also been initiated in 2020 as part of broader efforts to facilitate an economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic through investments in infrastructure.

![Figure 7-2. Construction and upgrades of airports or heliports in Tibet and Xinjiang newly built or upgraded (based on the year work began)](image)

**Airports**

Both Xinjiang and Tibet have seen many existing airports upgraded in recent years. At least 15 airports have been upgraded in Xinjiang since 2017, with seven of these being military or dual-use facilities. One airfield that has received significant attention is Hotan Airport (和田机场), a dual-use airport located in Xinjiang’s southwestern Hotan Prefecture, approximately 240 kilometers from the western sector of the LAC. The air base hosts several different PLAAF aircraft. The PLAAF’s most advanced stealth fighter, the Chengdu J-20, was spotted there in satellite imagery from February 2021, along with other combat aircraft,
including J-11 multi-role fighters.²⁰ Shaanxi Y-8 and Y-9 transport aircraft have also been frequently seen at Hotan, along with airborne early warning and control aircraft and various unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).²¹

A significant expansion project began at Hotan in 2020. Construction work includes a new runway and additional tarmacs and hangars. Less than 5 kilometers southeast of the air base’s main terminal, work is apparently underway to renovate the existing surface-to-air missile (SAM) complex. A new hangar and helicopter landing pads are also under construction in this area.²²

Similar developments are taking place at multiple airfields in Tibet. Since 2017, China has initiated upgrades at all five of Tibet’s existing airports, each of which is dual-use. Some of the most striking activity has occurred at Shigatse Peace Airport (日喀则和平机场), which hosts a strategically located PLAAF base located approximately 155 kilometers north of the China-India border. In imagery captured on January 6, 2022, various aircraft are visible at the base. At the main military terminal and tarmac, 10 probable J-11s are present, along with accompanying generator vehicles.²³ At the runway’s eastern end, an apparent WZ-7 Xianglong (Soaring Dragon) high-altitude, long-endurance reconnaissance UAV is visible. The WZ-7 has been in service in the PLAAF since at least 2018, and in recent years they have been spotted at Shigatse Peace and other air bases within the WTC, including Malan/Uxxaktal Airbase (马兰基地) in Xinjiang.²⁴ Finally, four helicopters—likely Z-15 medium utility helicopters—are visible on the helipads dotting the base’s western runway.²⁵ While the Z-15s are not dedicated military aircraft, they are likely used by government and military personnel in the area.

In recent years, both the airport itself and the surrounding infrastructure have undergone major upgrades and expansions. In 2017, a new
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3,000-meter-long auxiliary runway featuring seven helipads was added to the airport’s existing runway. The configuration of the auxiliary runway is notably different from that of many other airports seen in China. Rather than running parallel to the existing runway, the new one intersects the western end of the main runway and runs at an oblique angle. This setup increases the distance between the runways, making it harder for an attacking military to render both runways inoperable without targeting the airfield with multiple precision strikes. To the east, at the existing portion of the airport, there is a large military presence, and several new upgrades have been made. Three UAV hangars have been built, one near the center of the main runway and two at the far eastern portion of the runway. The main military garrison has also been upgraded with several new support buildings.

There is also significant construction work ongoing at an area approximately two kilometers south of the main base and runway. While not immediately a part of the airport, the work there nevertheless has significant military implications for the air base. In this area, a new rail line has been built, along with three railway terminals of varying sizes. These terminals appear to be capable of loading and unloading large military and other equipment on and off the railway. Directly adjacent to one of the smaller rail terminals is a new fuel depot, likely used for supplying fuel to the surrounding construction sites—and potentially the airport as well.

Immediately west of the new rail line, a large underground facility (UGF) is being constructed within a small mountain formation. Satellite imagery shows at least three UGF entrances being built on the north, west, and south sides of the mountain. The intended purpose of this UGF is unclear, but the PLA has long utilized UGFs to secure and conceal assets (such as command and control and logistics facilities and nuclear and conventional missile systems). The PLA Navy also uses UGFs, including at Yulin Navy Base, to house China’s fleet of nuclear-powered submarines.

Capping off work in the area, a new SAM base is under construction approximately one kilometer north of the new rail terminals. This SAM base is the second one to be built in the area; an existing SAM base is also being significantly renovated and expanded at the far western end of the air base’s auxiliary runway. The two SAM bases are roughly similar, though the


SAM complex to the south of the air base appears to be configured for one main launch battery, while the SAM base attached to the auxiliary runway features two launch batteries, one of which is still undergoing renovations. Notably, the construction of two air defense bases in the same area suggests the presence of high-value PLA assets.

In Tibet, at least four new airports are under construction. Three of the airports—Shannan Longzi Airport (山南隆子机场), Ngari Burang Airport (阿里普兰机场), and Shigatse Tingri Airport (日喀则定日机场)—are positioned less than 60 kilometers from the China-India border. The new facilities fill large gaps along the Indian border where there were previously no airports. It is not yet clear whether these will be dual-use airports. Given that all existing airports in Tibet have been dual-use, it is plausible all or several of the new airports will also be dual-use, and unofficial reports claim they will be dual-use. If these airports are dual-use, and they are used for basing PLAAF detachments, China would stand to gain significant new options for projecting airpower into India and other neighboring countries. The operational implications of these airports are discussed in more detail in the following section.

Construction of three new airports has also been initiated in Xinjiang—all since 2019. In the far western reaches of Xinjiang near China’s borders with Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Tajikistan, China is constructing a new airport at Tashkorgan (塔什库尔干). The airport, which is Xinjiang’s first high-plateau airport, is a key part of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, a flagship component of the BRI. Based on its current configuration, the airport appears likely to serve primarily civilian purposes; however, less than eight kilometers north of the airport, a new heliport has been constructed, signaling the addition of new PLA assets in the immediate area. Elsewhere within Xinjiang, China is constructing midsized airports at Yutian County (于田县), in southern Xinjiang, and Zhaosu County (昭苏县), which straddles Xinjiang’s northwestern border with Kazakhstan.


Heliports

Rounding out China’s air infrastructure expansion in the region is a growing slate of new and upgraded heliports. In Tibet, the PRC is constructing five new heliports and upgrading two existing heliports. The largest and most significant heliport in Tibet is located at Lhasa (拉萨), the regional capital. Home to the 85th Army Aviation Brigade, the heliport was completed around 2018. After beginning initial operations, significant upgrades and expansion began at the heliport in 2020. Among other additions, eight large hangars were constructed—five on the north side of the main terminal and three on the south side. This expansion of facilities appears to have coincided with the addition of new aircraft into the brigade. Most notably, reports suggest the brigade operationalized Harbin Z-20 medium-lift utility helicopter, a new Chinese-made helicopter capable of operating in the high-altitude environment of the Tibetan Plateau.

The five new heliports being constructed in Tibet are dotted throughout the region. In far western Tibet, China is constructing a new heliport in Rutog County (日土县), approximately 150 kilometers from the LAC at Pangong Lake—one of the sites where Chinese and Indian tensions turned violent in 2020. The heliport in Rutog County is roughly the same distance from the LAC at Pangong Lake as another (existing) heliport in Ngari Prefecture (阿里地区). Notably, reporting from February 2021 shows that a PLAA aviation unit from the Ngari Prefecture heliport flew at least three helicopters over Pangong Lake in a move that was met with anger in India.

The PRC also has three new heliports in Xinjiang, all concentrated in the western reaches of the region near China’s borders with India and Central Asian countries. Around 2018, the PRC completed construction of a small heliport at Xaidulla (赛图拉), roughly 100 kilometers from the LAC. The aforementioned small heliport at Tashkorgan was completed around 2020. The third new heliport is still under construction in the disputed region of Aksai Chin (阿克赛钦), which is administered as part of Xinjiang.
Other Developments in the Western Theater Command

Owing to the size of Tibet and Xinjiang, and their importance to China’s western border defense, the scope of this study is limited to developments in these two regions. However, it is worth pointing out that new infrastructure developments elsewhere in the WTC are also significant. Most notably, the PLA is significantly expanding infrastructure at Golmud (格尔木市), in Qinghai Province. Golmud has long been a central logistics hub for linking up PLA facilities on the Tibetan Plateau with WTC forces in more inland provinces.

In recent years, the PRC has embarked on major upgrades of PLA facilities at Golmud. Since 2020, the PLAAF base at Golmud has seen multiple new facilities added, including several hangars. More significantly, construction of a large new heliport is underway immediately south of the PLAAF base. The new heliport includes a large array of hangars and a sizable garrison area.

Implications for PLA Air Operations in the Western Theater Command

Much of the PRC’s investments in new and upgraded airfields in Tibet and Xinjiang are still relatively recent and, in many instances, still ongoing. Still, they promise to generate notable benefits to the PLA’s ability to conduct air operations and project power into neighboring countries. This section discusses some of the most notable operational benefits of PRC air infrastructure developments, focusing on the implications for fixed-wing aircraft and rotary-wing aircraft.

Implications for Fixed-wing Aircraft Operations

At the most basic level, new and upgraded airports mean the PLAAF has more runways from which it can launch and land fixed-wing aircraft. This is particularly meaningful in Tibet, an area roughly twice the size of Texas that was previously serviced by only five airports. At present, there is an immense gap of roughly 950 kilometers with no airports between Ngari Gunsa Airport (阿里昆莎机场) in western Tibet and
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Shigatse Peace Airport in central Tibet. This gap amounts to a large area of space along the China-India border that is generally inaccessible to fixed-wing aircraft. With the ongoing construction of Ngari Burang Airport and Shigatse Tingri Airport, this gap is being significantly shortened. The largest remaining gap will be 580 kilometers, with virtually the entire distance spanning the PRC’s border with Nepal rather than its border with India. It remains to be seen whether, and to what extent, these new airports in Tibet will play a military role, but they will nevertheless fill a crucial void of runways along the China-India border.

This progress presents several operational benefits for the PLAAF. If the PLAAF bases detachments of fighters and other aircraft at some of the three new airports along the Tibet-India border, China will have crucial new platforms for launching aerial strikes and counterstrikes in the event of a conflict with India. In 2017, prior to the start of construction of the new airports in Tibet, the former director general of the Indian Defense Planning Staff, Air Marshal Ranjit Singh Bedi, noted that existing PLAAF bases in Tibet were some 500 kilometers from most major strategic targets—like air bases—in India. New airports in Tibet could change this reality thanks to their closer proximity to Indian territory. For example, within India’s Central Air Command, Bareilly Air Force Station is one of the closest major installations to the border with China. Bareilly would likely be a key target for the PLAAF in the event of a major conflict. At present, the closest PLAAF base to Bareilly is Ngari Gunsa Airport, in western Tibet, at a distance of approximately 410 kilometers. By comparison, Tibet’s new Ngari Burang Airport, which is still under construction, would be only about 270 kilometers from Bareilly. This proximity would mean PLAAF fighters and ground-attack planes could more quickly reach Bareilly and other Indian targets and use less fuel to do so.

Upgrades at many airports throughout Tibet and Xinjiang also enhance their survivability. In particular, the layout of new runways at many airports—such as Shigatse Peace and Hotan—makes it much harder for attacking forces to render entire airports inoperable and leaves the PLAAF with better chances of getting planes in the sky. The addition of new and upgraded SAM bases at these and other PLAAF bases in the WTC likewise increases the survivability of military assets in the region.

The benefits for fixed-wing air capabilities in the region are not limited to combat operations. New and improved airports are playing important roles in advancing China’s aerial reconnaissance operations within the WTC, especially in remote border regions characterized by harsh climate and terrain. The aforementioned new UAV hangars at Shigatse Peace Airport, coupled with new UAV support infrastructure at other airports, are significantly enhancing the ability of the PLAAF to conduct aerial reconnaissance missions along both sides of the Indian border. Developments in Xinjiang are likewise enhancing the PLAAF’s ability to conduct reconnaissance missions throughout the region and into neighboring countries to China’s west. As one example of this, since 2017, the PRC has added new hangars and extended aprons at its Malan/Uxxaktal Airbase in central Xinjiang, which is home to the PLAAF’s 178th UAV Brigade. A wide variety of UAVs has been seen at Malan/Uxxaktal in recent years, including the WZ-7, the Wing-Loong (or Yilong) medium-altitude, long-endurance UAV, and many others—including some experimental aircraft.37

Implications for Rotary-wing Aircraft Operations

China’s investments in Tibet and Xinjiang also have sizable benefits for the PLA’s ability to operate rotary-wing aircraft in the region. In particular, the new heliports emerging throughout Tibet and western Xinjiang are significantly upgrading the ability of PLAA aviation units to conduct air operations in high-altitude areas.

Chinese sources have outlined three main tasks for helicopter forces in high-plateau areas. First, they play a role in providing fire support against enemy ground targets.38 According to reports, PLAA aviation units in Tibet have been focusing on their ability to engage enemy targets through live-fire drills on the Tibetan Plateau.39 Chinese helicopter forces in the region are also improving their ability to perform helicopter-based border patrol missions. In September 2021, servicemembers assigned to a border defense regiment of the Kashgar Military Sub-command, under the PLA Xinjiang Military Command, joined with an unspecified
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army aviation brigade to perform patrol missions in helicopters at an elevation of more than 5,600 meters. One report notes that harsh weather conditions in the region have historically prohibited border patrols, but efforts to train in high-altitude areas are enabling PLA forces in the region to “realize airspace control.”

Second, transport helicopters play a crucial role in providing “point-to-point” transportation of equipment, supplies, and personnel. While less efficient than moving troops overland, helicopters are crucial to being able to move into areas quickly when road transportation has been rendered impossible—either due to enemy attacks, weather conditions, or simple lack of ground infrastructure. Toward this end, some plateau border defense units have built small helipads to link them to the array of larger heliports appearing throughout the WTC, which Chinese sources indicate are particularly important for supporting and replenishing border troops in cases when overland transportation is impossible due to weather conditions.

The PLA is also experimenting with integrating rotary-wing UAVs of varying sizes into its border defense logistics. Sometime after 2020, the Logistics Support Department of the Central Military Commission (中央军委后勤保障部) established a “UAV logistics team” along with UAV helipads to set up mountain supply routes. UAVs have been used to bring remote troops fuel and fresh food, and they can quickly provide medicine and medical supplies in emergencies.

Finally, new heliports are poised to enhance the PLA’s ability to conduct special operations missions on the Tibetan Plateau. This construction includes operations to seize and occupy quickly important target areas in support of ground troops. It also includes conducting “escort” missions for ground troops engaging in search and rescue operations during crises such as natural disasters.
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Continued Operational Challenges

Despite the benefits that China’s investments in the region have brought, the PLA faces several challenges. This section analyzes some of the key persistent challenges the PLA faces in conducting air operations in the region and the steps the PLA is taking to reap the full operational benefits of new and upgraded facilities.

The PLA’s challenges in the region are principally a result of geography and climate. Much of China’s side of the China-India border is situated on the highest portions of the Tibetan Plateau, which is often described as the “roof of the world” due to its high elevation.\(^45\) In fact, 20 of China’s airports and heliports within Tibet and Xinjiang are located more than 3,000 meters above sea level. By comparison, all but a few of the Indian Air Force’s stations across its Western, Central, and Eastern Air Commands—which are responsible for operations vis-à-vis China—are positioned at or below 500 meters above sea level.

The PLA faces major operational challenges associated with operating at such high altitudes. Chinese sources often note the average elevation in Tibet is 4,000 meters, the oxygen level is roughly 60 percent of that of sea level, and the weather in the mountains can shift quickly.\(^46\) The result of the thinner atmosphere is that it is significantly more difficult for aircraft to take off. To enable fixed-wing aircraft to take off, high-elevation airports typically must have extremely long runways. Tibet’s Qamdo Bamda Airport (昌都邦达机场) boasts the world’s longest paved runway, which stretches a staggering 5,500 meters. Shigatse Peace Airport features a runway stretching 5,000 meters, tying it for the third longest in the world.\(^47\) Yet, even with longer runways, airplanes taking off from such high altitudes face significant limitations. Fighter aircraft carrying munitions are typically unable to take off with a full load of fuel, which significantly limits their range.

Rotary-wing aircraft are prone to similar problems. Due to the higher demands imposed on engines by thinner air, many helicopters are inoperable above elevations of more than 4,000 meters. However, those helicopters
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capable of flying at higher altitudes play crucial roles on the Tibetan Plateau since they require less infrastructure to take off (for example, they do not require lengthy runways). This issue explains why the majority of the PRC’s highest-elevation airfields in the region are heliports (see table 7-2).

**Table 7-2. Elevation of highest airfields in Tibet and Xinjiang**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airfield Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Elevation (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aksai Chin Heliport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>4,876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyima County Heliport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>4,576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutog County Heliport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>4,549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seni County Heliport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>4,492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerze County Heliport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>4,441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kangmar County Heliport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>4,437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuona Heliport</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>4,366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qamdo Bamda Airport</td>
<td>Upgraded</td>
<td>4,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shigatse Tingri Airport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>4,306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damxung Airport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>4,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngari Heliport</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>4,290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngari Burang Airport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>4,288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngari Gunsa Airport</td>
<td>Upgraded</td>
<td>4,270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannan Longzi Airport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>3,944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shigatse Peace Airport</td>
<td>Upgraded</td>
<td>3,807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xaidulla Heliport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>3,673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lhasa Heliport</td>
<td>Upgraded</td>
<td>3,630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lhasa Gonggar Airport</td>
<td>Upgraded</td>
<td>3,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashkorgan Airport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>3,225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashkorgan Heliport</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>3,150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The PLAAF can address some of the limitations on fixed-wing aircraft by extending their range through midair refueling. According to reports, the PLAAF is indeed conducting midair refueling training within the WTC. Reports from January 2021 show the WTC released video of a refueling variant of the Xian H-6 bomber (known as the HY-6) conducting a midair refueling of two Shenyang J-8 interceptors; however, it was unclear where
in the WTC the aircraft took off. More recently, official reports indicate at least one J-16 fighter underwent midair refueling during a training mission on February 20, 2022.

Nevertheless, refueling adds significant operational complexity and exposes tanker aircraft during a conflict. On top of this, the PLA is still refining its limited midair refueling capabilities. Operationalizing the refueling variant of the Xi’an Y-20 transport aircraft (known as the Y-20U) could enhance the WTC’s ability to conduct midair refueling, thereby extending the operational range of some aircraft within the WTC. However, there are not yet indications that the Y-20U has entered service within the WTC; so far, reports indicate the Y-20U has been operationalized within the Central Theater Command and Eastern Theater Command.

PLAA aviation units are also facing difficulties with adapting to high elevation operations. Reports on PLAA aviation live-fire exercises in the region from March 2021 note that soldiers practiced using new types of aircraft in the region and that adjusting to using new equipment at high elevations is particularly challenging.

Finally, the climate and terrain of Tibet and Xinjiang impose serious physiological limitations on PLA personnel, especially in very high-elevation areas. Troops moving into areas over 2,400 meters above sea level typically require several days to acclimate safely to lower oxygen levels. This requirement places limitations on the PLA’s ability to move troops quickly from inland regions of the WTC—or elsewhere within the PRC—into high-elevation areas of the Tibetan Plateau. Failing to allow troops to acclimate adequately can have serious health effects (such as “acute mountain sickness,” cerebral edema, and pulmonary edema)—a harsh lesson learned by many Indian troops who fell ill during the 1962 China-India border war. Even once troops
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are acclimated to higher altitudes, lower oxygen levels limit their capacity to carry supplies and equipment. To alleviate these difficulties, the PLA has reportedly equipped all frontline training troops and border outposts with oxygen generators and oxygen cylinders.\(^\text{53}\) The Army Medical University’s Xinqiao Hospital in Shigatse is also reportedly developing “a high-pressure oxygen therapy that could effectively solve altitude stress for troops stationed on the plateau.”\(^\text{54}\)

### Implications for Military–Civil Fusion

In addition to the implications for PLA operations, China’s western expansion of airfield infrastructure has significant implications for China’s pursuit of its Military–Civil Fusion Strategy (军民融合发展战略). The US Department of Defense defines MCF as a high-level development strategy to “fuse [the PRC’s] economic, social, and security development strategies to build an integrated national strategic system and capabilities in support of the PRC’s national rejuvenation goals.”\(^\text{55}\) Enhancing the PRC’s technological and scientific capabilities for defense purposes is a major focus of MCF—and the aspect that often receives the most attention—but Beijing’s ultimate intentions for MCF run much deeper. In the short-term, MCF seeks to streamline processes and promote resource sharing to achieve greater interconnectivity, efficiency, and resource allocation across military and civilian sectors. In the long-term, MCF aims to unify various military and civilian strategies in such a way that they are woven into the PRC’s overarching security and development goals.\(^\text{56}\)

PRC authorities frequently cite the benefits of dual-use airports to promote MCF. In 2015, the PRC held its first working conference on the development of military–civil fusion at dual-use airports. A second conference, held the following year, highlighted progress on the integration of military and civilian functions at airports across the country.\(^\text{57}\) The readout
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from the conference noted the benefits reaped from sharing military and civilian resources at dual-use airports, including sharing maintenance and management resources and even collaborating on preventing damage to aircraft from bird strikes.\textsuperscript{58} Other sources have highlighted the cost-saving benefits of construction and security and the benefits of integrating standards (such as on signage) across military and civilian areas.\textsuperscript{59}

The exact number of dual-use airports in the PRC is unclear, but official sources indicate the figure is around 60 airports.\textsuperscript{60} At least 11 airports are in Tibet and Xinjiang, based on available information. Official reports often highlight that remote regions—such as China’s west and northeast—are prime areas for dual-use airports, and they often single out Lhasa Gonggar Airport (拉萨贡嘎机场) as a success story of dual-use airports.\textsuperscript{61}

While the PRC’s utilization of dual-use airports may benefit efforts toward MCF and result in cost savings for the military, there are significant drawbacks. The Tibet regional government has highlighted that military operations in the region can significantly impact civilian airspace. In particular, it cites the fact that both military and civilian flights are most active when weather conditions are better, which can lead to bottlenecks and delayed flight times for civilian flights. It notes this problem will likely intensify as flight traffic in the region grows.\textsuperscript{62} The sharing of space can also lead to accidents or unsafe operating environments between civilian and military flights, which has been reported at some dual-use airports throughout the PRC.\textsuperscript{63}

---
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Conclusion

Over the years, much attention has been paid to studying the PRC’s efforts to modernize the PLA with new weaponry and equipment. Significant focus has also gone to studying PLA organizational reforms and efforts to improve doctrine, tactics, and training. By comparison, there has been less attention paid to the role of infrastructure development in shoring up the PLA’s operational capabilities. Yet, the PRC is undertaking a major expansion of its infrastructure that is enhancing the ability of the WTC to conduct air operations, project power into neighboring countries, and defend its assets from attacks along its borders.

The full extent of China’s infrastructure expansion in the WTC remains to be seen. Developments in the coming years should reveal details on the extent to which new airfields will provide the PLAAF with greater capabilities, especially in the case of the new airports emerging along Tibet’s border with India. As such, PLA observers should continue to monitor developments in the area to gain a greater understanding of how the PLA’s capabilities are evolving along the PRC’s western borders—especially its border with India.

One question remains unanswered. What are the PRC’s ultimate intentions for its western infrastructure buildup? There are obvious economic and military benefits to the PRC’s activities. On the military front, are these efforts more defensively oriented, or are there signs China has intentions in the region that are more aggressive? It may be too soon to answer these questions, and doing so would require a deeper investigation into how PRC leaders and strategists perceive threats on China’s western borders—especially their threat perceptions of India. Future studies into the PLA’s activities in the WTC would benefit from trying to answer these questions.

Finally, this study shows the PLA is investing heavily in dual-use airports in its western regions, and this investment has significant implications for China’s MCF strategy. It remains unclear exactly how the PLA and civilian aviation authorities are cooperating across the board. It is also unclear exactly which airports throughout China are dual-use. Future studies of the PLA—especially the PLAAF—would benefit from investigations into China’s utilization of dual-use airports nationally and what this means for China’s military modernization and MCF more broadly.
Still Not a “Pearl”:
Djibouti as a Dual-use Logistics Facility

Christopher D. Yung

Introduction

As the first overseas military base for the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), Djibouti has the potential to serve several functions for the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Symbolically, it can represent China’s aspirations to be a great, rejuvenated power. Politically, the base can demonstrate to the Chinese people that its military is protecting China’s interests abroad. Strategically, the location of the base near the Bab el-Mandeb places China in a position to be able to protect vital energy resources flowing through the Persian Gulf and into the Indian Ocean. Lastly, the base provides the Chinese military with an opportunity to support operationally its wider out-of-area operations with a facility dedicated to logistical support. The Chinese did, after all, characterize the facility as a “Dual Use Logistics Facility,” stating the primary purpose of the base is logistics support.

Since the PLA established the facility in 2017, more is known about its functions and its potential to support China’s wider ambitions in Africa and areas outside of China. The facility is a consistent stopping point for the PLA Navy (PLAN) counter-piracy deployments, which refuel and replenish at the facility. The facility is comprised of some 2,000 personnel, a sizable majority of them from the PLAN Marine Corps (PLANMC). It has added pier space to berth some of the larger surface combatants of the PLAN and has dedicated support functions, including medical facilities and housing for troops. The facility unquestionably provides logistical support to PLA
out-of-area operations, but the question arises as to how far that logistical support goes. What is the likely operational trajectory for the base and for China’s larger out-of-area operations?

This chapter is a meta-analysis of some of the most current Western analyses of the operational situation in Djibouti. It seeks to answer the question cited above, by first looking at the evidence of operational activity supported by the Djibouti facility. The chapter then assesses the likelihood of potential logistical support activities. Finally, it evaluates Djibouti’s role within a larger picture of Chinese military activity out of area.

Far-seas Operations, Basing, and Djibouti: A Review of the Field

Before embarking on a detailed assessment of the likely PLA use of Djibouti, a cursory examination of what the Chinese have been saying on the subject is merited. Some Western analyses of the subject effectively summarize the Chinese views of the issue. A lot has changed over the past decade when Chinese views on this subject began to tentatively emerge in the open press. Isaac Kardon of the US Naval War College points to a number of Chinese writings that recognize the PLA’s air and sealift capabilities “remain insufficient to supply and sustain complex military operations beyond the range of mainland logistics networks.” He observes in his Naval War College Review article that

military analysts from the PLA Navy Service College in Tianjin have attempted to model out how commercial cargo terminals can be used to provide emergency fuel and material support for the PLAN. Accepting that commercial piers and refueling facilities typically are not built to military standards, they address the complex protocol that would be required to conduct refueling safely using local power, fuel supplies, and military refueling vehicles that can provide the correct types and quantities of petroleum, oil, and lubricants for various classes of PLAN ships.


Djibouti is, therefore, recognized by the PLA as a vital “way point” in addition to a number of commercial and state-owned enterprise (SOE) controlled facilities to sustain PLA “far-seas” operations.

A number of Chinese analyses, including those Kardon has identified, have highlighted the stepping-stone nature of PLA overseas operations. He notes the geographical pit stops the PLA has contemplated to support far-seas operations. Kardon cites academics from the Army Transportation Academy who propose that “to protect our ever-growing overseas interests, we will progressively establish a logistics network in Pakistan, United Arab Emirates, Sri Lanka, Burma, Singapore, Indonesia, Kenya and other countries based on various means—buying, renting, cooperating—to construct our overseas bases or overseas support strongpoints.”

Researchers from the PLA Naval Research Institute have advocated the establishment of “at least one strategic strong point in the Bay of Bengal, one in the Persian Gulf region, and one in the Suez-Red Sea-Gulf of Aden region. They suggest Sittwe in Burma, Gwadar in Pakistan, and Djibouti or the Seychelles respectively.”

Joel Wuthnow, in a study on PLA overseas operations in the Red Sea, writes that

> [t]he Djibouti base can also be interpreted as the Western Anchor in a larger attempt to protect Chinese seaborne trade through the Indian Ocean. Chinese strategic writings have long described the need to establish a stronger naval presence through Southeast Asia and into the Indian Ocean . . . Djibouti is likely only the first of a series of bases that will provide shelter and logistics support for Chinese forces, with others likely in countries such as Pakistan and Cambodia.

Some Chinese sources have gone so far as to identify potential and likely missions for the Djibouti base. Phillip Saunders has noted that “the new logistics base in Djibouti improves the PLA’s ability to sustain peacetime naval operations in a permissive environment and provides a nascent

---


capability to support other types of operations that may involve a combat role.”

He observes that Chinese sources, including China’s Defense white papers indicate that nascent overseas basing operations make sense from a domestic politics context: “These operations are justified domestically by the need to protect China’s overseas interests and internationally by the claim that the Chinese military can provide public goods and contribute to international stability.”

Mathieu Duchâtel notes analysts from the Institute of Military Transportation have written that military facilities overseas have five functions: war, diplomatic signal, political change, building relationships and providing facilities for training. These overseas facilities enable the conduct of several types of missions; logistical support for anti-piracy, peacekeeping troops deployment and humanitarian assistance/disaster relief (these are the three official missions of Djibouti); conducting military operations other than war (MOOTW) such as international cooperation, noncombatant evacuation operations and emergency rescue; [and] guarantee the security of sea lanes of communication and the Chinese supply chain.

One last point needs to be made here. Western analyses of the Chinese motivations underlying the establishment of an overseas operational base repeatedly fixate on the operational utility of the base to China’s military. Chinese writings on the subject acknowledge the operational implications of these “far-seas” facilities but also highlight the international political dimensions of these bases. As Duchâtel’s report noted above, the Chinese recognize that the functions of an overseas base have a political dimension to them, which in turn determines or shapes the military missions. He also observes that overseas bases are part of a larger political-military strategic framework, which is a far better predictor of what these future overseas facilities are designed to do than a strictly operational utility approach to assessing the future trajectory of these bases. He notes that a group


of military analysts at the Beijing Military Equipment Strategy 
“address the question of bases under the larger analytical framework of 
overseas operations in the ‘context of the go global military strategy.’”
According to their writings bases are “designated protection places 
(定点保障) that support overseas operations, and as such they have to ‘radiate’ 
(辐射) over an area where military operations are conducted.”

As a consequence, the key element of managing an overseas base 
is the effectiveness of that facility in conducting repair and maintenance 
of Chinese ships and aircraft operating overseas and in maintaining a close 
political relationship with the host country. He also points to the writings 
of Xue Guifang and Zheng Hao, both of Shanghai’s Jiaotong University, 
who argue that another function of an overseas facility is to “build 
an international environment that will accept China’s [future] construction 
of overseas bases.” Finally, he takes note of analyses from Li Qingsi and 
Chen Chunyu, academics from Renmin University who argue that Chinese 
overseas bases have a perpetual political mission, which means “on a strategic 
level, China must never depart from the political priority attached to bases, 
which is not military domination but protection of [China’s] trade interests.”
During the phase of PLA expansion, they write, “China needs to ‘reduce the 
sensitivity’ of its actions and ‘stop before going too far’ (适可而止) to avoid 
the ‘tragedy of great power.’ In other words, the constructions of bases needs 
to be linked to the exercise of international responsibilities.”

Support in Overseas Military Actions] 军事交通学院学报 [Journal of Military Transportation Academy] 
19, no. 9 (September 2017), as cited in Duchâtel, China Trends #2 – Naval Bases, 3.
11. Xue Guifang and Zheng Hao, “中国21世纪海外基地建设的现实需求与风险应对” [Risk Management 
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Djibouti Is Not the Sum of Our Fears

Before China established its first overseas military facility, the US national security community was consumed with the idea that China was intent on getting footholds in key strategic locations. As the thinking went, China would establish a small military presence throughout the Indian Ocean and on the African continent, signing secretive agreements with host-nation governments. Then, after years of military presence, these bases would suddenly open as full-fledged conventional military bases capable of threatening US and allied national security interests. The so-called “String of Pearls” strategy centered around the idea that Chinese overseas military basing was secretly a springboard to the Chinese capability to challenge the United States conventionally abroad.\(^\text{14}\)

While the term *string of pearls* is still popular within the security and strategy community, the concept of a Chinese conventional military base ready to pop out and permit the PLA full-scale conventional capability to take on the United States and its allies and partners has lost some of its sheen. Instead, most analysts correctly characterize the Djibouti facility, as the Chinese have done, referring to it as a “Strategic Strongpoint.” This chapter will, nevertheless, revisit the possibility of Djibouti being used as a naval logistics base in support of large-scale naval conventional operations.

Djibouti as a “Strategic Strong Point”

As Peter Dutton, Isaac Kardon, and Connor Kennedy have noted in some of their work, Djibouti “does not yet offer a significant wartime capability. Instead, it serves largely as a supply, logistics, and intelligence hub for increasingly complex peacetime military operations across China’s Indian Ocean lifeline.”\(^\text{15}\) As these authors note, Chinese officials and analysts are quick to point out that the Djibouti base is intended to fulfill “international obligations by providing humanitarian relief, supporting Chinese peacekeeping in Africa, assisting ongoing anti-piracy missions


and maintaining peace and stability in Africa and the world.”

Dutton et al. conclude that “benign or not, the emerging PLA support system overseas is unlikely to mirror America’s. Instead, it will follow the PRC’s commercial presence to support its expanding portfolio of military missions.”

A consensus is beginning to emerge amongst Western China analysts that Djibouti is following the “Shekou” model. Shekou refers to a small fishing village in Guangdong Province. The establishment of a seaport there (combined with export activities there) following China’s Opening Up and Reform period, spurred commercial, financial, and industrial activities that turned Shenzhen into a major commercial center. The idea is the establishment of a port facility with private and state-owned enterprises (SOEs), military protection for business and commercial interests, and government cooperation with a local host nation to develop a robust economic development enterprise. Most analysts are beginning to conclude that Djibouti is part of a major transshipment hub meant to help unlock the economic potential of the Horn of Africa and the African continent. Because of its strategic location near a major Asia–Europe shipping route and a potential gateway into the African continent, Chinese firms and SOEs are investing millions to develop infrastructure, transportation networks, and the business environment. The aim is for Chinese firms to gain an advantage over Western competitors in tapping into the African market.

The Djibouti base as a “strategic stronghold” serves as a means to protect China’s political-strategic interests and its commercial-economic interests. First is the existence of commercial port development in the vicinity of the Djibouti base. Doraleh multipurpose port, the Tadjourah bulk terminal, Ghoubet mineral terminal, and the Horizon Djibouti Terminal all represent significant investments made by Chinese SOEs or private firms.

---

in the port infrastructure of Djibouti. Next, the Chinese have invested heavily in the development of a Djibouti free-trade zone. According to Dutton et al., it is “a trade and logistics park intended to attract firms to the area to use the port and its connecting infrastructure.” Dutton continues:

The Free Trade Zone is divided into four “industrial clusters.” One is focused on the logistics industry and will support provision of transport, bonded warehousing, logistics and distribution capabilities. Another will focus on “business industry” functions such as bulk goods transactions, merchandise display, and duty-free retail. A third cluster will focus on the “business support” sector and cater to financial services, information services, hotels, office buildings, and training. Finally, a manufacturing cluster will support packaging, light processing of raw materials, food processing, and auto parts assembly.

Overall, Chinese investment in Africa seems to suggest that Chinese ambitions extend out to the development of Africa’s infrastructure. Chinese banks have played a significant part in investing in the Djibouti section of the Addis Ababa Railway in an effort to connect Djibouti with the Ethiopian and, subsequently larger, African economies. The same can be said of Chinese investment in the development of highways connecting Djibouti to Ethiopia. China’s Exim Bank provided some of the financing for the Ethiopian highway running from Addis Ababa to Adama based on the Chinese belief that successful investment in Djibouti rests on the robustness of the Ethiopian economy. It is the case, then, that the Djibouti facility as a “strategic stronghold” is meant to protect, in part, this budding business and commercial development at the horn of Africa.

Djibouti’s Potential for Logistics Support of PLA Out-of-area Operations, Some Analytical Considerations

To assess Djibouti’s logistical support role for PLA out-of-area operations, the far-seas out-of-area missions the PLA will likely undertake must be

23. Dutton, Kardon, and Kennedy, Djibouti, 16.
estimated. Past analysis has summarized the possible roles and missions of the PLA abroad.\textsuperscript{25}

\textbf{Table 8-1. Potential PLA missions}
(Source: Saunders, “Beyond Borders,” 4; and Yung et al., \textit{Chinese Overseas Basing Requirements}, 9.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Operation</th>
<th>Operational Forces</th>
<th>Existing Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Military Diplomacy</td>
<td>Army/Navy/Air Force</td>
<td>SCO exercises, PLAN exercises with Iranian/Pakistan navies, PLAN port visits in Mediterranean and Baltic states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far-seas Operations and Contingencies</td>
<td>Navy/other services and Strategic Support Force in supporting roles</td>
<td>Counterintervention, SLOC protection, counter-piracy deployments, Navy retrieval and disposal of Syrian chemical weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacekeeping Operations</td>
<td>Army</td>
<td>PLA engineer, medical, and infantry units have deployed to UN peacekeeping operations in Africa and the Middle East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian Aid/Disaster Relief (HA/DR)</td>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>PLAN delivered supplies and provided HA/DR to Indonesia after September 2018 Earthquake and tsunami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterterrorism</td>
<td>Army/Special Forces</td>
<td>None yet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterinsurgency</td>
<td>Army/Special Forces</td>
<td>None yet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most contemporary analyses of the potential role of the Chinese military abroad reached consensus that the PLA’s far-seas missions have probably been narrowly set.\textsuperscript{26} These missions include: UN Peacekeeping, counter-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden and other possible areas around Africa, naval diplomacy in the region and further afield, noncombatant evacuation operations, supporting China’s economic interests along the Maritime Silk Road, and assisting in other military operations other than war.\textsuperscript{27}


\textsuperscript{26} As reflected in the work of Kardon, Dutton, Kennedy, Saunders, Wuthnow, and Yung.

\textsuperscript{27} Fei, “Military Base in Djibouti”; and Wuthnow, “PLA Beyond Asia,” 3–7.
With the exception of a long-term storage location (SLOC) protection mission, the vast majority of these mission sets imply a narrow, nontraditional threat focus for the PLA when operating out of area. Many Western China analysts have concluded that the potential future far-seas missions are narrow and focused on nontraditional missions for a number of reasons. First, there are the Chinese political restraints, which limit PLA far-seas operations to the missions cited above. Most significantly, there are opportunity costs involved with operating out of area. The more extensive PLA overseas missions are, the less potent the Chinese military’s ability to handle its most pressing military mission—Taiwan. Additionally, as Wuthnow points out, PLA defense budget growth is slowing, and the PLA has to weigh the cost of overseas expeditionary operations against a host of military missions close to home.\(^{28}\) Additionally, it is unlikely the PLA will get dragged into a large-scale extra-regional conflict. China has demonstrated that when core national interests are not involved, it is truly averse to missions that will significantly increase casualties and guarantee large sunk costs.\(^ {29}\)

The PLA far-seas emphasis on nontraditional out-of-area missions and contingencies of lesser intensity means the logistical support for out-of-area PLA operations does not need to be extensive nor does it need to be significantly redundant as would be the case for large-scale, wartime logistical support. The Chinese military would not need to install repair facilities to address losses of vehicles, ships, or aircraft. Similarly, logistical support would not need to address other realities of large-scale conflict—huge numbers of dead and wounded—thus medical and mortuary services would not need to be extensive.

In a previous study of likely overseas PLA basing activity, the US National Defense University (NDU) gathered a group of logisticians from the Center for Joint and Strategic Logistics to evaluate what a future overseas Chinese military facility would look like. The group considered these operational constraints on the PLA: a focus on nontraditional, unconventional conflict; the presence of some political and legal restrictions; the facility having a logistical purpose; and a time horizon of 5–10 years.\(^ {30}\) The presumed list of basing characteristics is presented in table 8-2.

With the exception of the personnel footprint, which the logisticians speculated would be limited to about 300 personnel (Djibouti’s personnel

---

number is about 2,000), the Djibouti base has adhered closely to what the logisticians predicted. The logisticians speculated that a Chinese overseas facility would not involve an extensive stockpiling of parts but would involve some warehousing and more shipments of spare parts to the facility for repair purposes.\footnote{Yung et al., \textit{Chinese Overseas Basing Requirements}, 40.} Satellite imagery of the Djibouti base supports this conclusion, with the warehouses on the base dwarfed in size by its counterpart at Camp Lemonnier, let alone other warehouses in other military sites across the globe.

The logisticians also predicted, given the complications of air and sea logistics, it would be unlikely for a single overseas Chinese facility to attempt to combine both missions at a single location. Thus far, Djibouti does not appear to involve support to air operations. On a related note, the logisticians predicted the Chinese would establish a network of facilities to support a wide range of out-of-area operations. Finally, the NDU analysis posited that one potential mission for the PLA abroad would be ground operations ashore, including peacekeeping, counterterrorism, counterinsurgency, noncombatant evacuations and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief. The logisticians speculated the PLA may want to provide a logistical support facility to support these kinds of ground operations over the long run. This would entail a facility with training ranges, housing for troops, armory or weapons storage, and rest-and-recreation facilities. However, as was the case with naval and air operations, the logisticians predicted it would be unlikely for the PLA to seek to merge logistical support focused on naval operations with those focused on basic reception, staging, onward movement, and integration (RSOI). Does Djibouti follow the model speculated in the NDU report, or does the Djibouti facility encompass all of these functions?
Table 8-2. US logistician prediction of characteristics of PLA overseas bases\textsuperscript{32}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Facility or Logistics Operation Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Footprint</td>
<td>300 personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint or Multiservice</td>
<td>Single service focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehousing or Distribution Network</td>
<td>Not large warehousing, focus on distribution management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal and Political Restrictions</td>
<td>Tight permission windows, restricted or well-defined military activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division of Labor among Hubs: Naval Support Activities</td>
<td>Ship repair, replenishment and refueling of vessels, medical support, rest and recreation, food and water storage, weapons storage area and handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division of Labor among Hubs: Air Hub</td>
<td>Aircraft maintenance and repair, refueling and rearming, spare parts distribution and installation, airfield maintenance and management, flight training, weapons storage area and handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division of Labor among Hubs: Ground Logistics Support</td>
<td>Vehicle and equipment repair, armory and weapons handling, intermediary medical support, mortuary services, extensive training area for troops, large housing areas for troops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no evidence to date that Djibouti is being groomed to serve as some kind of air logistics hub for the PLA. At present the Chinese airfield at its Djibouti base is not long enough to support fixed-wing aircraft, including long-range transport aircraft. No fixed-wing aircraft have deployed to the airfield at the facility. Additionally, Djibouti does not possess the necessary attributes for the purpose of aviation logistics support (for example, it lacks the jet fuel and associated fuel farm to refuel jet aircraft). There is also a notable absence of a large number of support and emergency vehicles necessary for extensive jet aircraft operations. Finally, the Djibouti facility lacks the PLAAF personnel to conduct these kinds of operations.\textsuperscript{33}

The Djibouti facility also lacks PLAAF long-range transport aircraft. At present, the PLAAF has roughly 20 Y-20 aircraft with a range of 3,700 kilometers (payload of 66,000 kilograms) or 2,299 miles and a maximum range of 5,200 kilometers (51,000 kilograms payload).

\textsuperscript{32} Yung et al., \textit{Chinese Overseas Basing Requirements}, 39–43.
\textsuperscript{33} Dutton, Kardon, and Kennedy, \textit{Djibouti}, 31.
or 3,321 miles. In contrast to the PLAN, with a growing sophisticated fleet of expeditionary ships and support vessels (some of which have conducted port calls into the Djibouti facility), the PLAAF does not appear at present to be in a position to initiate robust out-of-area air operations.

It is possible the PLA will eventually develop far-seas aviation facilities in support of overseas PLAAF operations. But, if the logisticians from the NDU report are correct, the PLA is not likely to attempt to place both aviation and maritime logistics activities at the same location. They are more likely to place aviation logistics functions at a separate overseas facility when China succeeds in obtaining host-nation permission for such an activity. In the meantime, given the nontraditional missions the PLA is likely to be expected to perform, the PLAAF could make use of some commercial airfields (as they have done in the past) to execute these narrow, nontraditional missions. Table 8-3 lists recent PLAAF use of commercial airfields in support of sudden nontraditional “far-seas” missions.

### Table 8-3. Select examples of PLA use of commercial airports

(Source: Peltier, Nurkin, and O'Connor, *China’s Logistics Capabilities*.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gao Airport</td>
<td>PLA utilized airport in 2013 for UN peacekeeping operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Fasher Airport</td>
<td>2019 PLA peacekeeping medical operation in Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karachi Airport</td>
<td>Four IL-76 aircraft utilized this airport during Libya 2011 noncombatant evacuation operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khartoum Airport</td>
<td>PLAAF also utilized this airfield for the Libya noncombatant evacuation operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duqm Port</td>
<td>Western edge of the Y-20 maximum range from Chengu-Qionglai airbase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


35. Yung et al., *Chinese Overseas Basing Requirements*, 41.
Staging Area and Foundation for Future Africa Ground Operations

There is a possibility Djibouti could be used as an initial logistics support area for potential PLA ground operations in Africa. In addition to UN peacekeeping missions, there is also the possibility the PLA is called to conduct counterterrorism, counterinsurgency, noncombatant evacuation operations, and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief missions, as posited by the Saunders and Yung analyses. There is also the distant possibility PLA ground forces will be called to help stabilize friendly governments or to provide security assistance and build partner capacity to nations with Belt and Road Initiative projects.

There is some evidence these kinds of support activities and logistical features are present at Djibouti. Satellite imagery has identified troop housing, training areas (including a rifle range), a recreation area, a medical facility, ammunition storage and armory, and vehicle maintenance and repair facilities. Djibouti’s connectivity to Africa’s expanding rail and road network also supports this as a possibility. At the same time, these features are currently meant to support the PLANMC contingent deployed to Djibouti to provide force protection and basic protection of the commercial enterprises and Shekou-related commercial developments mentioned previously.

Despite the existence of features supporting a modest troop presence at the facility, it is unlikely Djibouti will be reserved for some kind of initial staging area for a PLA buildup on the continent. First, no PLA peacekeeping force has entered Africa through Djibouti. Second, to make such sustained operations possible, Djibouti’s housing, maintenance, and repair facilities, armory and ammunition storage, and training and medical facilities would all have to expand extensively. This is unlikely to happen since the Djiboutian government will be politically sensitive to a large footprint at any given military facility, especially with the presence of other militaries in Djibouti. Finally, Wuthnow’s analysis concludes that the absence of a Joint Theater Command or Joint Center in theater coordinating Chinese far-seas activities also militates against the mixing of separate Chinese military activities across the continent.

PLA Navy Support Activity

The preponderance of evidence points to Djibouti’s focus as a naval logistics hub. Open-source analysis shows facilities for storing fuel, weapons, and equipment as well as maintenance for ships and rotary-wing aircraft. At present, there is no dry dock, but as Dutton et al. point out in their report on the facility, “There are locations to the south of the main pier available for such a facility.” Additionally, “[I]ts proximity to the expansive yards at the Doraleh Multipurpose Port provides for significant augmentation of base operations.” The report cites the base as having the following features, “[a]n armory, equipment support area, subterranean entrance, barracks, heliport, oil depot, reinforced bunker and pier.”39 A PLAN petroleum, oil and lubricant (POL) detachment has reportedly deployed to the base for the purpose of refueling support.40

Dutton and company note that a close examination of satellite imagery finds “at least 10 storage barracks, an ammunition point, [an] office complex and a heliport.” They also take note of “two entrances to the base (one connecting to the main road and another connecting to the container terminal) and four layers of defensive works.”41 Several hangars make up the heliport, and they describe a 400-meter (approximately 1,312-foot) runway with air traffic control. Their report observes that “no aircraft have been reported deployed to the installation, nor could combat or transport aircraft use this short runway.”42 Also of significance is the medical facility constructed in 2017.

Perhaps of greatest significance is the pier space associated with the Djibouti base. The PLAN has now completed the construction of a 330-meter (1,100-foot) pier, bringing the total berthing space at Djibouti to 660 meters (2,165 feet), which permits the PLAN to accommodate the largest of China’s surface combatants.43 Additionally, as mentioned above, the proximity of the Doraleh Port permits the PLAN to berth its largest surface combatants and replenishment ships at Djibouti.

For force protection, there is the PLANMC contingent, which is deployed to the facility. At battalion strength, the contingent is comprised of three

42. Dutton, Kardon, and Kennedy, Djibouti, 31.
43. Dutton, Kardon, and Kennedy, Djibouti, 32.
mechanized infantry companies supported by an undisclosed number of vehicles.\textsuperscript{44} Units usually organic to PLANMC units (such as artillery and aviation units) have not been spotted. Additionally, open-source reporting has identified PLA Special Forces units located at the facility. Reporting indicates special forces training at the Djibouti base has been focused on “boarding, anti-piracy, and hostage rescue using rigid hull inflatable craft.”\textsuperscript{45} The previously mentioned troop housing, training ranges, vehicle repair facilities, armory, and equipment storage facilities are unquestionably intended to support these PLANMC troops.

Beyond the physical characteristics of the Djibouti base, PLAN operational activity strongly suggests the primary (if not the sole) purpose of the facility is to provide logistical support to PLA Naval operations. Chinese reporting states that the base has been significantly engaged in repair services involving thousands of parts to PLAN escort task forces stopping by the logistics facility.\textsuperscript{46} Since 2009, the PLAN’s Gulf of Aden counter-piracy task force has deployed 40 times to the region. With the exception of the first deployment, the task force has stopped in Djibouti each time for refueling, replenishment, and personnel rest and recreation.\textsuperscript{47} The US reporting indicates ship visit duration is approximately five days, with each of the ships rotating in and out of Djibouti.\textsuperscript{48}

The PLA Navy has also utilized Djibouti’s logistical support services for its out-of-area military diplomacy deployments. Data on PLA Navy exercises extending into the Mediterranean Sea all list stops into Djibouti before continuing through the Suez Canal and into the Mediterranean Sea. In fact, with the exception of deployments heading east, Djibouti is utilized for all PLAN long-range deployments. Open-source reporting highlights the gaps in the PLA Navy’s logistics support structure. Despite the use of Djibouti, PLAN task forces accompanied by a Type 093A replenishment ship must still be replenished by another Type 093A dispatched from a commercial civilian facility, otherwise the ship runs out of sufficient fuel, freshwater, and other necessary supplies.\textsuperscript{49}

\textsuperscript{44} Dutton, Kardon, and Kennedy, \textit{Djibouti}, 32.
\textsuperscript{45} Dutton, Kardon, and Kennedy, \textit{Djibouti}, 33.
\textsuperscript{46} Peltier, Nurkin, and O’Connor, \textit{China’s Logistics Capabilities}, 35.
\textsuperscript{47} “Chinese Naval Fleet Set to Deploy in Gulf of Aden for ‘Escort’ Duties,” \textit{Xinhua} (website), January 16, 2022.
\textsuperscript{48} Dutton, Kardon, and Kennedy, \textit{Djibouti}, 34.
\textsuperscript{49} Peltier, Nurkin, and O’Connor, \textit{China’s Logistics Capabilities}, 51.
Djibouti as Part of a Network of Logistics Support Facilities

This latter observation highlights the notion that the PLA Navy must inevitably expand its network of operational support facilities. Although mentioned earlier that Chinese writings have emphasized the networking nature of its far-seas operations, this observation is supported by US analyses of PLAN overseas operations as well. Isaac Kardon, in a report published by the Naval War College Review, notes that the nonconventional warfare mission set combined with the current absence of PLA Navy basing worldwide pushes the PLAN toward relying on commercial civilian facilities. Kardon notes these facilities are almost exclusively controlled by PRC SOEs or PRC firms with close ties to the Chinese Communist Party. The PLAN Task Force that secured Syrian chemical weapons made use of COSCO supply points in the Mediterranean. Kardon reinforces this point noting, “PLAN vessels (including the hospital ship Peace Ark) have visited at least thirty-one of those ninety-five (Chinese controlled or influenced) sites.” Finally, he notes that “PLA logistics officers argue that civilian firms’ organic capabilities far exceed the PLA’s own.” Port calls to their facilities “provide a platform for the military to rely on corporate strengths . . . use market economic means and adopt commercial contract entrustment methods to give full play to the advantages of enterprises and realize resource sharing.”

Djibouti, then, would serve as one hub in a network of hubs that are commercial-civilian or dual-use in nature. Potential candidates for these hubs, Kardon says, would need to connect China’s out-of-area lifeline, which stretches from “the Taiwan Strait through the South China Sea, Malacca Strait, Indian Ocean, and the Arabian Sea.”

How Offensive-oriented a Naval Operational Support Base?

Although the likelihood of Djibouti serving as a forward naval operating base, permitting the PLAN to challenge the United States and its allies conventionally, is considered rather low by most estimates, the question emerges of whether the support facility has the potential to provide wartime logistical support to naval operating forces operating in the far seas. For such an assessment, it is necessary to look again at the physical features of the facility. It is also necessary to revisit the idea of the government of Djibouti allowing the PLAN to utilize the facility for wartime operations and whether Doraleh should also be considered in that calculation.

This author believes the likelihood of the Djibouti government permitting the PLAN facility to support PLAN military operations directly during war is low. This is the case with other military forces stationed in Djibouti. The government does not want to risk its fragile economic development for the sake of a conflict. By extension, Djibouti would not permit the PLAN to utilize Doraleh to support offensive PLAN operations. Still, it is a useful exercise to see if the Djibouti facility and the civilian port of Doraleh can provide such operational support, even if the political likelihood of the PLAN using these facilities in this way is low.

Table 8-4 lists the US Department of Defense and Department of Transportation identification of features of a naval operating base during conventional wartime. The Djibouti facility on its own lacks many of the infrastructure support functions identified in the table. Although the Djibouti facility contains three berthing spaces, the Department of Defense calls for that number of berthing spaces of 1,000 linear feet each. Djibouti lacks this feature. Satellite imagery does not appear to reveal any direct rail connectivity from the ammunition points to the piers. There does not appear to be a port-operated interchange yard to support switching two trains per day. Despite the existence of a heliport, the Department of Defense recommends a suitable area to land and service helicopters (approximately five acres). The Department of Defense calls for 30–40 acres of open storage, the Djibouti facility clearly lacks this feature. There are insufficient interior roadways connecting outside of the base to the port facilities. The facility lacks four-rail offloading spurs of 1,000 feet of straight track each. The viability of PLAN support to offensive operations starts to change when PLAN accessibility to Doraleh is considered. Table 8-4 illustrates that when the extensive features and size of Doraleh are combined with those of the PLAN dual-use facility in Djibouti, PLAN offensive operational support becomes more potent.
Table 8-4. Department of Defense and Department of Transportation required features for naval operating bases
(Source: Yung et al., Chinese Overseas Basing Requirements, 52.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logistics Support Feature</th>
<th>Djibouti Dual-use Facility</th>
<th>Facility + Doraleh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three berthing spaces (1,000 linear feet each)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum water depth of 35 feet</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–40 acres of open storage</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four rail offloading spurs of 1,000 feet of straight track each</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four rail/truck end ramps</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatehouse/security</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to port-owned interchange yard to support switching two trains per day</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable area to land/service helicopters (approximately 5 acres)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two container handlers</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate interior roadways to port facilities</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office space with adequate utilities and communications service</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing area for 30 trucks</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close proximity to interstate highway system</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to at least one major commercial rail carrier</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water channel access (width of 500 feet and depth of 35 feet)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to commercial rail interchange yard (if port-owned facilities are inadequate)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another factor requiring further analysis is the extent to which the PLAN facility on Djibouti has sufficient space for expanded naval weapons storage. At present, the hardened structures that are apparent in satellite imagery might be the housing area for the armory, but there is also some open-source reporting that as much as 23,000 square feet of storage has been constructed underground.  

be required for an extensive weapons storage area with potential spacing limits (such as bombs/warheads/mines and demolition material needing to be 700 feet apart from other categories of weapons) appears to make Djibouti too small to support this function.\textsuperscript{55} The addition of Doraleh into the calculus, however, obviously helps address the size issue. But, again, the government of Djibouti is highly unlikely to permit the storage of a large number of weapons at a civilian commercial site.

**Sustaining and Supplying the Djibouti Facility**

Finally, there is the question of how the Djibouti facility is being sustained or logistically supported. The almost complete absence of long-range PLAAF transport aircraft rules out robust air deliveries of cargo to the facility. Given the proximity of the Doraleh facility to the Djibouti base, it is very likely such sustainment comes by the sea through the extensive civilian/SOE shipping network. Those supplies, increasingly containerized, are most likely transported by truck to the Djibouti facility where they are housed for replenishing and resupplying the PLAN ships passing through. This line of reasoning needs to be reinforced through further analysis.

Special spare parts (such as communications equipment) for repairing specialized assets on ships most likely comes from specialized air delivery to the Djibouti International Airport. Transporting these types of parts to the Djibouti base by naval shipping or military aircraft would not be difficult.\textsuperscript{56} A more modern logistical approach would work with husbanding agents and international logistics carriers to order these parts quickly from suppliers in China or elsewhere. The parts would then be shipped via commercial air to Djibouti International Airport. Chinese contractors could then install the parts and repair specialized equipment on the PLAN ships. Recent PLA writings on modern, agile, and “just-in-time logistics” suggest this prediction is probably accurate.\textsuperscript{57} In the words of the aforementioned US logisticians, “With technician access to the ship or aircraft in question plus the availability of most spare parts by expedited delivery services, most parts can be replaced even during wartime, with the exception

\textsuperscript{55} NAVSEA Manual for Ammunition and Explosives Ashore: Safety Regulations for Handling Storage, Production, Shipping, op. 5, vol. 1, chap. 12 (Naval Sea Systems Command, February 16, 2001), 12-1 to 12-23.

\textsuperscript{56} Yung et al., Chinese Overseas Basing Requirements, 40.

of submarine and aircraft carrier reactors.” This speculation also needs to be reinforced with additional research and analysis.

**Conclusion**

The best available evidence suggests the logistical functions of the Djibouti “Strategic Strong Hold” are highly focused on naval support activities designed to assist directly with the Gulf of Aden counter-piracy deployments and the long-range military diplomacy missions that the PLAN periodically undertakes. This function is logical given the amount of analysis that took place in China following the initial counter-piracy deployments and which highlighted the difficulties the PLAN deployers were experiencing while operating overseas. The Djibouti facility appears to be the direct result of the PLAN’s assessment of its gaps in operational support—hence the presence of recreational facilities, communications facilities, medical support, replenishment and refueling support activities, extensive pierage, and storage facilities.

Even with the Doraleh Port considered, the facility does not appear to be a nascent capability to support a naval conventional conflict. In the first place, such a function near so many other strategic rivals makes no sense operationally. Second, it is unlikely the government of Djibouti would permit the naval facility and Doraleh to be used in this fashion. Nevertheless, the features of the combined facilities, their combined size, the potential to construct and expand magazines spaced sufficiently apart, and the potential to increase existing infrastructure to meet warfighting standards means such a possibility cannot be ruled out.

The presence of battalion-strength PLANMC units suggests an additional force protection mission for the ground forces stationed at the facility. Observed unit training focused on hostage crises, counterterrorism, and visit, board, search, and seizure (VBSS) operations, suggesting the PLANMC units are also intended to protect the large number of Chinese businesses establishing themselves in the region.

An assessment of activities and features of the Djibouti facility does not support the idea that the facility will be turned into an air operations

---


59. For example, see Li Jie, “China’s Navy Still Has Far to Go,” *China Daily*, August 14, 2009; and see also “尹卓: 中国海军应在吉布提建立长期补给基地” [Yin Zhuo: The PLAN Should Build a Long-term Supply Base in Djibouti], *Chinese Suppliers*, December 28, 2009.
logistical hub, nor that it will serve as an initial staging area, training base, and RSOI center for incoming PLA troops destined for UN peacekeeping or other ground operations in Africa. These activities are likely to be supported eventually by the PLA, but at other locations on the continent.

Djibouti is likely to be one of several logistics support hubs extending from the Indian Ocean into Africa through the Middle East and into the Mediterranean Sea. Establishing additional naval and air operational support facilities will be difficult for China, requiring tough negotiations and acceptance of political and legal restrictions. Yet, those facilities will come, albeit in limited numbers. Supplementing these facilities will be a number of civilian commercial private and state-owned facilities and vessels that will be used to supply and refuel PLAN, PLAAF, and PLA ground forces operating forward.
How Well Do We Understand PLA Logistics?

Lonnie D. Henley

This chapter provides an overview of the presentations at the conference and assesses how much progress has been made toward understanding the logistics and sustainment capabilities of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA). The observations below address the papers in this volume and other recent works presented at the US Naval War College, the US-China Economic and Security Review Commission, and other venues.

While more is known about PLA logistics than 10 or even five years ago, there is not yet enough data to answer the most important questions with any degree of confidence. The most pressing question is whether the PLA logistics system could sustain the force in large-scale, high-intensity combat operations—a war—near China. This question is particularly pressing if the war should last more than the couple of weeks some observers believe the PLA envisions for a Taiwan, Senkakus, or South China Sea conflict. Better understood is how well the PLA could sustain small-scale, low-intensity, noncombat operations, both within the immediate theater and farther afield. But how much they intend to expand that noncombat logistics power projection in the future is not known with any confidence. What is known is that the PLA is not capable now, and will not be capable soon, of even medium-scale, moderate-intensity combat operations far from China (for example, the Indian Ocean or East Africa). But, again, there is little insight into whether they aspire to that capability, much less whether current intentions may change in the future.
What We Have Learned

This conference was the third recent event focused on PLA logistics. The China Maritime Studies Institute at the US Naval War College hosted a conference in 2021 examining large-scale amphibious warfare, including the logistical underpinnings of such an operation.¹ The US-China Economic and Security Review Commission held hearings in 2020 on China’s military power projection capabilities, focusing on operations outside China’s immediate periphery.² These and other important studies offered new insights in several areas.

Structure of Military Logistics and Goals of Logistics Reform

Logistics modernization, “military-civilian fusion,” and national defense mobilization are discussed extensively in specialist military journals and the general news media in China. It is relatively easy for outside observers to discern how Chinese leaders intend the system to work; how the PLA logistical apparatus is organized; the location, subordination, and role of major logistical units and facilities; what kind of operational training the PLA conducts; and what kind of logistical support that requires.³ There is more information available on these topics than can be digested, but it appears to this observer that we have a good grasp of the basic outlines.

---


Overall Relationship among Military Logistics, Military-Civilian Fusion, and National Defense Mobilization

There is a great deal more to learn here, but several recent works have addressed the broad outlines of civilian support to military operations in China. These sources have also looked at some aspects of military-civilian fusion, primarily as it affects the defense industrial base and technology for military systems. Yet, this research has only begun to look at aspects that affect logistical support to operational units, and this problem is addressed at greater length later.

PLA Power Projection Capabilities

This topic has attracted a great deal of attention from PLA specialists and what one might call the foreign policy public, particularly since the opening of the Chinese military base in Djibouti. Despite the Djibouti base and China putting out feelers to other potential host nations, however, it is clear the PLA has not invested heavily in military power projection. Djibouti and other potential locations are sufficient to sustain small-scale, low-intensity operations:


anti-piracy patrols, peacekeeping operations, intelligence collection, show-the-flag regional presence, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, military diplomacy, and so forth. This capacity, however, would be nearly irrelevant in a serious conflict. The PLA has made no effort to build a warfighting power projection capability or to create an organizational structure or doctrine for power projection logistics.  

The PLA Navy has some capacity for at-sea replenishment on a very small scale. The Air Force has an inherent capability as its fleet of large cargo jets begins to grow, but it has not developed the command-and-control structures or logistical foundation for large operations far from China. The majority of the PLA’s power-projection effort has focused on operations inside China or on its immediate borders—moving forces to combat natural disasters, reinforce the Indian border, suppress unrest, or support (potentially) a friendly Central Asian government.  

As in several other aspects of PLA studies, the debate among China watchers is more about future intentions than current capabilities. Some believe China’s current leaders aspire to project combat power far beyond China’s immediate periphery to protect Chinese interests and shape the geopolitical environment. This author is in the opposite camp, judging that China will continue to adhere to a supremely self-interested foreign posture, with no desire to take responsibility for other people’s problems. Who rules Syria and how—or Sudan or Venezuela—and how is of moderate interest to China but not worth spending very much Chinese blood or treasure. In any case, the debate among foreign specialists is about what China may do in the future.
future, not about the PLA’s current capacity for large-scale power projection—or rather lack thereof.

Things We Do Not Know

How Well the PLA Logistical System Would Work under Stress

The issues outlined above represent important progress in understanding PLA sustainment capacity, but vital knowledge gaps remain. The most important question about the logistics system is whether it could sustain the force in long-duration, high-intensity combat operations—that is, in a major war against the United States and its allies. Among the many unknowns:

- Can the PLA land a large enough force on Taiwan, and sustain it, to invade and conquer the island successfully? Can it do so now, and, if not, when will it reach that level? Is the current reliance on civilian vessels to supplement PLA logistics an interim measure or an enduring part of how the PLA envisions this conflict?  

- How would the PLA sustain its forces on Taiwan if it managed to land them? What would the on-island logistical structure look like? What are the cross-Strait throughput requirements for essential materiel? How would the PLA open and operate Taiwan ports and airfields? Does the PLA even think seriously about logistics beyond the beachhead? There is no indication of that in available military journals.

---

Can the air force and naval aviation maintenance crews service aircraft quickly enough to sustain high sortie rates and for how long—days, weeks, months? How quickly can they replace an engine? How many at once? How many flight hours are there between engine overhauls, and how many spare engines do they have? Can they maintain stealth aircraft well enough to keep them stealthy?

How large are the PLA’s stockpiles of precision munitions and key components? How quickly can the defense industrial base replenish those stores under wartime conditions?

What is the intended force structure for major new logistics platforms—Y-20 transport aircraft, Yuchi-class replenishment ships, and others?

How resilient are PLA logistics? How quickly can they repair damage to their runways, road and rail networks, ports, and depots?

How much have the intended changes to organizational culture actually taken hold? The reforms since 2016 are intended to shift authority from the national to the theater level and from the service headquarters to the joint force commander. When the United States made the same kind of shift in the late 1980s, it took years for military culture to change to match the new legal authorities and command structure. Some would say it remains a work in progress. It is very difficult to tell how the PLA is doing in that regard given the kind of information sources available.

China’s Long-term Intentions for Out-of-region Power Projection Logistics

There has been a great deal of speculation about additional overseas bases in the Indian Ocean, the South Pacific, and even in the South Atlantic. There is no good evidence about their intentions. One must infer intentions from actions, but the observed facts fit a wide range of hypotheses.

China’s Ability to Withstand a Blockade

As the conflict in Ukraine has reemphasized, Chinese leaders must expect a war would create massive disruption to China’s foreign trade. Even if US forces did not impose a formal military blockade as PLA authors assume, massive US sanctions and the intensity of conflict would produce much the same result. It is hard to assess how a near-total cessation of trade would affect a continental-sized economy operating on a war footing. How large are China’s stockpiles of key resources? How vulnerable are they to enemy attack? What would China’s wartime consumption rates be, with tight rationing offset against huge increases in military consumption? How much of which materials could they expect to get through if Russia remained friendly—and how much if it did not? At what point would economic disruption affect PLA operational capabilities?

How Well the National Defense Mobilization System Would Work

China has built an elaborate bureaucracy to mobilize civilian resources in support of military operations. If this system functions as planned, it will provide thousands of trucks, ships, and aircraft with their crews, tens of thousands of technicians and mechanics, and millions of tons of materiel to supplement PLA logistics. We have only begun to mine the large volume of publicly available information on the defense mobilization and militia logistics network. Preliminary studies document the huge level of effort and the existence of many unresolved challenges within this system. Not enough work has been done to permit any informed judgment about whether national defense mobilization is the “people’s war” secret sauce that greatly multiplies PLA sustainment capabilities or an enormous Rube Goldberg apparatus that would collapse in a real conflict. This question is one of the most important unanswered questions in PLA studies.
Recommendations

The growing number of papers and conferences focused on PLA logistics is encouraging, but these efforts have yet to achieve a critical mass. The key questions that make logistics such an important topic remain unanswered, leaving it unclear whether the PLA can sustain a large war close to China today and whether it will be able to fight even a medium-sized war farther from China in the foreseeable future. The unexpected struggles of Russian forces in Ukraine highlight the importance of this issue, as what many considered one of the world’s most powerful military forces has severely underperformed due in part to bad logistics. The United States, and the Chinese themselves, need to look closely at how Chinese military logistics would perform under similar stress.

How well the PLA could sustain a large conflict close to China requires looking beyond the PLA’s organic logistics and equipment maintenance units to consider it, as the Chinese do, as a whole-of-society people’s war undertaking. It requires looking much closer at the National Defense Mobilization Committees, the PLA Provincial Military District (PMD) system, and the parts of the People’s Militia directly involved in logistical support to PLA maneuver operations. There is little enthusiasm for studying the militia, aside from Maritime Militia forces involved in “rights protection” missions in the South and East China Seas. The People’s Militia is large, decentralized, diverse, and, honestly, boring compared to ballistic missiles, fighter jets, and amphibious mechanized combined arms brigades. If professionals study logistics, as is often said, then professional PLA watchers cannot ignore the huge component of PLA logistics resident in the PMD system and militia forces.

Luckily, China’s apparatus for mobilizing civilian support for military operations, by its nature, must exist in the open, visible to the economic entities it interacts with and therefore somewhat visible to the United States and others. The problem is not finding data as it is for many other aspects of China’s military. The problem is grappling with large volumes of low-value data to develop a clear picture.
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